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Abstract

This thesis presents novel and reusable algorithms and philosophies for the 

reduction of data produced by CCD detectors used for space astronomy. Some of 

the techniques described can be extended to other tw o-dim ensional data sets, 

and all of them have relevance beyond the particular spacecraft on w hich they 

are currently being used.

The author began the work described in this thesis in January 1995, looking  

at w ays in which the data produced from a spectroscopic instrument on the 

XM M-Newton spacecraft could be reduced sufficiently to fit into the compara

tively meagre telemetry bandwidth available to it. The work w as also con

strained by the use of a processor system  w ith many fewer resources available 

than ideal, but chosen for its reliability and tolerance to radiation, both important 

factors in a ten-year mission.

Chapter one introduces the need for spacecraft onboard data reduction, and 

the XM M-Newton spacecraft, and its instruments. Chapter tw o focusses on the 

principles of operation of CCDs, briefly considering the sources of noise that 

affect them in use. Chapter three examines the mechanics of the onboard soft

ware designed by the author, and arguments are m ade for trading data quality 

against data quantity. Chapter four describes the construction of a software, stan

dalone instrument simulator able to quantify the quality of the existing onboard 

software, provide feedback to settings used, and analyse the impact of future



modifications. Chapter five presents results from the testing of the onboard soft

ware and early data from the com m issioning phase of XMM-Newton. The thesis 

concludes w ith som e suggestions for further improvements to the onboard soft

ware, and hints at possible applications to other observational scenarios involv

ing large data-sets.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The X-ray astrophysical observatory XMM-Newton is the largest scientific 

spacecraft launched by the European Space Agency (ESA), and is producing X- 

ray imaging and spectroscopic data of unprecedented quality. The author of this 

thesis was responsible for the on-board data pre-processing software for the 

Reflection Grating Spectrometer (RGS) instruments on this spacecraft.

The function of this software is to dramatically reduce the amount of data 

generated by each RGS, in order to fit it into the meagre telemetry allocation—  

6K bits/second per spectrometer. This critical software had to be:

• accurate— any errors or ambiguities introduced by the onboard preproc

essing might compromise the integrity of the science data;

• reliable, and written to stringent ESA software engineering standards 

(ESA, 1991);

• able to run on a processor of limited horsepower, and w ith little memory;

• able to make the best use of the telemetry bandwidth.

Ideally, all of the raw data from each RGS w ould be available at the ground 

segm ent, but ow ing to the constraint on telemetry bandwidth (the reasons for 

which are explored in appendix 1), this is rarely possible. That the raw data can

not be analysed in different w ays after parts of it have been discarded before 

transmission, places strong responsibilities on the on-board pre-processing:

• too much data removed, or imperfect use of the telemetry bandwidth  

w ill impact the effective collecting area of the telescope;
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• incorrect reconstruction of X-ray events with their energies spread across 

more than one pixel w ill affect the energy resolution of the instrument;

• unremoved "bad' or 'hot' pixels may be wrongly interpreted as spectral 

features in the source;

• imperfectly deleted cosmic ray charge fragments m ay be misconstrued 

X-ray charge deposits;

• unstable software could harm long exposures (up to 65k seconds in the 

early phases (Erd, 2001), and now  up to 130k seconds), or even cause 

programmatic difficulties.

This thesis is about the m ethods used by the author to achieve the dem and

ing results required of software of this criticality.

This chapter gives som e description of the XM M-Newton spacecraft, and of 

the RGS instrument in particular, w ith some quantifying of the disparity between  

the amount of data generated by the instrument and the telemetry bandwidth  

available to it. The next chapter describes the basic operation of a charge-coupled 

device (CCD) detector, and how  these devices can behave w hen used for X-ray 

astronomy.

The main output of the author's work—the current RGS on-board soft

ware— is described in chapter 3, and includes some novel approaches and tech

niques which may find application elsewhere. Chapter 4 describes a standalone 

instrument simulator in software, created by the author for use w hen denied  

access to the hardware developm ent system, and ultimately developed into a 

deliverable item which could be used for analysing such raw data as is available 

from the RGS, w ith the results used to feedback values for parameter setting to

18



the onboard software. A description of the testing of the software, and of the 

early flight results can be found in chapter 3, with conclusions and som e sugges

tions for future work in chapter 6.

1.0 The XMM-Newton Spacecraft

1.0.1 Spacecraft Configuration

This observatory class satellite has the largest aperture ever flown for an X- 

ray mission, com prising three separate nests of fifty-eight mirror shells forming 

three individual telescopes (Jansen et al, 2001). At the focal point of each telescope 

is a CCD camera designed for imaging and medium  resolution spectroscopy in 

X-rays. These are the 'European Photon Imaging Camera' (EPIC) CCDs, but in 

the case of only one of the telescopes do the CCDs receive the w hole flux gath

ered by the mirrors. For the other two, the mirror shells are followed by a reflec

tion grating array w hich picks off a little less than half of the flux, dispersing the 

photons according to their energy.

The individual gratings which form each of the two assemblies are arranged 

on a toroidal Rowland surface, and give an additional off-axis focus for the mir

rors, this time for spectroscopic observation (Kahn et al, 1996). At this focus is the 

RGS Focal Camera (RFC)— a strip of CCDs arranged along the dispersion axis, 

and these, along w ith their associated electronics and gratings form an RGS. Two 

view s of this arrangement are shown schematically in figure 1.1.

Details of the international consortium responsible for the complete RGS 

instrument chain can be found in appendix 4.

1 9



mirrors

a = 1 .576191

g ra tin g s

-6698.1

CO

n = 7 .3 3 3 '

5 61 .000

I  CCD

Cal.
source

Figure 1.1: A rrangem ent o f mirrors, gratings and C CD s in the RGS. X-rays arrive at the top 

of the diagram, and a fe w  key linear dimensions are shown w ith units in trim. The right-hand part of 

the illustration shows the sp littin g  o f the incoming Y-ray beam between EPIC and RGS foci, a , j3 

and y  are the angle o f incidence, the blaze angle and the graze angle on the facets o f the g ra tin g  and 

are shown in more detail in figure 1.6. The left-hand part o f the illustration is an anti-clockwise rota

tion, out o f the page (note the Y, X  and Z, X  arrows), looking now end-on to the C C D  bench. A lso  

indicated here are fou r internal in-flight calibration sources, producing fluorescent emission at 

1487eV (alum inium ) and 676.8eV  (fluorine). Unless otherwise noted, numerical details are all 

taken from  den Herder et al, 2000).
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In addition to the X-ray instruments, the observatory includes an optical tele

scope to cover the optical and UV regions of the spectrum (1500-6000A). This 

telescope—the 'Optical Monitor' (CM)—is a Ritchey Chrétien instrument with 

an aperture of 30cm, and some additional optics formed in the detector window. 

The spectrum coverage of the XMM observatory is, then, from about lÂ  to about 

6 , o o o A ,  with a gap in the region from looA to 1500A (coinciding with the wave

length range which is subject to a high degree of absorption by the interstellar 

medium). The CM will also be used for the real-time optical identification of X- 

ray sources, and having this telescope onboard makes XMM the first truly multi 

wavelength observatory.

Figure 1.2: Three dim ensional schematic o f the X M M -N ew ton  Spacecraft. X -rays enter from  

the left hand side o f the diagram, where the three mirror modules can be seen w ith  their protective  

doors open, and gra tin g  assemblies visible behind tw o o f them. To the right o f the illustration is the 

instrum ent platform  which supports the radiators, and the detectors and associated electronics.

2 1



1.0.2 Spacecraft Orbit and Operations

The orbit of XMM-Newton has been chosen to allow the five CCD cameras to 

be cooled to temperatures as low  as -ioo°C  using only passive radiators, and to 

allow long uninterrupted pointings at sources of interest. The 48 hour highly  

elliptical orbit is inclined at -40°, having a perigee of 7000km, an apogee of 

114,000km, and operations are limited to altitudes above 60,000km w hen the 

spacecraft is clear of the Earth's radiation belts. A llow ing for the times w hen the 

Earth's magnetotail impinges even at the operational altitudes, the instruments 

are operated for about 63% of the time in the periods of low est background radi

ation (Erd, 2001). XM M-Newton can cover most of the sky, excluding only a 

region near the Sun, the solar aspect angle being fixed by the baffle design and 

attitude control tolerance to within ± 20° of a perpendicular to the telescope axis.

Three groundstations are currently in use, located in Perth, Kourou and from 

February 2001, Santiago. Between them they allow uninterrupted exposures of 

up 133,000 seconds. The telemetry stream is structured using variable length  

packets: packets of science data from the instruments are merged with instru

mental housekeeping data packets and other spacecraft data packets, aggregat

ing to a total data rate of 64Kbits per second.

1.1 The RGS Instrument

The two RGS instrument chains on XMM are designed to give a previously  

unattained sensitivity combined with high energy resolution in the 'soft' X-ray 

region (3-33Â, 2.3-o.4keV). This region is of interest because it contains many
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prominent features from nearly all ion stages of many abundant elements, 

including the K-shell line and continuum transitions of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, 

magnesium and silicon; and the L-shell transitions of silicon, sulphur, argon, cal

cium, nickel and iron (Paerels et al, 1998).

10000

r a d i a l  v e lo c i t y  ( 1 0 0  k m / s )

fl, F e  M

1000w
R a m a n<

w
0)5
O
CL

i p t o n s )ra d i a l  v e lo c i t y

100

e x c i t a t i o n  m e c h o n i s m

10.00.1 1.0
photon energy (keV)

Figure 1.3: Plot of resolving power vs. photon energy showing the figures necessary to perform  

various spectroscopic diagnostics. A ctual performance of the instrum ent in fligh t fo r  f ir s t and sec

ond orders is overlaid in red, second order being the higher o f the tw o bands.

The RGS instrument can detect many of these features—in emission or 

absorption—for a large variety of stellar, interstellar and extragalactic plasmas. 

The RGS instrument provides the first ever opportunity for determining impor

tant physical parameters of these plasmas, such as electron temperatures, density 

distributions, ion and elemental abundances, mass motions and the nature of the 

ambient radiation field, and the resolving powers needed to perform these (and
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other) diagnostics are shown in figure 1.3, plotted as a function of wavelength 

and with the actual in-flight performance of the RGS over-plotted in red.

To meet these targets, then, the important criteria for the spectrometer are 

sensitivity and resolving power (den Herder et al 2001). To achieve a suitable 

count-rate of photons from the faintest sources of interest the telescope mirrors 

are designed for high throughput: i.e. large effective surface area. Figure 1.4 

shows the impressive effective area that has been achieved on XMM relative to 

other X-ray missions.
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  XMM
  AXAF
- - -  ROSAT 
— -  Asca

10’

10.00.1 1.0
Energy [keV]

Figure lA :  Effective area of the X M M -N ew ton  mirrors plotted as a function  of energy, and shown  

relative to equivalent plots from  other X -ray missions.

The mirrors have a significant collecting area from 0.1 to lokeV, but this is 

further influenced by the responses of the instruments themselves, as shown in 

figure 1.5.
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  EPIC: total
  EPIC: PN
- -  EPIC: MOS £2 modulas);
- — EPIC: MOS (single)
  R G S -to ta l:-1*“O lder •
  RGS-total: — ol der
- -  RG S-1: -  l" o rd e r
—  R G S -1 : order

110
0.1 1.0 10 0

Energy [keV]

F igure 1.5: N et effective area of the mirrors when folded in w ith  the responses o f the individual in stru 

ments. N otice the abrupt reduction in effective area seen by the EPIC M O S  cameras compared zuith the 

EPIC P N , this being of course due to the sharing of the flu x  ivith the RGS.

Owing to the engineering constraints involved in making the mirror shells 

(Chambure et al 1997), the resulting array is somewhat 'moderate' in resolution, 

contributing about 15 arc-seconds of 'blur'. Aside from looking at higher spectral 

orders, the resolving power of a spectrometer with a particular mirror accuracy 

can be improved by increasing the line density of the grating. The target results 

for the RGS case could not be met using traditional transmission gratings. The
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resolving power of the RGS was set at that required to separate the three lines of 

He-like triplets of the most abundant elements in the spectral band, including O 

V I I — a useful plasma density diagnostic. The targetted first-order resolving 

power range for the RGS was approximately loo -  500. For an E/AE of, say, 230 

and a mirror blur of 13", this implies a need for a dispersion angle of 13 x 230/ 

3600 = 1.04°, and hence a grating period in excess of 20,000.

Happily, owing to the way in which the effective period of a reflection grat

ing is projected rather than physical, densities of this sort can be achieved. By ori

entating the grating at a grazing incidence to the incoming beam the physical 

grating period is increased by a factor of:

d
s in a

In the case of the RGS gratings, the average period of 646 lines/m m  becomes, 

at an angle of incidence of 1.38°, approximately 24,000 lines/m m . This, combined 

with the mirror blur gives a resolution element of 230pm x 2 mm in the disper

sion/ cross-dispersion axes.

100.4

X-ray

200
97.5

Figure 1.6: Schematic of an RGS gra ting  show ing key dim ensions (m m ) and angles, a  is the angle o f  

incidence, (3 is the diffraction angle fo r the blaze wavelength, y  is the graze angle o f the facets on the grating, 

and Ô is the blaze angle.
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The 182 individual reflection gratings that form the reflection grating array 

(RCA) in each of the RGS chains are set at grazing incidence to the beam in the 

'classical' configuration, in which the incident and diffracted rays lie in a plane 

which is perpendicular to the grating grooves (see figure 1.6), and are mounted  

in the otherwise unused space between the mirrors and the focal plane. The X- 

ray beam from the mirrors is still converging at this point, but this departure 

from parallelism is easily corrected by varying the line spacing on the gratings. 

Even if the entire flux from the mirrors was available, increasing the packing den

sity of the gratings beyond a certain point w ill lead to them self-vignetting, hence 

it is practical to include imaging detectors at the principal telescope focus also. 

Other aberrations are eliminated by centering the gratings on a type of Rowland 

circle orientating them such that each grating makes the same angle a  with  

respect to the incident beam that intersects its centre.

If the telescope focus lies on the Rowland circle as w ell, then rays diffracted 

from the centres of the gratings w ill converge to a single spectroscopic focus also 

located on the circle and aberrations are eliminated, aside from som e astigma

tism in the cross-dispersion direction. This arrangement works w ell at all w ave

lengths as long as the spectroscopic detectors are arrayed tangentially to the 

circle.

The dispersion axes for the tw o separate RGS instruments are parallel in 

order to provide an extra degree of redundancy: ie in addition to having the two  

RGSs seeing the same source, a spectral feature of interest could be m oved to 

another CCD in the event of a failure. In practice, however, the loss of efficiency 

engendered by this (about 50%) makes it less likely to be useful as long as there is
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a functioning CCD in the necessary position on one or other of the CCD benches. 

The X-ray spectrum is imaged as a narrow band, and nine back-illuminated 

CCDs are used to cover it, with the position of the X-ray photon on the detector 

along the dispersion direction giving the wavelength. The different spectral 

orders are overlaid on the CCD surface, but these can be separated by the intrin

sic CCD energy resolution, as w ill be seen in chapter 2.

1.1.1 Instrument Configuration

The 'detector end' of the RGS divides into three sections, and these are illus

trated in figure 1.7. The 'RFC' is the RGS Focal camera, and comprises the cooled  

CCD bench and associated 'front-end' conditioning electronics. The 'RAF' is the 

RGS analogue electronics. This is a separate unit providing further signal condi

tioning and monitoring, the analogue-to-digital conversion and the clock 

sequence generator.

This last, though more strictly a 'digital' device, is part of the RAF for logisti

cal reasons. Interfacing to the spacecraft data and power buses is the RDF', the 

RGS digital electronics. This unit contains the processor system s for instrument 

control and data handling, the instrument power supply, and the thermal regula

tion circuitry.
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setting and monitoring via status register, 
programming by DMA to DPP’s main memory
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F igure 1.7: Sim plified block diagram  o f the configuration o f  the key com ponents o f  the R G S  

In stru m en t a t the detec tor end. The three sections o f  the diagram  fo llo w  the d iv ision  o f  the sys tem  

in to  separate u n its , w ith  the RFC a t the 'front-end', and separate d ig ita l and analogue electronics 

sections. For obvious optical reasons there is on ly  one C C D  bench per R C S  chain, and there are lim 

ited  opportun ities fo r  redundancy w ith in  the R A E  ow in g  to signal constra in ts. Each R C S  does, 

however, include tw o  R D E s w ith  one as a cold-redundant spare.
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1.1.1.1 CCD Camera Analogue Electronics

The 'analogue electronics' of each RGS chain (known as the 'RAE') comprise 

the conditioning electronics for the nine CCDs and the readout amplifiers and 

requisite signal clocking circuits and multiplexers.

The RGS uses large format CCDs—1024 x 384 pixels of 27pm square— devel

oped by EEV/Marconi, with special enhancements such as improved output 

amplifier performance. The CCDs are 'frame transfer' types (of which more in

2.0.4.1), and each has two readout nodes. Of the four potential read-out nodes 

available (A, B, C, D), only C and D are employed, each connected to an indepen

dent electronic signal chain. Use of two nodes in this way makes it possible to 

read the CCD out faster, but also provides warm redundancy in the event of a 

failure in one or other chain. The CCDs are arranged as shown in figure 1.8.

253.248mm @20°C
f

M----------------------------------------------------------------- ►

D C D  C D  C D  C D  ' C D  C D  C D  C D  C m = 0
1 1 01 1

t,m = - 2: 18.98A 
m = -1: 37.95A

m = -2: 10A 
m = -1: 5À 369.7mm

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Ii

centre of detector

F igure 1.8: D isposition o f the C C D s in the RGS C C D  bench. The C C D s in each view  are aligned: in 

the upper view  the 9 C CD s can be seen, each divided into image (grey) and storage sections. The dead-space 

between each C CD  is 0.5m m . A lso shown in this view  is the position o f zero order, some 369.7m m  to the 

right. The loiver view  looks at the C CD s 'edge-on'. The C C D  chip is the thick black line, and each is 

m ounted at a step up (or down) from  its neighbour such that the whole set fo llow  an arc on the Rowland 

circle at the RGB's focus.
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Throughout the rest of this thesis pixels w ill be classified as arriving from 

'side C' or 'side D', and it is often convenient (and realistic) to imagine the CCD 

bench comprising eighteen CCDs rather than nine. A further benefit accruing 

from the dual readout node arrangement is that settings for analogue parameters 

such as gain can be optim ised on a per CCD half basis.

P a r a m e te r v a lu e

T y p ic a l e v e n t  s iz e 1 .3  - 1 . 7  X 2 7 p m  p ix e ls  (i.e . 1 x 1 o c b )

P a r t ia l  e v e n t  f r a c t io n - 5 %

D a rk  c u r r e n t 0 . 0 2  -  0 . 0 8  e l e c t r o n s /p ix e l / s e c o n d  a t  -8 o °C

P a ra l le l  C T I < 1 0 “^ p e r  t r a n s fe r

S e ria l C T I < 3  X 1 0 '^  p e r  t r a n s f e r

R e a d o u t  n o is e 5 - 6  e le c tro n s  p e r  p ix e l

Q u a n tu m  E ffic ien cy > 8 0 %  fo r  E =  0 . 3 5  -  2  k eV

T able  i . i :  Sum m ary o f  key param eters o f the R G S C C D s. The figu res resu lt from  g rou n d  cal

ibration tests on the flig h t C C D  benches, and  are fu r th er explained in C hapter 2.

The readout noise associated w ith the signal at each output node is reduced 

by the use of 'correlated double sampling' (CDS), whereby a sample of the noise 

present on the output node im m ediately after the reset is sam pled and then sub

tracted from the readout of the signal itself, which is stable at the same node after 

a known time period. The nine CCDs share a single subsequent signal chain for 

each of nodes C and D, w ith the outputs from the CDS front-end amplifiers m ul

tiplexed to 12-bit analogue-to-digital conversion. The gain and bias settings of 

the output amplifiers are configured such that one analogue-to-digital-unit 

(ADU) equates to leV, and this remains true across all nine CCDs. Clock and
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serial data chains for the two signal paths are then entirely independent and are 

merged at the front-end of the DPP, which sees the pixels arriving two every i^ps 

(ie effectively a pixel every 7-3ps w hen read out is from tw o nodes).

1.1.1.2 The Digital Electronics

The RGS digital electronics (RDE) comprise the instrument controller (IC), 

the data pre-processor (DPP), the local dc-to-dc power convertor for the whole 

instrument, and som e monitoring for this power. Of particular interest here are 

the IC and the DPP, both processor systems based on the Plessey MA31750— a 16- 

bit microprocessor built to execute the MIL1730 instruction set.

As its name suggests, the IC is at the heart of the instrument, and is respon

sible for:

• interfacing the instrument to the spacecraft on-board data handling bus 

(OBDH), receiving and distributing command information;

• storing settings for the "adjustable' parts of the system , and program

m ing them as appropriate;

• controlling the temperature of the CCD bench;

• collecting housekeeping values from the various parts of the system  and 

forming the information into packets;

• collecting pixel data from the DPP and forming it into packets;

• loading software and data into the DPP;

• conducting exposures, setting parameters, starting and stopping 

sequences and so on, as appropriate.

The DPP design is a hybrid system  in which the DPP has a 'hardware' front 

end ending in the 'input' first-in first-out buffer (FIFO), and then a software con
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nection to take data from this input FIFO, and write it to the 'output' FIFO, hav

ing performed any of various options of additional processing en route.

Incoming
Data

OP
FIFOFIFO

‘Front End’ 
(Hardware) s/w

processing

Queue
Memory

F igure  1 .9 ; D ata paths through the DPP. The te lem etry  allocation o f  the R G S  in stru m en t does 

not perm it the transm ission  o f  every  pixel, and so the data is reduced in this pre-processor u sin g  a 

m ixture o f hardware and software. S ince raw  data is som etim es necessary, a m ethod is included  

w hereby selected C C D  data m ay be stored, untouched, in a queue fo r  fa s t  dow nload  or fo r  trickling  

in to the te lem etry stream  as bandw id th  perm its. This raw  data is know n interchangeably as 'queue 

data' or 'diagnostic data'.

The front end merges the data from the two readout chains, attaches a 

counter to each energy and rejects pixels below a programmable threshold. A  

separate route for the pixel energies is via the queue memory, where raw data can 

be passed to the telemetry w ith no processing applied, dow nloaded in blocks in 

one go, or trickled into the telemetry stream to the ground segm ent as bandwidth  

permits.

As far as the processor in the DPP is concerned, it is very much an embedded  

system  insofar as the cpu has no know ledge about the outside world: even to the 

extent that the designer eschewed the use of 'port addressing' —  the usual 

method of interfacing to items outside of the processor —  choosing instead to 

insert all external entities (i.e. status registers, FIFOs etc.) as items in the memory
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map. In the case of the mA31730 cpu memory m apping is particularly advanta

geous for speed as it uses typically one third of the number of clock-cycles per 

access. The use of the compiler and optimiser is made more complex by this 

method, however, since it gives the appearance that apparently redundant 

repeated reads and writes are being conducted — for example w hen polling the 

status register to monitor the setting of a particular bit.

The 1C operates the DPP by programming its hardware front end w ith cer

tain parameters at the beginning of each readout:

• CCD number, generally referred to as the 'CCD ID'

• number of readout nodes

• lower threshold to apply to each of the two nodes

The ID of the CCD being read out is important to the software part of the DPP, as 

it is used to select parameters from a bank, also programmed by the 1C and 

described in 3.1.1.2. The number of nodes (can be 1 or 2) determines how  the 

remaining data w ill be written into the input FIFO. Finally, it is valuable to have 

separate thresholds for each CCD node as they can form part of the 'tuning' used  

to optimise the signal quality from each node. The input FIFO of the DPP is seen  

by the software as 48 bits w ide (three transfers on the 16 bit data bus), and the 

functions of these are detailed in table 1.2.

The DPP output FIFO is 16 bits w ide and 1024 words deep. As w ill be seen in 

3.1.1.3, the most a DPP generated word w ill need to use is 12 bits, and so the 

remaining 4 are free for use as 'tags' identifying them to subsequent processors, 

e.g. "1 am a y-coordinate", "1 am an x-coordinate etc.".
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b i t  n u m b e r f u n c t io n

0 - 3 C C D  ID , b i t  0  to  b i t  3

4 - 1 5 P ix e l e n e rg y , b i t  0  to  b i t  11

1 6 - 3 4 P ix e l c o u n t ,  b i t  0  to  b i t  1 8

35 P ix e l c o u n t  b i t  1 9 , o r  s id e  f la g  ( s e t  to  'o' fo r  a  p ix e l

o r ig in a t in g  f ro m  s id e  C )

3 6 s ta r t-o f -C C D  b i t

3 7 - 4 7 n o t  u s e d

T able 1 .2 : B it allocations in the D P P  in p u t FIFO. O n detection  o f  the s ta r t o f C C D  bit (bit 

36) the softw are know s that a new  C C D  readout has started  and w ill use the arriva l o f this to trigger  

various actions. N o te  that this b it s im p ly  appears in the data stream  in the FIFO along w ith  the 

C C D  ID , and is not a special signal. This FIFO is in fa c t ph ysica lly  o n ly  3 6  b its w ide, being form ed  

from  registers and 9 b it devices, m apped onto the 16 b it w ide  data bus. The in p u t FIFO is effectively  

1024 48 bit w ords deep.

Input and output "flow' is outside of the control of the DPR If the input rate 

to the front-end exceeds the rate at which the DPP processing software can drain 

the input FIFO, then incoming data w ill be lost. In the event that the hardware 

fails to complete a write to its FIFO it w ill increment a 'lost event counter' which  

is monitored by the IC. O w ing to engineering constraints, this counter rolls over 

at 10 bits, and so the number of lost events cannot be measured from this 

(because a low  number of lost events may or may not include multiples of 1024). 

The purpose of this counter is to flag to the operator that som e parameters need  

to be changed, and frames w ith an associated non-zero lost event count are
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view ed with suspicion. The drain rate of the output FIFO is governed by the IC, 

which is in turn driven by capacity on the spacecraft bus.

1.2 Quantifying the Need for On-Board Data Reduction

A fuller treatment of the operation of a CCD w ill be found in chapter 2, but 

allowing, for the moment, that the pixel data is read from the CCD serially, then 

the raw output of the CCDs can be considered a one-dim ensional array of energy 

values, where the position of an elem ent in the list implies its original coordinate 

on the CCD. Thus w ith knowledge of the readout pattern (i.e. such and such 

starting pixel, so many lines by so many columns) sim ply transmitting the con

tents of the array to the next stage of processing is enough for it to be able to 

deduce the two-dim ensional coordinates to go with the energies. The total num 

ber of bits for transmission of the raw data, N , is then the number bits of energy 

resolution, n, times the total number of pixels:

N  = n X number of lines x number of columns 

In the case that not all of the pixels are wanted—perhaps there are some 

known to be faulty, or there are a significant number of pixels containing only  

noise— w e can delete these unwanted pixels at the Tront-end'; however, in this 

case w e no longer consider only the energy values of the pixels, but m ust also 

transmit information about where each pixel appears in the list. This means that 

w e must be certain of the value of removing pixels before transmission, since 

below  som e threshold there w ill be a net increase in data. Taking the example of a 

readout pattern 100 rows by 100 columns, and with an energy resolution of 10 

bits, then the total number of bits to be transmitted w ill be:

100 X  100 x 10 = 100,000
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Including the x and y coordinates implies that w e need a further 7 bits (2  ̂< 100 < 

2 )̂ for each coordinate:

100 X  100 X  (10 + 7 + 7) = 240,000 

suggesting the rule-of-thumb result that the break-even point between sending  

the data in its raw form, and rem oving some data but adding extra information 

in the form of coordinates typically occurs at below half of the raw number.

The RGS CCD bench comprises 9 CCDs, each of which is 1024 pixels by 384 

pixel, making a total of 393,216 pixels. The energy resolution of the digital-to- 

analogue conversion is 12 bits. Were the instrument to attempt to telemeter every 

single pixel to the ground station, each CCD w ould therefore require:

393,216 X 1 2  =  4.5Mbits 

The integration time for this readout pattern is 3.94 seconds, im plying the 

need for something over 1 M bits/sec. from the telemetry allocation— even w ith

out including any overhead from packetising the data or including any house

keeping information about the instrument. Since the baseline telemetry 

allocation to the instrument is 6KBits/second, it is clear that som e on-board pro

cessing is required. What about the implication of the extra bits that need to be 

added? Assum ing a worst case where every pixel energy is sent, but now  has to 

be accompanied by an index number, then a further 19 bits w ill be needed to 

encode the highest number, giving:

393,216 X (12 4-19) = 11.625 Mbits 

im plying that w e need to remove more than 61% of the pixels before w e find 

merit in processing them on-board. In the case of the RCS, this decision is made 

easy since with a detector looking at dispersed spectra, the number of 'wanted' 

pixels is likely to be small in comparison w ith the number containing only noise.
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In fact, there are typically fewer than 40 valid pixels per CCD readout, and the art 

of separating these pixels from the other signals from the CCD is the key purpose 

behind the work carried out by the author.

In situations where the data is not random, algorithms for noiseless data 

compression can be very effective at reducing the bandwidth requirements, 

though implem enting these algorithms w ill typically require more processor 

'horsepower' than available to the DPR It was originally envisaged that the DPP 

would contain no cpu whatsoever, but only discrete logic. As w ill be discussed in 

3.1, the DPP was to become the hybrid system  described, w ith a relatively slow  

processor (<iMIP), and the task for this processor w as still pre-processing, and 

not compression. Data compression techniques are em ployed in the IC (A1 Jan- 

abi, 1999), but these are quite separate from the work of the DPP, which is very  

much a 'preprocessor'.

Elsewhere on XMM, the EPIC 'MOS' cameras also em ploy data preprocess

ing, but using a system  based around a fast application-specific integrated circuit 

(Turner et al, 2001). The EPIC preprocessing system sorts the raw image from the 

CCD by using a pattern recognition technique which is also effective at rem oving  

cosmic ray deposits.

1.3 Preprocessing Requirements

In any scientific spacecraft it is the target of the engineering design to return 

as much as possible of the 'raw' data to the ground segm ent, since once data is 

discarded it is lost forever, and therefore unavailable to reprocessing by new  

techniques.
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A number of requirements were defined for the processing in the DPP:

• Thresholding: three levels required:

(i) "rejection' or Tower' threshold to provide a lower level for pixel 

energy values in order to forward only pixels which are above the noise 

floor (of which more in chapter 2);

(ii) 'acceptance' level to allow for some finesse in applying the lower 

threshold, by defining a further low  threshold that can be applied only to 

certain classes of pixels, specifically those isolated pixels where w e can 

be certain that the measured energy level cannot be boosted by aggregat

ing it with an adjacent pixel, which is possibly part of the same X-ray 

event;

(iii) 'upper' level to reject pixels w hose energy is beyond that which  

could be deposited by a high-energy X-ray photon of the type of interest.

• Bad pixel removal: any pixels known in advance to contain unwanted  

data, for whatever reason, should be removed by the DPP;

• Split Event Identification: As w ill be seen in chapter 2, it is a feature of 

the type of CCDs used, and the energy level of the photons im pinging on  

them, that the charge resulting from a particular X-ray m ay be spread 

across more than one pixel. At the time of the writing of the RGS require

ments (1995/6) there w as not yet a formal definition of how  this informa

tion w ould be used, but it w as at least clear that the DPP needed this 

identification in order to:

(i) identify single events for acceptance thresholding purposes;
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(ii) identify single events for rejection purposes— ie keep only the single 

events w hen the source is bright enough to saturate the telemetry;

(iii) identify split-events for onboard reconstruction purposes, with any 

pixels that are reconstructed also flagged for identification in the ground 

segment.

At the time the author took on the responsibility of designing the DPP soft

ware, three generic m odes for the instrument had been specified (Branduardi- 

Raymont, 1996):

• "Diagnostic Mode" —all pixel data is forwarded to the instrument con

troller via the queue memory with no software involvem ent (the DPP 

cpu is held in "reset'). For the RGS, the term "Diagnostic data" is synony

mous w ith the term "raw data", ie each pixel clocked out of the CCD is 

forwarded for transmission to the ground segm ent w ithout any on

board processing applied;

• "Spectroscopy Mode" —The main purposes of this m ode are served by 

the additional software processing available, so the IC w ill primarily 

take its data from the output FIFO, optionally interleaving diagnostic 

data from the queue memory as bandwidth permits. Two sub-versions of 

spectroscopy were identified: "basic" and "high-event rate" (HER). Lower 

thresholding and bad pixel rejection are common to both, w ith HER the 

home for other functions available, with inclusion of acceptance thresh

olding baselined, but not yet a clear specification of how  the other 

options m ight be adopted;

• "High Time Resolution"— in this m ode a special clock sequence is 

em ployed which reads 74 lines at a time from the region where the spec-
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trum is expected to fall, sum m ing them into a single row (ie over the y- 

axis). Pixels from this row are processed by the DPP in the same way to 

those acquired in basic spectroscopy. A llow ing for the potential for spec

tral accumulations to overlap ow ing to pointing jitter, the effective time 

resolution for the instrument in this m ode is approximately 20 m illisec

onds w hen repeatedly reading from a single CCD 

The processing options and combinations, and how  they could be achieved  

within the hardware constraints (memory and cpu horsepower) are considered at 

length in chapter 3.

1.4 Summary: the need for the onboard processing software

Capacity on the spacecraft data bus is a precious commodity, and so the DPP 

must ideally never keep the IC waiting for data in the output FIFO, and since the 

X-ray photons are similarly precious, the DPP must also keep the input FIFO 

from becom ing full. Were the CCD frame easily subdivided into X-ray events and 

noise pixels this w ould not be a challenge, and a sim ple thresholding technique 

w ould be enough to strip the unwanted pixels. This is of course not the case, and 

a real frame includes pixels at energies more or less across the w hole range of 

possible values because:

• X-ray photons may have their energy spread across more than one pixel 

in various ways, thus reducing the pulse height

• X-rays may be only partially absorbed, losing som e of their energy to 

regions in the CCD outside of the charge collection wells: this w ill reduce 

the pulse-height of both single events and split events;
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• There are other sources of energy in the pixel w ells than X-rays and 

noise: cosmic rays and m inimum ionising particles w ill leave footprints 

not necessarily contained within a single pixel and though som e of these 

w ill be outside of the expected energy window, there w ill be fragments 

which are not. These fragments may appear w ithin the X-ray energy d is

crimination window, or abut other fragments which could be m islead

ingly aggregated to form spurious events.

The result of these factors is that though a front end threshold of som e sort is 

necessary, placing this too high w ill eat into the set of pixels which may contain 

some useful information. Some further pixel rejection can be accom plished by 

applying the 'acceptance' threshold as mentioned above, but this may still leave 

more pixels behind than can be fitted into the telemetry. Simply raising these low  

energy thresholds until the data rate fits into the bandwidth is a rather blunt 

instrument, w ith serious consequences on efficiency and energy resolution— and 

w ill be particularly ineffective when looking at faint sources where the loss of 

detail may make it impossible to separate the source from the background— as 

w ill be seen in chapter 5.

The preprocessing software must therefore be able to interpret what it finds 

w hen looking at the data itself: correctly identifying items that can be deleted  

without leaving any ambiguous remnant; reconstructing all of the components 

that make an event of some sort, such that appropriate thresholding can be 

applied to all of them; and locating any remaining reconstructed events correctly 

such that the wavelength calibration of the RFC is not degraded.
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Chapter 2: CCD Detectors

The celestial sources of interest to X-ray astronomers produce photons which  

though high in energy are few  in number in the vicinity of the Earth, and it is typ

ical for X-ray detectors to suffer from a poor signal-to-noise ratio (Fraser, 1989). 

Various spacebom e detectors have been used in X-ray astronomy, particularly 

the proportional counter, but w ith its ease of use and im proved intrinsic energy 

resolution (requiring only about ^.6^eV to generate an electron-hole pair in sili

con) the CCD is becoming w idely used in this field. Chapter 2 reviews the princi

ple of operation of a CCD, and further explores the interactions in the 

semiconductor material w ith respect to photons at X-ray energy levels, but also 

cosmic rays and minimum ionising particles, both of which contribute signifi

cantly to the background seen by the RGS and strongly influenced the design of 

the onboard software.

2.0 Basic CCD Operation

2.0.1 Charge Storage

A CCD is formed from a matrix of metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) capaci

tors. The construction of such a cell is illustrated in figure 2.1.
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o
Polysilicon E lectrode 

Silicon Dioxide insulator

p-type sem iconductor

1
Figure 2.1: A  schematic o f the construction o f a M O S  capacitor

With no potential difference across the p-type material in figure 2.1, there will 

be an even distribution of the majority carriers, or 'holes'. On application of an 

increasingly positive voltage (of the order of a few volts) at the electrode, the 

holes will be repelled from the region immediately below, creating a depletion 

zone.

V = 0 

O O
in creasing ly  positive

o

1 1 1

F igure 2.2; A  sequence of schematics o f the M O S cell introduced in figure 2.1, show ing the 

increase in magnitude of the depletion zone (shown in white) as the m ajority carriers are sw ept from  

below an electrode at an increasingly positive potential.
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The potential difference at the sem iconductor/insulator interface is called 

the surface potential. Dependent on the number of electrons available, there w ill 

be a threshold where the surface potential becomes sufficiently positive that 

enough electrons are attracted to this region to form an inversion layer. This is the 

Threshold voltage'. Below the threshold voltage the depth of the depletion zone 

is proportional to the magnitude of the voltage applied to the electrode, as shown  

in figure 2.2.

The m agnitude of the threshold voltage, and hence the potential depth of the 

depletion zone, can be increased by cooling the CCD. These depletion zones are 

com m only called 'potential wells'.

2.0.2 Charge Transfer

Extending the concept of a semiconductor charge w ell, the next consider

ation is the question of how  to 'read' any charge collected in it. The complexity 

implied by an attempt to connect to each w ell individually w ould militate 

against greater numbers of w ells, which is the opposite of the target. There is 

however, an arrangement of these MOS charge w ells which can permit an entire 

CCD to be read out serially from a single node. The mechanism of 'charge trans

fer' is used to effect this m oving of data, and is handled this way. Consider two  

adjacent wells, as in figure 2.3:
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V = +V V = 0
o o

i
V = +V/2 V = +V

O O

1

V = +v V = +v
O o

1
V = 0 V = +v

1

Figure 2.3: Charge Transfer between M O S  cells. (A) A  qu an tity  o f charge is stored in the 

potential well to the left. (B) Increasing the voltage on the right-hand terminal creates a potential 

well below it, and the charge is now distributed between the two. (C) The voltage on the left-hand 

terminal is now reduced, and as its potential well collapjses the charge flow s towards the right-hand 

well until the transfer is complete (D).

Continuing the analogy to water implied by the use of the term 'well', it can 

be seen in figure 2.3 that charge can be first shared between wells, and ultimately 

transferred between them. This diagram is of course a schematic only: in the 

physical case the electrons are collected directly under the terminal.

The most common technique for arranging the wells, and that employed by 

the RGS, is that of the three-phase system. In this arrangement, each CCD picture 

element ('pixel') is formed from three adjacent wells. Electrodes are now classi

fied into three types, and all of each type are connected together, as shown in fig

ure 2.4.
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4)1
4)2
(j)3

pixel next pixel

Figure 2.4: Section from  a C C D  surface show ing the construction o f individual pixels from  

three electrodes, w ired to a three phase driving system .

It can be seen that the data in both 'pixel' and 'next pixel' can be moved 

simultaneously, and in either direction. Ways in which the three phases of signals 

can be 'clocked' to give the different results are considered in 2.0.4.

2.0.3 Buried Channel CCDs

The discussion so far has been focused on 'surface channel' CCDs, so called 

because the charge storage and movement occur in the region at the surface of 

the semiconductor material abutting the insulator. Simplest to make and to 

understand, this type of construction does have some drawbacks. It is a feature of 

the silicon/silicon-dioxide interface that there are regions which will attract 

charge very quickly but will be 'reluctant' to release it: these are 'fast surface 

states', and their existence limits the speed at which the stored charge can be 

moved.
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The solution to this problem came with the invention of the 'bulk channel' or 

'buried channel' CCD (Walden et  al , 1972). In this arrangement the charge storage 

area is buried in the bulk semiconductor material—i.e. away from the surface. 

This shift of the depletion area is achieved by interposing a layer of n-type semi

conductor between the insulator and the p-type, and reversing the way that the 

voltage biasing is handled.

Clock-driven electrode

Insulator

Biasing electrode

n-type semiconductor

p-type semiconductor

Figure 2.5: The arrangement of semiconductor materials and electrodes in a buried channel

With the biasing electrode in the n-type material made more positive than 

the clock-drive electrode, a depletion region will form under the insulator in the 

same way as in the case of the surface channel type. As this region grows, it will 

cause the formation of a depletion region in the p-type material below. This new 

depletion region grows in two directions from the p-n junction. Figure 2.6 shows 

the depletion regions growing out as the reverse bias is increased.
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layer where the depletion 
V  y  regions meet: most positive

Increasing +V region below this electrode

_L - - L Z Z ±

1 1 
Figure 2.6: G rowth of depletion regions in a buried channel M O S-device

The dotted line represents the layer where the two regions meet. Once this 

point is reached, making the bias voltage more positive will have no further 

effect, and this region will be the most positive below that electrode. This, then, is 

the layer where the electrons are attracted to, and being somewhat below the sili

con/insulator interface is not subject to the fast surface states. A disadvantage of 

the buried channel arrangement is its reduced charge capacity: a surface channel 

type providing 3-4 times more (Howell, 2000).

In terms of drive, interface and control, surface channel and buried channel 

CCDs behave the same way, but a further key advantage of the buried type is its 

significantly higher efficiency at the charge transfer process: in even a relatively 

small CCD the pixel furthest away from the readout node may undergo hun

dreds of transfers. This quality of 'charge transfer efficiency' will be considered at 

more length in 2.1.1.

2.0.4 Clock Sequences

Any CCD type will require sequences of voltage changes on the electrodes 

forming the pixels to move the charge that they contain to elsewhere on the CCD,
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and eventually to an output node. Continuing the discussion with the three- 

phase CCD, a plot of the waveform s on the three groups of electrodes looks like 

this:

Direction of charge transfer

4)1

4)2

4)3

well
* closing

charge 
here

charge
here

charge
here

pixel n pixel n+1 pixel n+2

F igure 2.7: T im ing diagram  sh ow in g  the phase relationship betw een the three electrodes fo rm 

ing a pixel. The rise and fa ll tim es o f  the edges w ill be 'tuned' according to the behaviour o f  the C C D

in use.

The timing diagram in figure 2.7 show s how  the charge in a certain pixel can 

be m oved along to a neighbouring pixel: the contents of pixel n m oving to the 

position of pixel n + i, while pixel n + i's  contents are shifted to pixel n+2, and so 

on. It is possible, in a three-phase CCD, to shift the pixels in either direction and 

the motivations for som e of the shifting strategies are considered in the following  

sub-sections. A particular series of signals to achieve a particular shifting pattern 

is called a 'clock sequence'.
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2.04-1 Frame Transfer

Mechanical shutters being undesirable in the spacecraft case ow ing to their 

limited reliability, the Trame transfer' CCD is often preferred. In this construction 

the imaging area of the CCD is joined by a 'storage' area w hich is of the same 

geometry, but which is masked from incoming photons.

i

2 7 .9 7  mm

"ilT ' SlT
10 2 4  X 12 T a p e r

Im age
1 0 2 4 x 3 8 4

2 7 .6 5  m m

S to ra g e
1 0 2 4 x 3 8 4

X

1024  X 12 T a p e r

10 .37  m m

512 512

F igure 2.8: Schem atic o f  the C C D s used in the R G S in stru m en t, sh ow in g  the d im ensions, the 

arrangem ent o f  'image' and 'storage' sections, and the positions o f all o f  the po ten tia l readout nodes 

(A , B, C, D ).

Figure 2.8 shows a schematic of the CCDs used in the RGS instrument. After 

an exposure time, the contents of the image section are shifted rapidly into the 

storage section, which can then be read out during the following integration 

period. Since it is the reading out which is relatively slow, the shifting of the com 

pleted image can in this fashion be achieved as quickly as possible, m inim ising  

the chance of any photons arriving during this operation and adding spurious 

events to the frame. A ssum ing for the mom ent that the CCD is being read out
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from a single node, then the readout operation continues after the block-shift 

from image to storage, by horizontally shifting the bottom row one pixel at a time 

out of the readout node. Once the row is empty, the contents of the storage sec

tion are block-shifted dow n by one row, and this next row is read out pixel by 

pixel. To enhance the maximum speed at which the storage section can be read 

out, and to provide som e useful redundancy, the RGS CCDs are read out from 

two nodes on the bottom  row. These nodes are called 'Q! and "O' (see figure 2.8), 

and each is used to clock out its respective half of the image. This adds com plex

ity to the subsequent processing since one side of the image w ill need to be 

reversed before the tw o halves are rejoined, but it adds the option of changing 

some of the associated analogue electronics parameters, such as the gain of the 

output amplifiers. A  further advantage of the use of m ultiple readout nodes in 

the spacecraft case is the implied enhancement to the reliability, since in the event 

of failure of one node the entire CCD can be clocked through the other.

2.04.2 W indow ing and Coordinate D eduction

In order to save telemetry, storage space or processing time, there may be 

occasions w hen it is desirable to read out less than the w hole area of the CCD. 

This can be practical if, for example, it is known that a particular feature is in a 

certain place on the CCD. In this case, then a portion—or 'w indow'— can be 

selected, and the clock sequence adjusted such that pixels outside of the w indow  

are suppressed, and only those within the w indow  are sent through the readout 

node. This raises a question about coordinate deduction. Considering the case of 

a CCD read through a single node, then the analogue output of each pixel can be 

digitised, such that the data stream becomes a sequence of n-bit energy values. At
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som e subsequent processing electronics this serial data stream can be converted  

back to an image of the surface of the CCD by deducing the coordinates of each 

pixel from its position in the stream. To do this, the readout pattern must be 

known— i.e. how  many pixels there are in each of the x- and y-axes. W hen "win

dowing', care w ill be needed that since the first arriving pixel from the w in

dow ed region w ill then have a coordinate (0,0) not representative of its physical 

location, the offset m ust be added in at some point.

2.04.3 On-Chip Binning

A CCD has a certain pixel size determined by the physical size of the con

struction used to fabricate it. This minimum physical size— 27pm square in the 

RGS case (Bootsma et al, 2000)— can by adjusted to be apparently larger by the 

process of 'on-chip binning'. In this technique, the clock sequence is so modified  

that the charge from particular groups of pixels is merged, w ith the result that the 

CCD appears to have fewer, larger pixels. Though this binning w ill aggregate the 

electrons due to dark current, the net effect on signal to noise ratio w ill still be a 

marked improvement ow ing to the reduction in read-out noise. The appropriate

ness of the size of a bin is relative to the resolution element: in the RGS case with  

a resolution elem ent of 230pm in the dispersion direction, then a 27pm bin size is 

m assively oversampling, hence the default operation of the CCDs in 3x3 OCB. At 

1 electron per physical bin due to dark current, and a read-out noise of 3 or 6 elec

trons, it is clear that there is a significant improvement in the signal-to-noise per

formance gained by reducing the oversampling.

Taking '3x3' on-chip binning as an example, nine pixels in a square are 

merged to becom e a single pixel. The binning is achieved in this case by conduct
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ing three line-shifts into the readout register, and then three serial shifts into the 

output node instead of only one.

2.1 Influences on CCD Performance

2.1.1 Charge Transfer Efficiency

Charge transfer efficiency is the measure of the ability of the CCD to transfer 

charge from one pixel to the next. Efficiency can be reduced through unwanted  

recombination, or through charge being left behind during the transfer. This 

'smeared' charge is not 'lost', but it nevertheless reduces the magnitude of the 

signal, and w ill, in the case of a spectroscopic instrument, for example, lead to a 

worsening of the resolution. Very high efficiencies are critical to the success of the 

operation of a CCD ow ing to the large number of transfers necessary: in the case 

of the CCDs used on the RGS, if read though a single node, then the pixel furthest 

away from the output node w ill have to be transferred 1024 + 768 = 1792 times 

(this is the number of pixels in the x-axis, plus the total number of pixels in the y- 

axis in the image and storage sections). Clearly losing even a single-digit number 

of electrons in each transfer w ill be problematic. The measured CTE for the RGS 

CCDs is typically better than 0.99999 (den Herder et al, 2001). The CTE is not uni

form across the surface of the CCD, and in the RGS case there is a small deteriora

tion in this factor near the side edges (i.e. the y-axis) of the CCDs, and this is 

attributed to stresses put in the structure w hen the individual CCD chips are 

guillotined from the wafer on which they are fabricated.

It is not expected that the current CTE performance of the RGS CCDs w ill 

remain as accumulating radiation damage w ill tend to worsen this parameter.
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and degrading CTE is som ething which may call for adjustments to the onboard 

pre-processing algorithms, and this is considered later in the thesis.

2.1.2 Quantum Efficiency

An important measure determining the sensitivity of a CCD to the photons 

incident upon it is its "quantum efficiency' (QE). The overall QE of the CCD 

accounts for: reflection losses at the CCD surface; losses in the gate electrodes 

and their insulators; loss of carriers in the silicon substrate and insufficient pho

ton absorption in the CCD material. Absorption in the gate and insulator mate

rial can be avoided by presenting the opposite face of the CCD to the incoming 

flux: this is 'back-illumination'. Care is taken in the fabrication process for back- 

illuminated devices that the rear face is not positively charged: for example, the 

process of oxidation on the silicon w ill cause that surface to acquire a positive 

charge. There are several methods for dealing w ith this, the m ost common of 

which involves doping the rear of the CCD with a thin layer of boron to make it 

rich in holes, and a developm ent of this technique is used for the back-illumi

nated CCDs used in the RGS (van den Berg et al, 1996). At X-ray energies, the 

photon absorption depth increases w ith energy. As the depletion depth of a typi

cal CCD is about 10pm  this gives a lower QE for high energy photons. An  

enhanced QE for high energy X-rays can be obtained by the use of 'deep-deple- 

tion' CCDs. Whereas an 'ordinary' CCD em ploys silicon w ith a resistivity of 10- 

30 Q-cm, a deep-depletion CCD uses silicon w ith a much higher resistivity 

(>1300 Q-cm in the RGS case), increasing the depletion depth from around 10pm  

to around 40pm, proportionately increasing the quantum efficiency— a signifi

cant factor in the X-ray region.
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This relatively complex to fabricate technique may yield to new  m ethods 

whereby there is a return to front-illumination^ where the front surface is coated 

w ith a photoem issive layer: this then converts the incoming radiation to a suit

able wavelength and implied path length to get the maximum QE out of the CCD 

below it.

2.2 Sources of Noise in CCD Detectors

An understanding of the sources of noise is important to the techniques 

which must be em ployed to minimise their impact. U sing the term 'noise' in the 

sense of unwanted data mixed in with wanted data, the sources of noise can be 

classified three ways: those inherent to the CCD and its associated electronics; 

those which result from other extraneous sources of charge in the CCD wells; and 

those erroneous artefacts left behind by the data processing itself.

2.2.1 Inherent Noise

Employing as it does a number of analogue electronic techniques, a CCD sys

tem w ill be subject to a number of noise sources, and these affect the dynamic 

range of the device by limiting the lowest signal that can be resolved. For the pur

pose of this thesis, the key outcomes of these types of noise are that they mean  

that every pixel w ill have an energy, even those which have not seen an incom ing  

photon, and that this noise w ill need to be considered w hen adding pixels 

together to reconstruct photon energy split am ong them. A specific type of noise  

problem associated with CCDs is that of 'dark current'. At room temperature sili

con w ill thermally generate between lo^  ̂ and lo^  ̂ electron-hole pairs per cubic 

centimetre per second (Beynon and Lamb, 1980 P45). In the case of the buried
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channel CCD, then, these majority carriers can be attracted into a potential well 

and become otherwise indistinguishable from those generated by photoelectric 

emission. Being a thermal effect this can be ameliorated by cooling the CCD, 

yielding an exponential improvement since the temperature dependence is the 

same as that of the intrinsic carrier concentration. If integration times are to be 

extended, then clearly the dark current must be suppressed. A further complica

tion arising for the downstream processing is that the level of thermal generation 

is not uniform over the volum e of the CCD and this can lead to patterns in the 

CCD output.

2.2.2 Extrinsic Sources o f N oise

In the context of an astronomical detector, extrinsic noise can be considered 

as the different types of stray light, and charge deposits resulting from ionising 

radiation.

2.2.2.1 Stray and D iffuse Light

As mentioned in 2.1.2, the CCD is sensitive to a w ide energy range, and this 

must be controlled, as in any astronomical application. In the RGS, optical and 

ultra-violet light can be focussed or scattered onto the detector array. This means 

that aside from taking the obvious mechanical precautions against internal reflec

tions etc., some coating must be applied to the CCDs in order to limit their sensi

tivity to optical/U V  photons. This 'bandwidth' limiting of the CCD's photon  

sensitivity is directly analogous to the precautions typically taken in the design of 

electronic amplifiers. A llow ing for off-axis sources, the effective field-of-view of 

the RGS is 4°, meaning that it w ill contain at least one m agnitude 4 or 5 star in
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every observation, thus optical sensitivity is reduced by coating the surfaces of 

the CCDs w ith a layer of aluminium, of variable thickness— ranging from 43 to 

68nm according to the position of the CCD in the array (Bootsma et al, 2000). The 

optical throughput of the mirrors decreases with increasing off-axis angle, hence 

the coating can be thinner in the direction of increasing first order X-ray w ave

length on the detector array.

The thickness of the alum inium layer is also enough to entirely remove sensi

tivity to the diffuse continuum background in optical, ultra-violet and extreme 

ultra-violet. N o problem has been found with stray light in orbit, and restrictions 

on the maxim um optical brightness of a star contained w ithin the RGS field-of- 

view  has been relaxed to m agnitude 2.

2.2.2.2 Relativistic Particles

More problematic for the RGS are cosmic rays, a particular feature of which  

is their ability to leave complex splashes of charge on the CCD such that simple 

thresholding techniques are inappropriate— if only part of the charge deposited  

by a cosmic ray is removed, then the remaining components w ill appear to be 

isolated, or part of simpler events, and as such w ill contribute to the general 

background. As w ill be seen later, removing this cosmic ray background was to 

prove critical for RGS.

The ability of a material to remove energy from radiation per unit density per 

unit path length is its 'stopping power'. The stopping power for silicon for pro

tons w ith a m om entum  of 3 G eV /c is i.6M eV g'̂  cm .̂ In the RGS case, then, 

where 23pm < CCD thickness < 33pm, this translates to a minim um  energy loss 

of i2keV. Particles with higher or lower momenta w ill deposit increasing
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amounts of energy (levelling off at a factor of two in the former case), implying 

that energy deposits from these relativistic particles will be easily discriminated 

by their energy. However, as in the cosmic ray case, these ionisations in the field- 

free region of the CCD may have their charge spread across more than one pixel, 

and simply applying a threshold will give an ambiguous result.

2.2.3 Sources of noise due to split- and partial-events

In the previous section it has already been indicated that there is a class of 

'noise' whose origin is more properly expressed as a processing error. Important 

in any data processing, these error artefacts are critical if they result from space

craft onboard processing which leaves no possibility of return to the unprocessed 

state.
P+ Implant Depletion Region

0.05pm 30pm
N-type channel 

1pm

gate
electrode

►
photons

Field Free 
Region

High Field 
Region cross-section of

most positive 
potential below 
the gate

Figure 2 .9: Cross-section through a back-illuminated C C D  show ing the elem ents which it 

comprises, shown not to scale fo r  clarity. A lso shozun is the variation o f potential w ith in  the CCD.

It can be easily imagined that a cosmic ray or relativistic particle might leave
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charge in more than one potential well, but genuine X-ray events m ay also 

deposit their charge in this way.

Even in a back illuminated CCD there w ill be a region where there is no field 

exerted by the potential applied to the gate electrode. This Tield-free' region is of 

increasing relevance as the energy of the X-ray photon reduces, since a greater 

proportion of the photons w ill be absorbed here. Electrons here w ill thermally 

diffuse in both directions and m ay either get caught in the fielded region and 

hence drawn to the well, or may reach the oxide layer where they w ill recombine. 

Two effects result from this diffusion. The first is that the originally small charge 

cloud diameter (typically less than one micron) can spread far enough by the 

time it reaches the depletion region that the charge w ill be split across more than 

one w ell—this is a 'split-evenT. Split events can potentially be reconstructed, but 

care is needed in the decision making process—as shall be seen in chapter 3—  

otherwise the results w ill be misleading. The second possible outcome of charge 

diffusion in the field-free region is that if charge is lost by recombination in the 

oxide layer then the total energy in the pixel (or pixels) w ill be below the true 

value inferred from the energy of the incoming photon (Owens and McCarthy, 

1995). This, then, is a 'partial' event.

In a dispersive spectrometer such as the RGS where the pixel energy is used  

for separation of the spectral orders, there is accordingly less criticality in the pre

cise energy recorded. Partial events, however, being unreconstructable w ill 

broaden the peak in the distribution of energies by adding to the accumulation  

on the low  energy side.
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2.3 Radiation Dam age in CCDs

There are two types of radiation damage to which spaceborne electronic 

devices may fall prey: ionisation damage and displacement damage.

Ionisation damage may be caused by gamma rays, or charged particles (Jan

sen and den Herder, 1995), and may be considered simplistically as the deposi

tion of charge in places where it is not wanted. This may be harmless if occurring 

in a conductive region, but is more serious if occurring in an insulating region—  

such as those in a CCD's gate structure. Charge accrued in such an insulator w ill 

have an effect on the conductivity of the underlying semiconductor material, and 

w ill have the effect, in a CCD pixel, of increasing the dark current. Pixels affected 

in this w ay may appear as 'hot', i.e. w ill always contain an energy above the 

average noise floor, and the effect may be long-lasting or m ay improve again 

through mechanisms which are not completely understood (Gabriel, 2001). The 

effects of ionising radiation are minimised if there is no potential difference 

across an insulated region (i.e. it is 'off') since the low  mobility of holes in an 

insulator increases the probability of electron-hole pairs recombining within the 

insulator itself. In the presence of an electric field, the electrons w ill be more rap

idly sw ept from the affected region tending to leave it more positively charged.

Displacement damage occurs when heavy particles strike the CCD with suf

ficient energy to m ove atoms in the semiconductor from their positions in the 

crystal lattice. The dam aged site w ill form a charge trap, leading to a degradation 

in the CTE for that pixel (Howell, 2000). Lattice damage tends to be permanent, 

usually only improved by annealing at higher temperatures. The RGS CCD 

benches include provision for heating the CCDs to -t-8o°C for this purpose: not as
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a regular operational action, but as a potential option for recovering CCD perfor

mance late in the m ission.

24 The RGS Focal Camera

The RFC comprises 9 CCDs of the type illustrated in figure 2.8, arranged as 

shown in figure 1.8. These CCDs were specially m ade for the RGS project 

(Bootsma et al, 1996), having their readout register split in two to permit simulta

neous read-out from tw o separate nodes, where there are individually bias-able 

low  noise FET amplifiers. The length of the arc on the Rowland circle implied by 

the desired ~3oÂ spectral coverage of the CCD bench is 253mm, and with a pixel 

size of 27pm the dispersion becomes 3 0 Â /253m m /27pm  = 3.2mA per pixel.

Each CCD is 1024 pixels w ide and is designed to be edge-buttable to minimise 

the "dead' region along the dispersion axis, but this still amounts to approxi

mately 0.5mm betw een each device (den Herder et al, 2001a), or about 60mA.

The potential resolution of the CCD bench must be considered in the context 

of the optical resolution also, and this can best be done by looking at the line 

spread function (LSF). The LSF is a convolution of the responses of the mirrors 

and the gratings: i.e. such properties as the alignment and flatness of the gratings, 

the quality of the figuring on the mirrors, scattering on support structures and so 

on. The precise value of the LSF is dependent in wavelength, but it has been m ea

sured to be of the order of 250pm w ide in the dispersion direction, and this 

makes it practical to reduce the CCD sampling rate by operating the CCD in a 

3x3 on-chip binning m ode (2.0.4.3), thus using virtual pixels 81pm on a side, or 

about 9.6mA in the dispersion axis. Though integrating the quantity of dark cur
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rent, the on-chip binning yields a significant reduction in the read-out noise since 

there is now  only one read-out per 9 pixels.

The design of the on-chip output amplifier is subject to a number of trade

offs between output impedance and read-out speed. For the RGS this amplifier 

has a responsivity of 4pV/electron and a noise of 4.5 electrons r.m.s. for a 3ps 

sample time. The final design provides an energy resolution in 1x1 OCB of 

approximately i6oeV at 5Â, improving to i^oeV at 33Â. As a direct consequence 

of the reduced noise content when performing on-chip binning, at 3x3 OCB these 

figures become i4oeV  and looeV respectively. The primary need for photon  

energy measurement in the RCS is for the separation of the spectral orders:

F ir s t  o r d e r  r a n g e 5 Â  (2 .5keV ) 3 5 Â  (o .35keV )

S e c o n d  O r d e r  r a n g e 2 .5Â  (5keV ) 18 .5Â  (o .y k eV )

D iffe re n c e 2 .5keV o .3 5 k eV

T able  2.1: Im plication o f  overlapping  spectral orders on the surface o f  an R G S C C D . The 

sm allest energy difference that needs to be resolved is 350eV.

and though this requires an energy resolution of 'only', say, z^oeV allowing for 

som e margin of error, the design target has been to improve this parameter to its 

maximum to assist in separating the X-ray photons from the background noise. 

This works by using an energy discrimination w indow  around the pixels accord

ing to their x-position on the CCD surface: this position implies a particular 

energy value for the result of an X-ray photon from an on-axis source, as w ill be 

seen in chapter 3.
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2.4*i Sources of Background for the RGS

A CCD frame from the RFC w ill show  pixels containing energy from a num 

ber of sources, even after removing those due apparently only to dark current. 

Separation of dispersed X-ray photons belonging to the on-axis source from other 

off-axis X-ray sources, and from altogether different sources is a challenge. Some 

steps are taken in the design of the RFC and in the flight operations to m inim ise 

the number of unwanted events, and some steps are applied in the data process

ing to minimise their impact. The main contributors to the unwanted back

ground are low  energy electrons; m edium  energy electrons; minim um  ionising  

particles, gamma rays and cosmic rays.

Low energy electrons cannot be discriminated from X-rays, and the primary

flux of these is very high (averaging about lo^ /cm ^/sec.), and they are therefore 

kept from the CCD bench by magnetic deflection at the mirrors and careful baf

fling of the RFC's field-of-view. The design of the RGS achieves fewer than

6  X  1 0 “ ^  of these electrons / cm ^/second/keV  at the position of the RFC. H ow 

ever, the majority of the remaining electrons observed in the CCD are the result 

of gamma ray interactions in the CCD itself, and hence cannot be prevented.

M edium energy electrons may be discriminated by their energy, but second

ary em ission radiation created by them may not. Fluxes for these are show n in 

table 2.2. The primary source for secondary em ission is fluorescence in the alu

minium detector housing, and the housing is therefore plated w ith gold in order 

to suppress this.
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E n e rg y  I n t e r v a l F lu x  ( e le c t r o n s /s q .  c m /s e c . / s te r a d ia n )

(M e V )

0.03 -  0.5 7000

0.05 -  1.0 8.5

1 .0 - 5 .0 2.1

5 .0 - 1 0 .0 0.04

T ab le  2.2: M easured m edium  energy electron flu x es (D anner, 1993)

Minimum Ionising Particles (MIPs) and Cosmic Rays (relativistic protons, 

electrons and ions) may deposit energy above the energy band of the RGS. MIPs 

deposit energy in silicon according to a 'Landau' distribution: this is an asym 

metric probability density function having a narrow peak and a long tail towards 

positive values ow ing to the small number of collisions, each w ith a small proba

bility of transferring a comparatively large amount of energy (Landau, 1944). The 

peak of this distribution is at 0.23 keV /pm , and is, in thin absorbers, broadened 

by a Gaussian distribution w ith a  = o.4>/d keV, d being the depth measured in 

pm. This w ould apparently make MIPs still easy to reject applying the dispersion  

relation but for the added implications of pixel size and fielded and field-free 

regions. Recalling figure 2.9, there is a region in the CCD w hich is not covered by  

a field, and electrons deposited here w ill radially diffuse— som e to the unfielded  

back surface, and some to the fielded region below a pixel or several pixels. A dd

ing to this is the possibility that the angle of incidence on the CCD surface m ay be 

anything from orthogonal to grazing and hence the particle may anyway leave a 

trail, as shown in figure 2.10.
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FM1PAN3_40_1_CCD9, fram e= 148
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100

0 200 600 800 1000400
DETX

F igure 2 .10: C osm ic R ay track on fra m e  o f  C C D  data taken du rin g  g ro u n d  te s tin g  o f the R G S f lig h t  

C C D s. The dispersed X -ray  photons fro m  the m ulti-w avelen g th  target a t the tes t fa c ili ty  can be seen fo rm 

ing an approxim ate horizontal band in the centre o f  the fram e. N o te  that the cosm ic ray track is not con tin 

uous.

It is possible that som e components of a cosmic ray trace w ill not be above 

the lower energy threshold set, meaning that after thresholding the cosmic ray 

track w ill not necessarily be continuous, as is further show n in figure 2.11.
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FM1PAN3_40_1_CCD6, f ram e=42
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FM1 PAN3_40_1—CCD6, f ram e=42
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F igure 2 .11: Two v iew s o f  another cosm ic ray  track visib le  on in data taken du rin g  the sam e g rou n d  

tes tin g  cam paign.The shorter, apparen tly  more continuous track (top  panel) can be seen, on zoom ing  in, to 

be com prised o f  a num ber o f  pixels no t necessarily connected to each other.
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24*2 The Challenge of Onboard Preprocessing

A raw, unprocessed frame of CCD data from the RGS RFC is of little direct 

use to an experimenter. Such a frame w ill contain:

• pixels w hich contain only electronic noise

• bad pixels— i.e. pixels fraudulently containing no energy ('cold') or more 

energy than they should ('hot')

• X-rays from off axis sources— again these m ay be split or partial events

• X-rays from the diffuse X-ray background

• stray-light from optical/U V /E U V  sources within the field of view

• events from cosmic rays or MIPs or m edium  energy electrons, or second

ary em ission caused by these

• X-rays from the on-axis source, but which may be only partial events or 

split events

and the whole frame is likely to need correction for instrumental effects, calibra

tions and so on. A number of the key science related CCD parameters a listed in 

table 2.3.

P a r a m e te r V a lu e

eV  p e r  e le c tro n -h o le  p a i r 3.65  (v a r ie s  s l ig h t ly  w i th  X)

A D C  r e s o lu t io n 12 b i t s ,  0 -4 0 9 5  A D U

A D U  to  E n e rg y  r e la t io n lA D U  = le V

C h a n n e l  to  X, r e la t io n 9.6 m Â  p e r  3x3 p ix e l  b in

E n e rg y  r e s o lu t io n  in  3x3  a t  5 Â /3 5 Â i4 o e V  /  lO oeV

T y p ic a l lo w e r / a c c e p ta n c e  th r e s h o ld  v a lu e s 2 0 0 /2 2 0  A D U

T ab le  2 .3 : S u m m ary o f  key science related C C D  param eters
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There is, then, a sequence of processing required to select the real informa

tion from each frame, and given the telemetry constraints it is necessary to start 

this processing onboard the spacecraft.The major concern about data rem oved at 

this point in the stream is that it is irrecoverable. This means that aside from the 

general engineering difficulties and constraints on the writing of the onboard 

preprocessing software, great care is required at every stage to ensure that the 

algorithms and techniques em ployed do not compromise the science that can be 

extracted: i.e. it is not enough just to squeeze as m uch data as possible into the 

telemetry stream in order to minimise impact on effective area—the data that 

remains after pre-processing must be as far as possible unam biguous, and rele

vant to the experiment.
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Chapter 3: The RGS Onboard Software

Following the description of the RGS hardware on chapter one, and the ele

ments of operation of a CCD detector introduced in chapter two, this chapter 

charts the developm ent of the onboard data pre-processing software ultimately 

flown on the RCS instrument on XMM-Newton. The chapter opens w ith a review  

of the requirements of the onboard data processing software, resolving the func

tions and processes into the nam es which were applied to them, w ith detailed 

descriptions following. Some discussion is given where appropriate on how  the 

requirements educed, and significant algorithms are detailed w ith generic flow 

charts to aid their em ploym ent elsewhere. The functional requirements and the 

expositions of their detailed design are presented som ewhat as if they were all 

clear from the beginning of the work. This, of course, w as not the case as even the 

requirements matured and evolved over the years of instrument developm ent, 

but they are described in their final form for clarity.

3.0 Onboard Software Data Pre-Processing Requirem ents

Certain of the facilities—coordinate deduction, lower thresholding etc.—  

which the software must provide were clear from the outset, and required by any 

m ode which w as defined. Other features, however, needed to be collected into 

logical groups, and this w as done by the author, w ith the result that a menu of 

five m odes was m ade available:
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• "Basic Spectroscopy';

• 'Spectroscopy w ith High Event Rate' (abbreviated to 'HER');

• 'Spectroscopy w ith Single Event Selection' (abbreviated to 'SES');

• 'Spectroscopy w ith Split Event Reconstruction' (abbreviated to 'SER');

• 'Spectroscopy w ith High Time Resolution' (abbreviated to 'HER').

These m odes formalised the general capabilities called for in the "Instrument 

M odes and Telemetry Rates" docum ent (Branduardi-Raymont, 1996) w hose  

author had sought to itemise the individual techniques which might be 

em ployed to match the data production w ith the telemetry bandwidth. Each of 

these five m odes is described, starting w ith some further general requirements 

common to each.

3.0.1 General Requirem ents and design  solutions

A long with the basics of thresholding and coordinate deduction, all of the 

software processing m odes were required to have the ability to:

• reject individual pixels, entire columns of pixels, and regions of pixels, 

according to data uploadable from the ground segment. This function 

w as termed 'Hot Items Processing' (HIP) by the author, and is available 

to all of the software processing modes;

• communicate their running/hung status to the instrument controller. 

This requirement could have been implemented in the DPP hardware, 

but the need for it became apparent while the hardware design was 

being finalised for flight, and so a software solution proposed by the
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author was preferred. The basis for the idea was that since the software 

w ould be constantly writing data to its associated hardware output 

FIFO, the instrument controller could monitor this FIFO to ensure that it 

doesn't become empty for longer than a specified interval. At times 

where there is no pixel data for the DPP to process, the software could  

periodically write a 'null' pixel to its output. This became known as the 

'heartbeat'.

3.0.2 Basic Spectroscopy

In this mode, the DPP hardware front end w ill have applied a lower thresh

old to the incoming pixel data streams, supplying to the software section an 

energy and an associated pixel count. The software must then;

• deduce the coordinates of the pixel;

• reject pixels above a programmed upper threshold;

• reject pixels that are either 'hot', or part of a hot region or hot column;

• keep statistics relating to the numbers of pixels above the lower thresh

old and above the upper threshold;

• periodically write a null pixel to the output FIFO w hen idle (i.e. no data 

arriving at the input FIFO).

3.0.3 Spectroscopy with High Event Rate (HER)

This m ode adds to the functionality of basic spectroscopy by allow ing 'single 

pixel acceptance thresholding', whereby a further user programmable threshold 

can be applied to isolated pixels. Recall that these isolated pixels cannot be part 

of a split-event, and whether they are the result of electronic noise or partial
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events, they are of no use in the spectroscopic analysis and can be discarded in 

the event that the generated data rate is otherwise too high. Statistics for the 

number of pixels discarded as below  the acceptance threshold are now  kept.

3.04 Spectroscopy with Single Event Selection (SES)

"Single event selection" spectroscopy is the com plem ent to the "high event 

rate" spectroscopy described in 3.03. In this m ode, only single pixels above the 

"acceptance" threshold are telemetered to the ground segment. This is useful 

w hen looking at a very bright source for which there w ill otherwise be too many 

pixels to fit the telemetry bandwidth. To emphasise the difference, whereas HER 

m ode transmits all of the data except those isolated pixels below  the acceptance 

threshold, SES m ode also deletes those pixels w ith any kind of neighbour; irre

spective of their energy value.

3.0.5 Spectroscopy with Split Event Reconstruction (SER)

Sitting in between HER and SES in terms of the amount of data discarded 

onboard, spectroscopy w ith split event reconstruction adds the ability for the 

onboard software to analyse the morphology of connected pixels, and according 

to som e rules, combine them into a single pixel, thus saving telemetry band

width. The upper- and acceptance thresholds are applied to the reconstructed 

events.

3.0.6 High Time Resolution

Since the seventy-four rows of the y-coordinate w ill have been compressed  

by the read-out sequence to a single value, the software processing for this m ode
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is som ewhat similar to that of basic spectroscopy, but only the x-coordinates need  

to be resolved. Upper thresholding and hot items processing are applied, and 

only the remaining stream of x-coordinate plus energy values are written to the 

output FIFO.

3.1 Detailed Design of the Onboard Software

In the earliest descriptions of the DPP subsystem, it w as assum ed that all of 

the processing w ould be handled by hardware. There were various influences on  

this hardware developm ent, but by early 1995 it had become clear that a proces

sor based solution w ould be needed to meet the reliability, power, cost and geo

metric constraints. In short, there were no field-programmable gate arrays 

available at the time which w ould meet the quality assurance specifications, 

application-specific integrated circuits w ould be too expensive, and there w ould  

be insufficient space and power for the requisite discrete logic. With the Plessey 

MA31730 in use elsewhere onboard XMM, this was chosen. An estimate of 

whether one or two processors w ould be needed was performed by Chun, 1996b, 

from which a final plan emerged to use a single processor design w ith the front 

end lower thresholding and counting in discrete logic, leaving the processor at a 

point in the data flow where it could handle the more elaborate steps without 

being overwhelm ed. There being a local Ada cross-compiler available it was 

decided that this could be used if it produced fast enough object code, and that 

this w ould aid the design cycle.

The availability of an (expensive) Ada compiler occurred since the use of Ada 

was specified by the product and quality assurance requirements of the project 

for the instrument controller software. The DPP software could possibly have
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avoided this formal requirement, being an embedded system , but it w as consid

ered at least worth comparing the Ada generated code with the "hand-written' 

assembler. Some experiments were conducted by Chun (1996b) that led him to 

suggest that the Ada compiler w ould produce code comparable in size and speed  

to that produced using an assembler. These experiments, however, did no more 

than read data from one FIFO and write it to another w ith no other processing—  

a task so simple that any high-level language ought to be able to match a low- 

level one.

Based on this work, and the work of the designer of the DPP hardware (Rees, 

1997) the final system  was built as the hybrid as described in chapter 1, and using 

a single processor.

3.1.1 General Considerations

Before looking at the first attempt at a basic spectroscopy, som e general 

points needed to be addressed, specifically: the coordinate system  to be used; the 

parameters that needed to be specified to the software from the ground segment; 

and a method for identifying the data in the output FIFO.

3.1.1.1 Coordinate System

The first point considered here was whether som ething other than a tradi

tionally incrementing count might be a good idea: i.e. could som e coordinate sys

tem be found w hich w ould sim plify the processing of the data? Various exotic 

ideas were experimented with, such as considering the centre of the CCD read 

out area as pixel 'o' and counting out from it in a spiral, but no scheme provided  

a uniformly better system, and most ended up needing more bits to define them.
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w hich automatically excluded them. The final plan, then, was to count the first 

arriving pixel from a readout node as (0,0) and count from there in the most obvi

ous way, incrementing the x-coordinate until the end of that row, then resetting 

the X counter and incrementing the y-coordinate by one. For a CCD readout from 

tw o nodes, each node's first arriving pixel was declared (0,0) and the onus for 

any necessary im age reversal placed on the ground segm ent, there being no par

ticular value to performing this onboard.

The nine CCDs onboard were numbered 1-9, w ith this number called the 

'CCD-ID'. CCD-ID 'o' was available for use with non-CCD sourced data (e.g. test 

patterns injected into the data stream), and for use by the onboard software as an 

error trap (e.g. in the event of som e parameters being specified out of range the 

identity of the CCD under test is set to 'o'. This is considered further in 3.1.2).

3.1.1.2 Parameter Bank

A list was drawn up of the parameter words w hich the onboard software 

w ould need—tw elve per CCD— and the allocation in m emory w as rounded up  

to sixteen words to leave the origin of the entries for each CCD on a convenient 

binary boundary, w hile allowing room for som e future additions. The final list of 

tw elve parameters was:

• X length, Y length;

these are used to deduce the coordinates of a pixel from its count;

• X start, Y start;

these are integers added to the coordinates deduced in the event that a 

'window' o f the CCD is being read out. This is required onboard to allow 

registration with specified hot pixels and columns;
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• acceptance threshold side C, acceptance threshold side D, upper thresh

old side C, upper threshold side D;

these are user programmable thresholds applied to the energies of the pixels 

under test;

• hot column shift size

this is used by the hot column rejection routine to match the pixel under 

test to a particular segment in the column, and will be more fu lly  

explained in 3.14.1;

• hot pixel table start C, hot pixel table start D;

these represent the origins of the pointers used by the HIP software in 

rejecting hot pixels specified by the ground segment, and will be more fu lly  

explained in 3.1.4.2;

• software m ode/read-out nodes/H IP  enable.

The specification of the software mode needing only three bits, and the 

readout nodes and HIP enabling only a further two each, these were con

catenated into one word. The software mode, also known as 'science type', 

only needs reading from one place since it remains unchanged per expo

sure. For simplicity, the tool used to generate the parameter bank includes 

the software mode value in the corresponding location for every CCD, but 

the onboard software only reads it from the location for CCD 1.

There are parameter sets for each of the nine CCDs, plus another set to be 

used with CCD o, and they are placed in a specified m em ory location (starting at 

7000 hex) by the ground segm ent via the instrument controller. Thus the onboard 

software can find, say, CCD o X length at 7002 (hex), CCD 1 X length at 7012
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(hex), and so on. A small point, but having the parameters organised in a natural 

w ay w as very helpful during the long design and debugging phase w hen one 

w as frequently looking at raw memory dumps.

3.1.1.3 Data Tagging

Recalling that the output for this processing software is a FIFO, one word 

w ide, a scheme w as needed to identify each data item put into it for the sake of 

the subsequent processing. Eight different entities were identified:

• CCD Num ber

This can have a value from  0-9, so maximum of four bits needed;

•  X  coordinate from side C, x-coordinate from side D

two are needed to ensure that the ground segment software correctly per

forms any mirroring needed. I f  reading out from a single node with no on- 

chip binning, then the maximum value could be 1023, so a maximum of 

ten bits needed (dual node maximum being 511, or nine bits);

• y  coordinate

only one type of y-coordinate, maximum possible value is 384, hence nine 

bits needed;

• energy

12-bit analogue-to-digital conversion, twelve bits needed for telemetry;

• statistics

were the CCD read out from one node, and all pixels counted in a single 

statistic (for example every pixel rejected as above the programmed upper 

threshold) then the maximum value could be 1024 x  384 = 393,216, or 19 

bits. This exceeds the 16-bit word length, so each o f the statistics is split
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into two words. Only one tag is used, and the twelve components that 

form the twelve statistic words are sent sequentially in a specified order. 

M aximum number of bits per word is therefore ten;

• anomaly

<5 bits needed for the software to write in the event that it is given spe

cious parameters to work with. As the anomaly loop can be called in sev

eral places, an index is included so that the section which is generating the 

report can be traced;

• null

no bits needed— this is a null entity written to the output FIFO as a heart

beat to assure the instrument controller that the DPP software is still run

ning. The value in the tag identifies this word to the instrument 

controller;

• software version ID

to aid clarity the decimal number is represented directly in hexadecimal, 

thus aiding the instant identification of this number in the raw hex telem

etry: for example the flight version is ig.o, and this is telemetered as o iyo  

(hex), needing nine bits.

With the m axim um bit-consumption being tw elve bits, the most significant 

four bits of each word were free to use as a 'tag'. Accordingly values were agreed 

w ith the author of the instrument controller software, w hose code could then 

identify the nature of any sixteen-bit word it finds in the output FIFO.
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3.1.2 Basic Spectroscopy

This m ode w as com posed in "pure' Ada, with the expectation that as the 

complexity of the processing increased it w ould be possible to substitute certain 

routines w ith hand-crafted assembler if the speed could be improved by this 

technique. To make the best start on this, it soon became clear that there were 

three classes of activity needed: i.e. actions needed for every pixel, actions 

needed once per new  CCD, and actions only needed once per exposure. Clearly, 

the greatest time saving w ould be achieved by m inim ising the number of actions 

required to process each pixel, and from the outset this was a design priority.

Figure 3.1 show s the highest level v iew  of this structure, and figure 3.2 

extends this into a flowchart.

‘reset’ rem oved by 10

Actions
o n ce per 
exposure

A ctions ... o n ce per frame

C&D r/o
or C r/o
or D r/o

loop
forever

B asic Spectroscopy

F igu re 3 .1: Top Level V iew  o f  the layou t o f  'Basic Spectroscopy M ode  software.

W hen idle, the DPP is kept in reset by the instrument controller. W hen this 

reset is rem oved certain one-tim e-only actions are performed: all variables are 

initialized to their starting values; the software version number is written to the 

output FIFO; and the science type is selected. 'Science Type' refers to the m ode of
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operation, and can be one of the number of species of spectroscopy, or can be 

high time resolution mode. The arrangement described here w as released by the 

author to be used with the rest of the instrument when testing at the Max Planck 

Institute's Panter long beam X-ray facility, and was nam ed version lo  (see table 

3.1). In this early version only 'basic' spectroscopy is supported, so any selection  

other than that is trapped and an anomaly loop runs periodically writing the 

anomaly word into the output FIFO, signalling that operator intervention is 

needed. There being no need to swam p the telemetry w ith an error notification, a 

counter is included to limit the number of writes to one per 30,000 (an arbitrary 

number to keep the frequency in the order of milliseconds).

Next, the software must wait for there to be some data in the input FIFO, and 

while in this part of the loop null pixels are emitted to the output FIFO as a heart

beat, w ith a similar periodicity to that of the science type anomaly.
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H ot Items 

processing

Basic

spec.

HTR HER SES SER

10 — y — — — —

11 — y y — — —

12 y y y — — —

13 y y y y — —

14 y y y y y —

15 y y y y y y

T able  3 .1 : S u m m ary  o f  the m ajor version  num bers o f the D P P  software. The schem e w as pro

posed both as a clear sta tem en t o f  w hat each version could do, and a road-m ap fo r  the order o f  the 

addition  o f extra fea tu res. U pdated versions w ere identified w ith  a suffix, o rig in a lly  an alphabetic 

character (the fin a l version  o f '12', fo r  exam ple, w as '12g'). A  later requirem ent fo r  the D P P  to be 

able to iden tify  its  version  num ber to the grou nd segm en t m eant that th is w as exchanged fo r  a 

num erical character. Versions beyond  15 represent m odifications or enhancem ents to the basic 

m odes as differentiated as above. The version in use onboard the spacecraft as a t the tim e o f  the pub

lication o f  this thesis w as ig .o .
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type from p/bankversion to the o/p

Fornow there is only one science type avaiialtie:

write'anomaly'to sd  type legal

Notice that the 'anomaly' action Is an 
Infinite loop—this is done to ensure that

overwhelmed by (wrong) data. Wedging 
the software In this way ensures that the 
opeator must Intenupt the experiment to

write 'null'to o/p,
Inthel/p

After the first CCD from 'reset', there will always be statistics 
from a previous CCD to send. The anival of ttré new CCD is used 
to trigger the completion of the preceding one

write previous 
CCD's 

stats to o/p
write to o/p

extract appropriate 
parameters Irom

Can't permrt pixel energy values 
above FFF(hex) since Itiere are only 
12 bits available in the orp FIFO word

yes

Anomaly LoopAnomaly Loop

this pixel
DonlyConty

■>xel < UT+1 " ^ e l < UT+1

" ^ e l < UT+1
UT counter tor D

prefix X, Y and 
energy values with 
their tags and write

prefix X, Y and 
energy values with 
Iheir tags and write 

too/p .

prefix X, Y and 
energy values with 
their tags and write

prefix X, Y and 
energy values with 
thelrtags and write 

too/p

of pixels > LTof pixels > LT 
counter tor D

of pixels > LT

F igu re  3 .2 : O vera ll F low chart o f  'Basic Spectroscopy M ode' softw are
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W hen there is som e data, it is read from the input FIFO to local variables, and 

the 'start-of-CCD' bit in the status register is checked. If set, then this is a new  

CCD and the data read from the FIFO contains the number of the CCD (known as 

the "CCD-ID'). This number is immediately echoed to the output FIFO for trans

mission to the ground segment, and is then checked for legality. If found to be 

out of the range 0-9, the CCD-ID is overwritten to be o. This is necessary since 

the CCD-ID is used to select a range of entries from the parameter bank, which is 

in turn hard-coded into a specific region of memory— reading parameters from 

elsewhere w ould not in itself be directly harmful, but w ould lead to unpredict

able results. This outcome is avoided by constraining the CCD-ID range to be o -  

9, and requiring that parameters are always loaded for all ten CCD parameter 

sets. Echoing the untouched CCD-ID to the ground segm ent gives the operator a 

chance to tally the ID with that programmed into the instrument controller, since 

that is where the error w ill have occurred.

The science type won't be read again till the next reset, and the code w ill loop  

forever reading data from the input FIFO. The incoming CCD-ID is used as a 

trigger to cause the statistics of the previous CCD frame to be output to the 

instrument controller, but for the first CCD readout after reset there w ill not be 

any previous readout, so this is also tested at the top of the loop. Having verified 

a legal CCD-ID, this number is then used to index into the parameter bank to pull 

out the necessary parameters, as detailed in 3.1.1.2. The upper threshold settings 

are checked since they must not permit an energy value above 4093, this being  

tw elve bits, the other four in the word being needed for the data tag. Of course 

the digitisation of the pixel energy is anyway performed to tw elve bits, making 

this step potentially redundant; however, in later versions of the software w hen
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event reconstruction would be possible, the software w ould be able to internally 

assemble pixel values above tw elve bits, so the test was included from the out

set— it was a design philosophy that each subsection of code w ould be devel

oped as if for the final version wherever possible. Note that the threshold is le s s  

than FFF(hex) +V: this is because the upper threshold is always applied (defend

ing the output FIFO as mentioned, and saving cpu time switching it on and off), 

but one may potentially want to pass FFF(hex) as a legal value in exceptional cir

cumstances.

According to the settings in the parameter bank for which readout nodes are 

in use, the software m oves the current pixel dow n one of four similar chains (i.e. 

side C only, side D only, side C w ith both nodes read, side D w ith both nodes 

read). The next test is on the energy value, and this is done now  since there 

w ould be no point expending cpu time extracting the coordinates if the pixel is 

above the upper threshold. If rejected, the number-of pixels-above-the-upper- 

threshold-side-C (or D) counter is incremented and the code loops straight round 

to collect the next pixel. If the current pixel is below  the threshold, then the coor

dinates are deduced and the three entities (x-coordinate, y-coordinate, energy) 

are tagged and written to the output FIFO. Finally, before looping round for the 

next pixel, the number-of-pixels-above-the-lower-threshold-side-C (or D) 

counter is incremented.

Referring to the basic spectroscopy flowchart in figure 3.2, there are several 

details worth drawing out about the layout chosen. Firstly, each anomaly loop is 

separate and where there are arrows pointing to 'anomaly loop' the flowchart 

sym bols have been omitted for clarity. The pattern of each anom aly loop is the 

same, but they each have their ow n code rather than pointing to a 'master' anom
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aly handler for two reasons: firstly to minimise the number of conditions that 

need to be evaluated on a per-pixel basis, and secondly to give the opportunity  

for each occurrence of the anomaly loop to have its ow n index— thus anom aly ' i '  

indicates that an illegal science type has been selected, anomaly '2' indicates that 

no readout nodes are selected, and so on. Next detail: it can be seen that once it 

has been determined whether both nodes are being read from, or only one, the 

chain of operations down, say, side C node when reading from both, or side C 

w hen only reading from side C are identical. Despite this, they each have their 

ow n code because it avoids extra decisions in the program flow, and hence saves 

time. Making code "inline' in this fashion is a common technique for maxim ising  

execution speed. Also, it can be seen that there are no interrupts in use, and that 

the code runs as a single process. It happens that the author has extensive experi

ence in interrupt based multi-tasking software, gained in the design of the MSSL 

parts of the EGSE system  for RGS, but despite this and the fact that Ada supports 

multi-tasking, the author chose to start with a single task polling based loop  

structure ow ing to the simplicity in forecasting the load on the cpu. The onboard 

software must of course be crash proof, and to this end it was a design goal to 

make the software care as little as possible about the data rate, w hile guarantee

ing that once data is accepted by the DPP it is not lost. So, there being an inter

rupt available on the input EIFO indicating that it is half-full, one approach 

w ould have been to have the software read a block of data in on receipt of that 

interrupt and spend the time between interrupts processing that block. In the cir

cumstance, however, that the incoming data rate exceeds the rate at w hich the 

data can be processed, it can be seen that the processor could end up being over

w helm ed by servicing this input interrupt. A simpler philosophy w as to posit
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that data in the input FIFO and any internal software buffers is safe, and that any 

excess data can 'bounce' at the input causing only an increment to the hardware 

'lost event' counter. A  similar approach occurs at the output side. The output 

FIFO is em ptied by the instrument controller at a rate dependent on the rate at 

which it can ultim ately deposit the data on the spacecraft bus. So rather than wait 

for an interrupt to tell the DPP software that there is room in the output FIFO, at 

points where the software has something to write, it polls the output FIFO full 

flag, and if the FIFO is full it waits until there is room. At first sight this seems 

wasteful if the waiting time could be used for performing elaborate data reduc

tion steps, but this w as approached from the other direction. Since the output 

rate from the DPP is related to the telemetry allocation, there is an implied limit 

to the number of pixels that can be sent from the DPP, and if the intermediate 

processing algorithms are demonstrably fast enough to process that maximum  

number relative to the input which would generate it, then if the input rate 

exceeds that capacity, the engineering solution must ensure that data already col

lected cannot be lost.

In effect the telemetry allocation to the instrument has an influence on the 

effective area of the telescope (Welch, 1996a): if the settings of the instrument are 

such that too much data is generated, then eventually the instrument controller 

w ill have to stop taking data from the DPP output FIFO w hile it waits for the 

spacecraft data bus, and when this output FIFO is full the DPP software w ill be 

stopped from reading the data from the input FIFO, and w hen this is full any fur

ther data that arrives is lost.
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3.1.3 High Time Resolution Mode

The processing of this m ode is similar to that of basic spectroscopy, differing 

only in that the y-coordinate is not extracted, and that statistics are not kept. An 

implementation of this m ode was produced—version 11 released September 

1997— formed as an extension to version 10, see figure 3.3.

‘reset’ removed by 10

once per 
exposure

loop
foreveronce per frame

C&D r/o
OR or 0  r/o

or D r/o

Basic Spectroscopy

once per frame
C&D r/o

or C r/o
or D r/o loop

forever

Higfi Time Resolution

F igure 3 .3 : Top Level V iew  o f  D P P  softw are version i i  show ing that there is n ow  a choice o f  

science types , and that once selected a science typ e  is not changeable.

N ow  the value of 'science type' has a real meaning. The first lines of the 

software are unchanged, but there is a branch pending on the choice of high  

time resolution or basic spectroscopy. Figure 3.4 illustrates the program flow  

for HTR mode. N ote that the first part of the diagram is the same as figure 3.2, 

show n in grey. There is a decision m ade according the science m ode selected, 

and then once in the HTR loop the flow is as for basic spectroscopy, but w ith
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the simplifications already mentioned (no y-coordinates, no statistics kept). 

N ote that version i i  of the software adds the HTR functionality as inline 

code: were the individual sections of code them selves m ade switchable rather 

than the w hole routine, then there w ould be extra decisions on a per pixel 

basis, which is the opposite of the intention. Take the section where the coor

dinates are deduced: this happens for every pixel, therefore were the extrac

tion of the y-coordinate m ade dependent on the science type, then this w ould  

require a condition to be evaluated for every pixel.
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iTR mode

yes

write 'null'lo o/p.
in the i/p

yes

read the FIFO

Being the Stst CCD from reset' is no longer relevant: 
there are no statistics in this mode extract CCD ID and 

write to o/pCCD

...then it is

the current CCD

set CCD ID = 0

Can't permit pixel energy values 
alxtve FFF(hex) since Ihere are only 
t2 bits availabte in the o/p FIFO word

Anomaly loop

this p i^ this pixel 
from D Ĉ y DonlyC4D

ixel<UT+'

yes

lorDtorD

prefix X and energy
prefix X and 

energy values with 
their tags and write 

too/p

'prefix X and energy 
values with their 
tags and write to

prefix X and 
energy values wifh 
Iheir tags and wnfe

Figure 3 .4 : O verall floivchart fo r  HTR mode.
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3.1.4 Hot Items Processing

For RGS, bad pixels are identified by looking at queue memory images, or 

by noting the appearance of specific pixels in several contiguous frames. Once 

identified, hot pixels can be selected by the ground segm ent for removal on

board. Since the act of clocking the image section of the CCD into its storage 

section tends to smear the energy in the y direction, many of the hot pixels are 

repeated in a column. Am ongst the requirements for the software in the DPP 

is that it be able to remove:

• individual hot pixels;

• hot columns;

• hot regions.

Collectively this function is referred to as 'hot items processing' (HIP; 

Welch, 2000a).

3.1.4.1 Hot Region and Column Removal

Since 'regions' are, in the case of this instrument, rectangles parallel to the 

edges of the CCD, it can be seen that if the columns can be broken into seg

ments, then region removal can be accomplished by marking adjacent col

um n segm ents as 'hot'. To achieve the removal of these segm ented columns, 

a 'hot column table' is loaded into a fixed area of the DPP's memory. The DPP 

software considers each CCD's table as an array of 1024 x 16 booleans. Each x- 

coordinate, then, has its ow n word in the DPP's RAM, and the y-coordinate is 

used to select one of the bits of the 16 by a method described later. Each col

um n can be divided in to a number of segments— up to a maximum of 16 

(because there are 16 bits in the word allocated for this). Since these tables are
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not expected to be changed often, no management of the tables happens on

board: the com plexity of changes to the table structure is com pletely removed 

to the responsibility of the ground segment. As far as the onboard software is 

concerned, CCD i  node C always starts at the beginning of the array, with  

node D 312 colum ns along, and CCD 2 side C at 1024 along and so on. Any  

changes of readout parameter that would imply a need to m ove these points 

then obliges the ground segm ent to upload new  tables w ith the appropriate 

changes. This simplification is very important to the streamlining of the DPP 

software's processing load.

So the x-coordinate, the read out node and the CCD number are used to 

work out the entry in the array, but what about the y-coordinate? According 

to a parameter selected by the ground segm ent (the 'hot colum n shift size', an 

integer taken from the parameter bank), the y-coordinate is shifted to the 

right to leave a maximum of four bits, and this 'coarse' value of y can now  be 

used to select w hich bit out of the 16 available is to be tested. Note that the 

actual length of the segm ents is a power of 2 while the range of the y-coordi

nate is up to 383 (384 pixels counting from o), so there may be som e unused  

segm ents, or there may be one segm ent which has fewer pixels than the oth

ers— this all depends on the readout parameters used.
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Shift size

Number of 
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16 /
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segment or section fragments 
above this line are beyond 
the ‘top’ of the CCD 
and therefore not tested.

y = 383

(This is the maximum 
possible value for y, occurring 
when readout is in 1x1 OCB)

y
▲

y = 0

128 256 512

Figure 3 .5: Pictorial representation o f the implication of the segm entation o f hot-columns.
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The user specifiable value for this shift is called the 'hot column shift size', 

and ground software used to build the hot column tables can vary this to give the 

best fit of a colum n segm ent around a number of pixels to be removed: it can be 

the case that the placement of fewer, larger segments gives a better ratio of rejec

tion of w anted/unw anted pixels.

An example is useful here. Assum ing that the entire CCD is being read out, 

the maximum value that y can take is 383, im plying that nine bits are needed

for the y-coordinate. 2^ is actually 312, and if the y-coordinate is shifted to the 

right by 3 bits, the remaining (most significant) 4 bits yield 16 values. 312 / 

16=32 pixels per segment. For 384 pixels, there w ill therefore be 12 'full' seg

ments and the remaining four w ill be beyond the 'top' of the CCD, as illus

trated in figure 3.3.

In the general case, then, for a given maximum y value, 2^ bits are used, 

where n is just large enough to give equal to or greater than the biggest value 

of y:

(N o. of b its in  y —  h o t co lum n  sh ift size)
2 = divisor

2  ̂  ̂ = number of pixels per segment

In the RGS case, a '1' indicates that the pixel is a member of a segm ent of a 

hot column, and should be rejected. To reject a w hole column, then, all 16 bits 

w ould  be set to '1', and region rejection is accomplished by using adjacent col

um n segments.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the subroutine that is used to remove the hot colum n  

segm ents. This function is written as a callable procedure, and the variable
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Verdict_KEEP' is a boolean which the calling program later tests to determine 

whether to continue the processing on the supplied bin.

EN TER
(x. y, CCD -ID, H ot C o lum n shift size)

r Add 
((CCDID— 1 )x  

1024) to XV
Shift Y to  th e  

right by HC shift 
s iz e

S e le c t th e  co rrec t CCD . T h e  x c o o rd in a te s  
of th e  C C D s a re  c o n c a te n a te d , s o  th e  CC D  
n u m b e r is u s e d  to  identify th e  co rrec t block. 
C C D s a re  n u m b e red  from 1 -9 , with x=0 
a t 'O' for CC D  1, ‘10 2 4 ’ for C C D 2 
a n d  s o  on .

R e d u c e  th e  ra n g e  of th e  
V coo rd in a te

S e le c t w ord  in 
HC a rra y  using  

c o rrec ted  X

Hoi Colum n" a rray  is from 
0 -9 2 1 5

S e le c t bit in 
w ord using W ord IS from

c o rrec ted  Y

Is
b o o le an

tm e ?
verd ict K EEP

TRU E

R ejec t th is  pixel: 
it is p a rt of a  

hot co lum n
verd ict_K E E P =  

FA LSE

f
EXIT

(verdict_K EEP)

F igure 3 .6: F low chart fo r  the operation o f  the 'H ot C olum n' processing routine. U sin g  infor

m ation  supplied  b y  the calling program , this routine determ ines w hether the p ixel under te s t is part 

o f a hot colum n or hot colum n segm en t and returns a boolean set to the appropria te value.
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3.14*2 Hot Pixel Removal

The removal of specific single pixels from the data stream presents a dif

ferent challenge. With no constraints on time or memory, one approach 

w ould be to have a look-up table for every pixel, but this is far too memory 

intensive for the RGS DPP:

9 (CCDs) X 1 word (x-coordinate) x i  word (y-coordinate) x 1024 x 384 

= 3.38 M words

A better approach for this case is to have a table containing only the coor

dinates of those bins which are to be removed, and listing them in their 

proper arrival order (see figure 3.7).

sta rt

16 bit w ords

y coordinate

X coord inate

y coordinate

X coordinate

y coord inate

X coordinate

FFFF

FFFF

first hot pixel 

seco n d  hot pixel 

third hot pixel

end-of-table
m arker

F igure 3 .7: F orm at o f  the 'H ot P ixel' table. The arrow  represents the s /w  po in ter selecting  a 

value fro m  the table. The po in ter is advanced to the next x-coordinate w hen there is a y  m atch, and  

then either to the n ex t y  or back to the curren t one according to w hether there w as a m atch on x. The 

'FFFF's are the end-of-table m arkers, and consist o f a hexadecimal value beyond that which a legal x- 

or y-coordinate could reach.
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Giving the software the origin of the table for each CCD means that the 

tables can be of various sizes, and that for a given m emory allocation the 

tables of different CCDs can be of different sizes. This makes better use of a 

given quantity of memory. A further refinement in this case to save speed  

and remove the necessity for range checking is to put a marker at the end of 

the table so that the end of the data can be identified automatically.

Again this can be a callable routine, and a first approach to this technique 

is illustrated in figure 3.8.

ENTER (X, y ,
table Dointer)

‘Fast Forward the 
table pointer

Increment
table _pointer
by 2 till >= y

The row m atches 
what about the 

column?
y®s . I Increment

table_pointei/ (point 
to  the

companion
x-coordinate)

verdict KEEP
= TRUE

verdict KEEP
= FALSE

This IS a
hot pixel

verdict_KEEP 
= TRUE Increment

table DOinter
ready for next

hot pixel
We haven’t f  D ecrem ent

got this I table Dointer

hot pixel

W e've already 
gone past 

. this one
Increment 

table_pointery (point 
to the

next y-coordinate)

EXIT (verdict_KEEP, 
table_pointer)

F igure 3 .8 : F low chart fo r  the operation o f  the 'H ot P ixel' routine. This rou tine compares the  

coordinates o f  the p ixel under tes t w ith  those selected from  a lookup table b y  a pointer, and includes 

all o f  the necessary po in ter housekeeping to ensure that the selected en try  is synchron ised  to the  

position  on the C C D  o f that pixel.
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At the start of the routine a pointer is selecting a y-coordinate stored in the 

hot pixel table (figure 3.7). Now, since it is the arrival of the hot pixel that w ill be 

triggering the incrementing of the pointer, there needs to be protection against its 

non-arrival, so if the current pixel under test has a y value greater than that in the 

table, the pointer is fast forwarded until the value is the same or greater. If there 

is no match, then the routine is complete, but if there is a match, then the table 

pointer must be incremented. The pointer is now  selecting an x-coordinate, and 

this is again tested to see if has been passed. Notice how  this test includes a need  

to return to the y-coordinate test that the x value has not been passed. Finally, if 

there is a y-coordinate and an x-coordinate match, the pixel can be marked for 

rejection and the pointer incremented ready for the next arriving pixel. The value 

of FFFF (hex) is chosen as an end-of-table marker since no y-coordinate w ill have 

a value above 180 (hex): the first test w ill always yield a non-match and the rou

tine w ill naturally exit by the quickest route.

Protection against the non-arrival of a hot pixel is included since it is possible 

for a hot pixel to recover itself over time, or even to flicker such that it occasion

ally dips below  the front end lower threshold and hence never reaches the HIP 

software m odule. Were a hot pixel not to arrive, then the absence of any pointer 

housekeeping w ould  lead to all of the hot pixels following the non-arriving hot 

pixel being kept because the algorithm w ould otherwise never catch up. Since 

this pointer housekeeping implies an overhead on every pixel test (that is includ

ing the many tests where the pixel is ultimately kept), a w ay was sought to 

reduce this load.

By the time that the HIP m odule was being designed (third quarter 1997), 

several very realistic tests had been performed with integrated RGS instruments
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at the Max Planck Institute's 'Panter' long beam X-ray testing facility, and so 

there were plenty of representative data sets to look at (de Vries, 1999c, den  

Boggende 1998). Study of this data show ed that for the CCDs seen by this time 

there w as never more than one hot pixel on a given row.

EN TER
(x. y, ta b le jD o in te r)

T e s t to  e n s u re  th a t 
n o  m o re  th a n  |$ 
o n e  row is > ta b le  y 
a ffec ted  by a  
non-arriv ing  hot 
pixel

“F a s t Fonward” th e  
ta b le  _po in ter

Increm en t
ta b le_ p o in te r
by 2, till >= y

IS \  y e s  
y = ta b le_ y  

?

no
(no t g o t to  
th is row yet)

IS
X = ta b le  X 

?
verd ic t_K E E P  

= TR U E

T his pixel Is 
'hot'

v erd ict K EEP
= TR U E

T h e re ’s  a  hot-plxel 
on  this row, bu t
w e h a v e n ’t /  \

/  Dermmpnt ig o t th e re  
ye t

D ecrem en t 
ta b le_ p o ln te r 

read y  for

M ove up  o n e  entry  
In crem en t \  to  s e le c t th e  x co o rd in a te  

ta b le_ p o ln te r I th a t g o e s  with th e  p rece d in g  y

y®® f v erd ic t_K E E P l 
= FALSE I

/̂ ncremenT\ 
ta b le_ p o in te r 
read y  for nex t 

y ^ h o t p i x e l ^

EXIT
v erd lc t_K E E P , ta b le ja o ln te r )

F igure 3 .9 : R evised  flow ch art fo r  the operation o f  the 'H ot P ixel' routine. In th is version  the 

po in ter housekeeping is sim plified and now  on ly  tests  fo r  the curren t row  o f  the p ixel under test, 

a llow in g  pixels on the sam e row  to be a t risk o f being m issed, bu t sign ifican tly  reducing the per-pixel 

cpu load.

This is a useful result because resynchronising on every line is relatively sim 

ple, but resynchronising on every pixel on every line is very cpu intensive: recall
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that in any pointer housekeeping strategy there is an overhead of processing 

even w hen a pixel does turn up.

Figure 3.9 illustrates the compromise chosen for the final version. There 

is only a test for the value of the currently selected y-coordinate compared 

with the y-coordinate under test. The maximum impact of a non-arriving hot 

pixel is that the follow ing hot pixels on the same row w ill not be rejected.

3.1.4.3 Hot Items Processing: Overall Disposition

Version 12 of the onboard software including this functionality was 

formed by am ending version 11, inserting a call to the hot items testing 

imm ediately after the coordinate deduction is com pleted, saving processor 

time in the case of rejection since no other operations w ill be wasted on a 

pixel for deletion. A  requirement was placed on the author to make the call

ing of the hot items processing switchable. This being contrary to the target of 

m inim ising per-pixel processing, it w as opposed but overruled and was 

included. (The per-pixel load could be avoided only by cloning the two m odes 

to produce two more w ith the HIP selected, but this w ould be unreasonably 

memory intensive w ith so much software still to write). Switching the HIP 

on and off w as unnecessary since with the tables set correctly nothing w ould  

be removed this way. A s things turned out, however, w ith the flight CCDs all 

having hot pixels from new, the HIP deselection w as never used, but the 

author found it convenient to save having to load the hot pixel and column  

tables during the testing phase... The new  layout of the code is show n in fig

ure 3.10.
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‘ re s e t’ rem oved  by 1C

o nce  p e r 
e xpo su re

loop
fo re ve ronce p er fram e

C & D  r/o

O R or C r/o
or D r/o

B as ic  S p e c tro scop y
H ot Item s 
P rocess ing

once  per fram e

C & D  r/o
o r C r/o
o r D r/o loop

fo reve r

H igh T im e  R eso lu tion

Figure 3 .10: Top-level schematic fo r  the code layout in softzvare version 12. H ot items process

ing is nozv available to the tzvo science type processes, zvith the same code executed by both.

Figures 3.11 and 3.12 on the following two pages show the flowcharts for 

basic spectroscopy and high time resolution, with the symbols from 3.2 and 

3.4 shown in grey, and the new calls in highlighted in black.
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HIP selecled HIP selecled HIP selecled

yes yes

yes
pixel 'hoi' pixel ■hoi' pixel 'hot'

Figure 3 .11: Flowchart fo r basic spectroscopy, now incorporating hot items processing
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Figure 3 .12: Flozvchart fo r H TR, nozv incorporating hot items processing.
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The final switching arrangement for the HIP m odule is such that all of the 

processing is selected or none, though sides C and D from the CCD can be 

switched independently. Inside the HIP m odule the hot column processing is 

executed first since the expectation is that many more pixels w ill be classed this 

w ay than as isolated hot pixels, and the hot pixel routine is only called if the pixel 

is not already rejected as part of a hot column or hot colum n segment.

Special consideration occurs within the calling software for high time resolu

tion mode. Since each spectrum is compressed into a single line, any hot pixel or 

hot column w ill result in a hot entity at the implied x-coordinate. H ow  can this be 

resolved by the onboard code without needing a separate HIP m odule to account 

for this lack of a y-coordinate? The answer is to provide the HTR program w ith a 

hard-coded y-coordinate, FFF(hex), and hot column shift size (8). The values cho

sen place the pixel at the furthest extent of the y-range, and in the sixteenth col

um n segment, and only hot column processing is called. The onus is then once 

again on the ground segm ent that the correct hot column table is loaded, but w ith  

the feature that w hen operating in 3x3 on-chip binning m ode— which is the 

default— the sixteenth segm ent is not used for anything else, and can be 'over

loaded' by also containing the correct entries for HTR m ode. These entries are 

formed by marking the sixteenth column for rejection if there is either (a) a hot 

column segm ent or (b) a hot pixel anywhere below it. Use of the sixteenth seg

ment in this w ay only simplifies the construction of the hot colum n table in a few  

circumstances, and the operator must always ensure that an appropriate table is 

loaded for the observation to be conducted. Once again, the design of the code is 

such that it won't fail if supplied with an inappropriate table, but the rejection 

results w ill be unpredictable.
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3.1.5 Spectroscopy with High Event Rate

Recalling the discussions in chapter one on the use of energy thresholding to 

remove data, and from chapter two about the potential for charge from high  

energy events to be diffused into more than one pixel, it can be seen that espe

cially where the energy w indow  around a particular X-ray energy is at the lower 

end of the energy scale, care w ill be needed in the placement of the DPP's front- 

end lower energy rejection threshold if fractions of reconstructable pixels are not 

to be erroneously discarded. The approach to HER m ode is to verify that a partic

ular pixel is isolated, and if so to apply a second low  energy threshold, thus 

allowing som ewhat more finesse in the treatment of the overall lower threshold

ing. This second low  threshold is called the 'acceptance' threshold, and to give an 

idea of scale the typical settings on the RGS are around 200 for the lower thresh

old and 220 for the acceptance threshold (recalling that the maximum value for 

the 12-bit digitiser is 4095), w ith these numbers representing 30 and 50 of the sys

tem noise peak respectively.

The new  requirement of HER m ode, then, is that it m ust be able to distin

guish between connected and unconnected pixels. To distinguish between the 

term 'pixel' which is synonym ous with a physical or virtual 'bin' from the CCD 

surface, the term 'event' is applied to situations where the information is refer

enced. So a pixel is always one 'bin', but an incoming X-ray (or other high energy 

photon or particle) generates an 'event'. In this section w e consider an algorithm  

for assessing the connectedness status of a pixel and how  it can be folded into the 

existing code layout.
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3.1.5-1 Connection Detection Algorithm

Firstly we must be clear what constitutes a connection. Consider figure 3.13:

Figure 3 .13: Surface o f a 12 x  ̂ C C D  showing fou r of the (m any) possible dispositions of  

charge, shown in the shaded squares. For HER and SES modes only the fa c t of a connection or not is 

relevant. For modes where sp lit event reconstruction is conducted then there is fu rther consideration  

given to the shapes o f the events, and these are discussed in more detail in ^ .i.y .

Item 'A ' is a 'single event', an easy classification owing to it being sur

rounded by a 'm oat' of empty pixels. 'B' shows two pixels connected only diago

nally: returning to the idea of the way that the charge can spread between pixels, 

these are not considered to be connected. All of the pixels in 'C' and 'D ' are 

clearly connected. In all of the discussions in this and following sections about 

how the searching around the pixel 'm ap' is conducted, the read out is consid

ered as the bottom left most pixel, and the direction from right to left.

The logical schematic of this is shown in figure 3.14. In this diagram the first 

pixel to be read out will be (0,0), having the index '1'. An important point to 

observe here is that the search scope for a pixel under test can neglect some of the 

area as it will have been already covered.
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R ead o u t node 
an d  direction

F igure 3 .14: Surface o f  a 12 x  5  C C D  show ing  the readout node (bo ttom  left hand corner) and  

the direction (righ t to left).

Consider pixel '4' in figure 3.14. If a log of connections found is kept with  

each pixel then the positions 1, 2, 3, 13 and 14 can be disregarded as they w ill 

have been checked before, and 6 and 18 can be disregarded as they will be 

checked at a later stage. The general case for this is show n in figure 3.15.

Y

A
A B C

S D

R eadou t node 
and  direction

F igure 3 .15 : G eneral case fo r  the search scope inferred by  the need to iden tify  w hether a pixel 

is sing le  or 'connected'. 'S' is the 'seed' pixel, or 'pixel under test. The g re y  boxes are previous seed  

pixels. The nam ing  and position s o f  the adjacent pixels is chosen to harm onise w ith  that needed later 

in the sp lit even t reconstruction  discussions.
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The seed pixel, 'S', can be considered isolated if:

• there is no pixel in position B;

• there is no pixel in position D;

• there is no inherited connection from a previous pixel.

A routine to perform a test for pixel connectedness w ill need to keep a log

w ith each pixel, and this is achieved in the RGS software by storing the pixels in 

an array structured like this: 

pixel.energy 

pixel.y_coordinate 

pixel.x_coordinate 

pixel.connections

The 'pixel.connections' field needs no internal structure and can sim ply be an 

integer incremented whenever a connection is found. For the purposes of this 

HER m ode the test on this field need only concern itself about whether the value 

is zero or not.

H ow  the routine is fitted into the overall structure of the code w ill be consid

ered in more depth, but for now  consider an array of pixels that can be treated for 

the high event rate requirements. At the start of the routine 'S.connections' may 

or may not already be zero, but the tests around it must still be executed to 

ensure the propagation of inheritance. First connection test is for the pixel at loca

tion 'D' since w e know from the readout direction that this is the next pixel in the 

buffer. To aid the description of this, consider a small CCD such as figure 3.16.
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Y

A
>-x

A B C

S D

R eadou t node 
an d  direction

0 1 2 3 4 5

F igure 3 .16: Sm all exam ple C C D , fo u r  rows by  six  colum ns. There are energies a t (2 ,1 ), (5 ,1), 

{2 ,2), and (4,2). The pixels show n in w h ite  are 'em pty ' (they w ill have been rem oved by the fro n t-  

end low er threshold).

This CCD has a maximum of 24 pixels, but some of these have been removed  

by the front-end lower threshold and only four remain, as described in table 3.2.

array

index
y

coordinate

X

coordinate

value in '.con

nections'

connected?

1 1 2 1 yes

2 1 5 0 no

3 2 2 1 yes

4 2 4 0 no

T ab le  3 .2 : C on ten ts o f  the array in the D P P  software: fo u r  en tries because there are fo u r  p ix 

els. The num ber show n in the '.connections' colum n refers to the va lu e o f  that com ponent after pro

cessing. For H E R , th is m u st be '0 ' if  the pixel is to have the acceptance threshold applied.

From this example, it becomes clear w hy position 'D' is tested first. Once that 

position has been examined, the array pointer can be fast-forwarded past the 

remaining pixel on that row (array index = 2) since w e know that it is too far 

away to be relevant. If there are no pixels in the row y = 2 (i.e. y = y 4-1 in the gen
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eral case) the routine can exit, otherwise it must step through the pixels on y  = 2 

looking for a match w ith the seed pixel's x-coordinate. It can be seen that the 

search range along y = 2 could be limited to a plus and minus region relative to 

the column containing the seed pixel, but this of course w ould add more tests on 

a per operation basis and as the CCD frames are som ewhat sparsely populated, 

the extra cpu time taken is not likely to be recouped compared w ith sim ply test

ing the w hole row. The complete routine is detailed in figure 3.17.
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ENTER from calling program which passes:
• the pixel array
• pointer for the pixel array

(implies number of pixeis in the array, returned 
set to ‘0’)

• variable tor number of pixeis 
beiow acceptance threshold

• value for the acceptance threshold
yes

RETURN to calling program

yesreset local working 
variables

end of bufferbuffer empty
no

increment the 
counters of seed 

pixel and pixel at D

increment local 
pointer to pixel 

array

yesyesthere a pixel
end of buffer

no

take a look at the next pixel 
in the array

this loop fast-forwards 
past the remaining 

pixels in the 
—  same rovw

yesno

increment local 
pointer to pixel 

array

yes no
selected =selected = seedselected = seed

if 'no' then 
it must be > y+1 
which is beyond the 
range of interest

noyes

no

increment the 
counters of seed 

pixel and pixel at B

yes yes write seed pixel to 
the output FIFO

seed's energy 
\ > A T ?  /

seed's counter 
\  = 0? /

Has this ioop, or any previous loop caused the 
counter to be incremented? If the counter is 
stiil = 0 then the acceptance threshold can be 
applied since the event is 'single' . —

no

increment the 
number < AT 

counter

go and get the next 
pixel

F igu re 3 .17: A pp lica tion  o f the acceptance threshold in H E R

3.1.5.2 Incorporating the HER Subroutine

The next question to address is how  best to add this feature to the overall 

scheme. The existing tw o routines (basic spectroscopy and HTR) were operating 

on one pixel at a time, all the w ay from input FIFO to output FIFO, but to be able 

to perform searching in the w ay described, there must be a buffer for the pixels. 

Creating such a buffer also leads to the option of whether to continue w ith the
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software as a single task or add a separate task: for example, were the pixels 

stored in a ring buffer, then one process could look after the input, more or less 

following the existing schemes but writing its output to the buffer, and a second  

task could look after the em ptying of this buffer to the output FIFO via a choice 

of som e of the more esoteric processing options to come. This concept certainly 

presents itself as a logical arrangement: easy to understand and modify; uses 

w ell established techniques (Burns and Welllings, 1995). But what about the 

impact on pixel processing speed? A major concern here is that since the output 

rate from the DPP is much lower than the input rate— being ultimately throttled 

by the telemetry allocation— the software must maintain the optim um  load bal

ancing: the instrument controller must never have to w ait for a pixel (potential 

waste of telemetry bandwidth) and the input FIFO m ust never be left full if 

avoidable (potential for pixels to be lost). This requirement for the DPP to guar

antee the processing of these aperiodically arriving events classifies it as a 'hard 

real-time system' (Stankovic, 1998). Time-critical aspects are typical for real-time 

system s of this sort, and the usual approach is to run m ultiple processes sim ulta

neously under the direction of another process—the 'scheduler'. Even so, it can 

be difficult to guarantee that all of the deadlines w ill be met w ithout the sched

uler itself needing som e intelligence, such as the rate-monotonic scheduler pro

posed by Sha and G oodenough (1990). With at m ost only tw o contexts to 

manage, this approach looked increasingly unw ieldy for the DPP software.

Let's start by looking from the perspective of the instrument controller. At 

the default telemetry allocation of 6K bits/second, allow ing 20% for housekeep

ing overheads (A1 Janabi, 1999), then in round numbers the instrument controller 

can handle:
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0.8(6 X  1024 / i6 )  = 307 words per second  

At the default on-chip binning m ode of 3x3 the readout time is 0.6 seconds, 

this translates to:

0.6 X  307 = 184 words per frame 

Now, a pixel requires three words (x, y and energy), and at the end of the 

frame there are tw elve statistics words, this is:

(184 -  12) /  3 = 57 pixels per frame 

The output FIFO of the DPP has room for 1024 words, translating to

1024 /  ((3 X  37) + 12) = 3.3 frames 

In general, then, the disposition of the DPP software can afford to concen

trate slightly more on handling the input than the output. Altering the on-chip 

binning m ode has little effect since the time for each frame is also extended, and 

increasing the telemetry allocation to 12Kbit/second still gives the DPP room to 

buffer more than tw o CCDs in its output. If performing input and output as two 

separate processes, then the task scheduler can be used to allocate priority 

accordingly but there is a cpu overhead in performing these changes of context, 

and also a memory implication on the stack size. Neither of these are automati

cally bad per se, but any developm ent of the task handling to tune the throughput 

w ill add complexity to the software, and w ill also add a significant area of uncer

tainty when debugging any unexpected failure modes.
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‘reset’ removed by 1C

I
once per 
exposure

OR

OR

OR

once per frame
C&D r/o

or C r/o
or D r/o

loop
Jorever

Basic Spectroscopy

once per frame

C&D r/o
or C r/o
or D r/o

loop
forever

Hot Items 
Processing

High Time Resolution
loop
forever

HER
subroutine

once per frame

C&D r/o
or C r/o
or D r/o

High Event Rate

Figure 3 .78: Code layout fo r  version  13 of the D PP  softzvare. Once again the extra fu n ction al

ity  has been added in the form  o f an inline extension, using as much as possible o f the already deliv

ered softzvare.

The approach that the author chose for this was to use the inherent load bal

ancing supplied for free by the input and output FIFOs, and to continue to build 

the software as a single task, with such switches of context that are necessary 

being under the control of that task. This was achieved by adopting the same 

Tront-end' of software as that used already, but now instead of writing pixels to 

an output FIFO, they are written to a memory array This is a simple one-dimen

sional structured array of the form described in 3.1.5.1. How large should it be? 

Factors pushing to reduce the size were memory available and dwell time (i.e.
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not spend too long waiting to fill up the buffer and leave the output FIFO empty). 

The main reason to extend the size was the desirability of incorporating the 

entire CCD in the buffer before the search: this w ould be sim plest, though a 

scheme to store only enough of the CCD for the current search (i.e. the current 

row plus the next one) could be used, but that w ould increase com plexity again.

Based on the expectation that around fifty pixels could be output per frame 

(den Herder 1994), the round number of one thousand w as applied (in the form 

of separate buffers for pixels from side C or D, five hundred in each), allow ing for 

the valid pixels to represent around 5% of those being processed. In 3x3 OCB 

these "thousand' w ould  be arriving in the 0.6 seconds taken for the entire frame, 

giving a delay of 0.6 seconds before the start of the processing to write the pixels 

to the output. A s has already been seen, the worst case for this is if the instrument 

controller sees no queue in the output FIFO of the DPP, w hich now  has 0.4 sec

onds to write the 307 words (-30  pixels) into the FIFO which the IC can drain per 

second. Even at only iMIP, however, this still gives the DPP software 400 instruc

tions per input pixel. Recall that the cpu is not idle during the filling of the buffer: 

in m ost cases in fact, m ost of the cpu time per pixel is consum ed in the software 

front end performing coordinate deduction and hot items processing.

These numbers are all very approximate of course, and their purpose 

now, as at the time of the software writing, is to show  that the sizing of the 

buffer at 1000 pixels w as likely to be a reasonable starting point: if, as expected, 

the real number of pixels for processing was <1000 then the DPP software 

w ould be able to build up a queue in the output, and if the input number 

exceeded this and a single frame w ouldn't fit, then as long as the buffer was 

em ptied at not later than 1000 pixel intervals, the load on the DPP software
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could be predicted. The drawback to this scheme in the event that an entire 

CCD does not fit into the buffer, is that any connections along the line of the 

join w ill not be seen: in the first section of the frame they won't have arrived 

yet, and they w ill be invisible to the second section. Of course in the 3x3 m ode 

being discussed it is expected that the frame contents after lower thresholding 

w ill already be som ewhat thinly populated, giving some statistical ameliora

tion to this problem since there w on't necessarily have been connections that 

w ould have been missed, even where there is a join. This is not a strong 

argument, but it is nevertheless a key example of the approach to the design  

of this software: were this project to be started today, then with the precise 

knowledge of the instrument which is now  known; and w ith the increase in 

experience of the author, then som e aspects w ould most likely be managed in 

a different w ay— this is power of hindsight. For the ante facto case, the author 

contends that it is preferable to start w ith simpler software that is designed to 

be scaled up in complexity as necessary.

Version 13 of the DPP software, incorporating the HER option, was 

released in April 1998 (Welch, 1997, 1998) and figure 3.18 show s the overall 

structure adopted for this. The author's strategy of building the extra func

tionality into the new  version by adding inline code without m odifying what 

had gone before fitted in w ell w ith the preferences of MSSL's collaborators on 

the project since it im plied a reduced risk to the integrity of the code devel

oped thus far, proven, and already extensively used in testing and calibra

tions. This situation w as to come up frequently: new  software w ould be made 

ready to use with the integrated RGS system, but the people using this system  

for testing mirrors and gratings and CCDs w ould—not unreasonably—prefer
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to carry on w ith what they had already got. Relative to any previous version  

and the software routines in it, each new  delivery built on the previous, 

proven, code to the extent of filling in the otherwise em pty science-type selec

tion: hence the external experimenters could be made less nervous about 

loading and using the new  version since in the event of bugs found in HER, 

then they could revert to basic spectroscopy m ode, know ing that this w as 

unchanged.

Figure 3.19 show s the flowchart for HER mode; once again the parts of the 

diagram com m on to the previous m odes are shown in grey.
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€ R  mode

yes

gel next pixel

read Die FIFO write nuU'lo dip,incremeni counter

write previous 
CCD's 

stats too/p

yes call HER extract CCD ID and 
write to o/p

irst CCD frrxn

yes

extract appropriate 
parameters trom

CCO-ID
set CCD ID =0

make = FFF
>FFF

Conty

UT counter tore

,yes

UT counter tor D UT counter for D

get next prxet next pixel

HIP selected

yes

pixel trot' pixel tx)f pixel tiot'next pixel next pixel

prefix X, Y and 
energy values witti 

ttieir tags

preltx X, Y and 
energy values witfi

prefix X, Y and 
energy values wifft 

their tags

prefix X. Y and 
energy values wtffi

yes buffercall HER 
subroutine

call HER call HER

write pixel to buffer. write pixel to buffer' 
increment number 

of pixels > LT

write pixel to buffer' 
increment number 

of pixels > LT 
counter for C .

write pixel to buffer, 
increment number 

of pixels > LT 
counter for C

get next pixel get next pixel get next pixel get next pixel

Figure 3.19: Overall flozvchart for HER
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3.1.6 Spectroscopy with Single Event Selection

This m ode can be considered the technical complement to the HER m ode 

discussed in 3.1.3. Conceived for use with very bright sources, SES m ode adopts 

the same connection detection strategies as HER m ode, but now  only thresholds 

and passes the single events—any connected event is rejected automatically, irre

spective of its energy. The flowchart for this subroutine is show n in figure 3.21. 

The underlying factors behind the layout of the code including this new  function 

remained: from the need for speed, to the need to incorporate the new  m ode in 

such a w ay as to present minimal risk to the code already developed and proven. 

Accordingly the strategy from the implementation of HER m ode w as adopted, 

and the layout of the software updated to that show n in figure 3.20.
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‘reset’ removed by IC

I
once per 
exposure

OR

OR OR OR once per frame
C&D r/o

or C r/o
or D r/o

loop
vforever

Basic Spectroscopy

loop
forever

SES
subroutine

once per frameonce per frame
C&D r/oC&D r/o

oror C r/oC r/o loop
forever loop

forever
oror D r/oD r/o

once per frame
Higfi Time ResolutionC&D r/oSingle Event Selection

or C r/o
or D r/o

loop
forever

HER
subroutine

High Event Rate

F igure 3 .20 : C ode layo u t fo r  version  1 4  o f  the D P P  softzvare. This ex ten d s the la yo u t fro m  

version  1 3 ; note  tha t calls to the H IP  m odule have been o m itted  fo r  c lar ity , b u t the sam e m odu le  is 

available to each m ode, as before.

The overall flowchart incorporating the SES functionality is shown in fig

ure 3.22.
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ENTER from calling program which passes:
• the pixel array
• pointer for the pixel array

(implies number of pixels in the array, returned 
set to ‘O')

• variable for number of pixels 
below acceptance threshold

• value for the acceptance threshold
yes

RETURN to calling program
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no
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number < AT 

counter

go and get the next 
pixel

F igure 3.21: A pplica tion  o f  the acceptance threshold in SES
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Figure 3.22: Overall flowchart fo r SES
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3.1.7 Modes with Split Event Reconstruction

The question of how  to perform event reconstruction has been an issue from 

the earliest steps of the XMM programme. Indeed, at one time there was a 

friendly competition at SRON—MSSUs collaborators on the RGS— to produce 

the most elegant algorithm for split event reconstruction: the most imaginative of 

w hich was written in PostScript, w ith the event reconstruction being performed 

by the printer! Some of the proposals from this competition, and those docu

mented elsewhere for RGS (Chun 1996a, b; Philippus 1993, de Vries 1999, a, b) 

take little or no account taken of the time available for the processing (i.e. the cpu 

horsepower) or the memory space available. In the context of reversible routines 

to be applied on data in the ground segm ent this is one thing, but the onboard 

case was som ewhat different. The ideas presented elsewhere all had problems 

w hen dealing w ith long trails of charge left across the CCD by cosmic rays, espe

cially when there were several of these and they im pinged on each other. No  

solutions were presented for this situation aside from that of discarding frames 

w ith cosmic rays (Chun et al, 1996).

After studying the techniques and algorithms found elsewhere, the author 

judged it preferable to start w ith a new paradigm—working up from the data 

quality, rather than dow n from the data left after the thresholding: i.e. looking at 

the CCD surface from the point of view  of the data, rather than concentrating on 

an algorithm that would be able to run unterminated over the w hole CCD cor

rectly identifying all of the pixel connections, irrespective of what those connec

tions might mean. From the discussion in chapter two, som e predictions can be 

m ade about the split event morphologies by convolving what is known about the 

charge absorption mechanism at X-ray, with the action of the lower threshold.
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and a set of eight outcomes for the most probable result from an incom ing X-ray 

photon is proposed (figure 3.23).

F igure 3 .23: The eight m ost probable energy d isposition s fro m  an X -ra y  photon in ciden t on a 

C C D : (a) is a sing le  even t where all o f  the energy is contained w ith in  the boundary o f a sin g le  pixel;

(b) and (c) resu lt w hen the photon is absorbed on a vertical or horizon tal boundary betw een tw o  

adjacent pixels; (d -h ) the photon is absorbed on the vertex  between fo u r  p ixels, w ith  (e-h ) the resu lt 

w hen one o f  those pixels fa lls  below  the low er energy threshold.

A ny extensions to the shapes given in figure 3.23 can then have a choice of 

interpretations. Take the simplest case of three pixels in a row: these could be 

three single pixels, or a single pixel and a split event, but in this case to which  

event does the m iddle pixel belong? If the data is available on the ground then it 

can be reconstructed in a choice of ways, but actions onboard tend to be irrevers

ible: put simply, if no information is discarded then no telemetry bandwidth is 

saved (recall that this is onboard preprocessing not compression).

The events shown in figure 3.23 are classified by the author as "simple 

events", and an attempt w as m ade to look into the impact on the telemetry of this 

approach (James and Welch, 1998). The analysis focussed again on calibration 

data taken at integrated instrument tests at the Panter test facility near Munich. 

The results from this show ed much sensitivity to the thresholds applied, which is 

to be expected, but also quite clearly showed that am ongst the sim ple events 

there was, for the data available, a strong bias towards single events, follow ed by
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vertically split pairs ('b' in figure 3.23), then horizontal pairs, threes and finally 

the blocks of four least likely. The exact results were variable, but generally the 

distribution follow ed the order of 70%, 20%, 3%, 4%, 1%. The ratio of simple 

events to 'complex' events (which are events with connections which go beyond  

the 2x2 region) w as completely dependent on the threshold setting: this w as not a 

useful result in predicting the telemetry saving, but w as a useful pointer towards 

som e possible operational constraints on the instrument once in orbit. A  com 

m only voiced reaction to the possibility of too much data for the telemetry band

width w as that the lower thresholds could be raised: but this is not a good  

solution because there w ill necessarily be interesting data from the lower energy 

events w hich are near the noise tloor and w ill be lost.

The principal advantage of reconstructing only simple events onboard is the 

m inim ising of the ambiguities in the resultant data, which can be further 

improved by considering what is done with the reconstructed event. For the loca

tion of the reconstructed event, two choices suggest themselves: first arriving 

pixel; and pixel w ith the highest starting energy. The former has the advantage of 

being sim plest for the s /w  to handle as it removes the need for any inspection  

and analysis of the individual pixel energies, but this may add an error to the 

position, and in the case of a spectroscopic instrument such as the RGS this could  

be important. Specifically, the deviation in x is important as this represents the 

dispersion direction of the grating assembly. Comparing the physical im plica

tions yields the result for RGS that in 1x1 or 2x2 OCB the error is smaller than the 

resolution of the spectrometer, but in 3x3 it is comparable w ith it; although it 

could be argued that the number of split events ought to be reduced by increas

ing the apparent pixel size, it is still important to avoid the possibility of such a
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systematic error. This means that the location of the reconstructed event ought to 

be in at least the correct column. An approach based on putting the reconstructed 

pixel in a location within the column of highest energy weighting has promise, 

but it turns out that there is a further advantage to locating it in the first arriving 

pixel location.

Recalling the 'hot' items pixels from earlier (3.1.4), one may want to remove 

data that adjoins certain 'bad' pixels, for example the pixel which falls next to a 

pixel removed by, say, the hot pixel processing may also fall under suspicion (fig

ure 3.24, A). Now the reconstruction location becomes important. Take the case of 

an event split into four such as figure 3.24, B. There are four possible sites for the 

reconstructed event, two of which are shown in figure 3.24, C and D.

B

F igure  3 .24: Four occurrences around the sam e section  o f  a C C D  surface, near a 'bad' (show n  

in black). In 'A ' a sing le  even t has arr ived  nex t to the hot p ixel allozving its  op tion al rejection  on that 

basis. In 'B' the a rr iv in g  even t is sp lit  in to  fou r: i f  it is to be recon stru c ted  the choice o f  w hich  p ixel 

should  con tain  the energy  su m  becom es im p o rta n t, as the tw o  exam ples show. In ' C  the recon

s tru c te d  p ixel s t i ll  abu ts the ho t p ixel, b u t in 'D ' it appears q u ite  d is ta n t and  m a y  therefore escape  

suspicion .
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It can be seen that from the ground segment's point of view, the recon

structed pixel in the first case might want rejecting where the second appears to 

be clear of influence of the adjacent bad pixel. H ow  can this be overcome without 

increasing the am ount of data sent to the ground?

To answer this w e return to noise considerations. If w e posit that each pixel 

contains a quantity of noise, then sim ply adding n pixels together w ill produce a 

slightly m isleading result since their sum  will contain n units of noise, instead of 

only one. Event reconstruction, then, must either take care of this noise correction 

onboard, or m ust include the number of pixels involved in an event in the data 

sent to the ground. For speed and flexibility the author adopts the latter 

approach, and does so without increasing the telemetry bandwidth by including  

the shape of the pixel into the data word used to describe the y-coordinate. Sub

tracting the four-bit data tag and allowing nine bits for the largest y value in ix i  

OCB, there are three bits available for this. These could have been used for 

directly stating the number of components in a reconstructed event, w ith 'o' 

m eaning that the event is single, 'i' meaning that it comprises two components, 

and so on. However, if w e use these three bits to indicate the shape of the event, 

then the number of components is implicit—and w e have the option of splitting 

the pixel again in the ground segment if w e make the origin of the event the first 

arriving pixel. The final disposition of this encoding as used on the RGS is show n  

in figure 3.25.
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F igu re  3 .25: The e igh t shapes cou n ted  b y  the R G S  D P P  s /w  as legal fo r  onboard recon stru c

tion , a long  w ith  their correspon din g  num erical va lu e  (shozvn in b in a ry  to a vo id  confusion w ith  the 

in ternal shape encodin g  described later). This num erical va lu e  is in serted  in to  three spare b its  in the 

y-coord in a te , a n d  can be used to o p tio n a lly  'u n reco n stru c t' the even t on the g ro u n d  if  required.

By this method only the distribution of the energies in the individual compo

nents is lost—they will be averaged—and keeping the spatial information 

returns some flexibility to the further processing.

In conclusion, in the author's judgement the primary driving force on the 

design of the onboard processing should be the need for data quality over quan

tity, so that what remains can be unambiguously processed. Reconstructing only 

the simplest events indicated in figure 3.25, rather than a more extended set, has 

the drawback that the telemetry consumption is reduced by a lesser amount. If 

data is sparse, then this form of reconstruction can be employed, and the com

plex events can be telemetered as-is for later processing on the ground—and 

when the data quantity is too high, complex events can be deleted onboard. This 

last approach is close in spirit to an extension of the single-event selection mode, 

and was therefore termed by the author as 'enhanced single-event selection' 

(eSES). By the time of the software construction, the development of the ground 

segment was far enough advanced that adding eSES as a sixth optional mode 

would not have been possible, even if there were space in the DPP's memory for
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it, and so the mode was developed as an alternative option able to be substituted 

for either the SER mode or for the SES mode (the author's preferred outcome).

3.1.7.1 Spectroscopy with Split Event Reconstruction

From the foregoing discussion the search algorithm needed for this mode is 

very much simplified by the short range of the connection search. Furthermore, 

the same data structure can be employed as for the SES and HER modes 

described earlier: the key here for each pixel is only whether it has a connection 

or not and the need for more complex pixel flagging arrangements is obviated.

Y

▲
2 3 4 5 6

1 A B C 7

S D 8

Readout node 
and direction

F igure  3 .26: A n  ex ten sion  o f  f ig u re  3 .1 5 . 'S' rem ains the seed p ixel, and  the region in g re y  is 

that w hich  has gon e  before an d  o f  no fu r th e r  in terest. A - D  are the p ixels w hich m u st be tes ted  to  

define the shape o f the even t. O n ce know n , som e o f  p ixels 1 - 8  w ill be tested , a n d  the resu lt o f  these  

tes ts  w ill  de term in e  w h e th er the even t is 'sim ple' or 'com plex'.

It can be seen that the first part of the search algorithm can exactly follow the 

technique originated in section 3.1.5.1, needing only a simple way of identifying 

the shape which is the outcome. This is achieved by allocating each of the pixel 

locations A-D (figure 3.26) a binary weighted number, such that their sum yields 

an unambiguous integer indicating the shape, so: A = 1; B = 2; C = 4; D = 8. This
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region is called the 'inner shell'. Position 'A' is only tested if there is a pixel in 

position 'B', and position 'C ' is only tested if there is pixel in positions 'B' or 'D'. 

Having determined the shape of the event, certain of pixel positions 1-8, the 

'outer shell', need to be examined to see if the shape is 'simple' (no connections in 

the outer shell) or 'complex' (there are connections in the outer shell).

E v en t

S h a p e

3 -b it flag  fo r  

g ro u n d  s e g m e n t

N u m e r ic a l  v a lu e o u te r  s h e l l  c o m p o 

n e n ts

□ 000 0 none

I
010 2 4

c n oil 8 8

B d
100 10 4,8

111 3 1 ,3 ,4

æ
110 6 4, 5 ,7

E 0
101 12

f f l
001 14 4 5 / ^ 8

Other none n /a too complex

Table 3.3: Sum m ary o f the codings and impdied searches fo r  event shapes w ithin  the D PP  

software
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The particular value of this philosophy in reducing the search load on the 

reconstruction can be seen in table 3.3: the most com m only occurring event 

(single) requires no searching beyond the inner-shell, and the next m ost com 

m on population (pairs) require for only one other pixel position to be 

checked. Even the worst case event, the block of four, requires only four 

outer-shell positions to be sought. The SER subroutine works on one pixel at 

a time from its input (a pixel array in the form described in 3.1.3.1) to its out

put (the hardware output FIEO). Once again the order of the execution of the 

functions in the SER routine has been carefully designed to ensure that the 

m ost com m only occurring events exit the routine by the quickest route. An  

overall flowchart for the SER subroutine is presented in figure 3.27. The same 

data structure w as em ployed for this routine as for the HER and SES routines, 

and consideration w as given to adding functionality to the word which car

ries the number of connections found, but this proved unnecessarily com pli

cated. All that is needed is a zero/non-zero indication for the number of 

connections, and a third value to exclude the pixel altogether. This last is 

achieved by adding a test which looks for a value exceeding EEF(hex). This 

value cannot be reached by incrementing the counter w hen a connection is 

found, and by the same token there is no possibility that the FFEF(hex) word  

boundary can be exceeded by adding FOO(hex) to the aggregate of connection  

increments: thus no range checking or bit manipulation are required. Since 

the data buffer is not in the form of a ring buffer, this means was needed to 

preclude pixels absorbed into a reconstructed event from being looked at 

again on an individual basis, without deleting them from the list until they  

have been seen by all of the nearby searches.
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On entry into the SER subroutine the first test, then, is to see whether the 

pixel has already been included in a reconstructed event. N ext there m ust be a 

test to see whether there is a connection to a pixel that has gone before (i.e. in 

the grey zone in figure 3.26). A y e s/n o  is all that is needed for this im plem en

tation: connected events that are simple w ill have been reconstructed, and 

those that are too complex w ill be telemetered as-is, so a boolean can be set 

indicating that, though the search must continue, this pixel w ill not be pre

vented from being written to the output FIFO. This is the property of "inherit

ance'. The connection searching around the inner-shell continues in much  

the same fashion as before, but now  a local variable is increased according the 

pixels found (this is the A = +1 to D = +8 scheme).

Searches on pixels 'A' and 'C' are conditional on there being other pixels 

(B, B or D respectively) making them other than only diagonally connected. 

At the end of the search for the inner-shell, the 'shape register' can contain 

one of eight numbers, and these are used for the next branch.
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ENTER tram calling program wtiich passes:
• the pixel array
• pointer lor the pixel array (implies 

number of pixels in the 
array, returned 
set to '0')

• variable lor 
number ol pixels 
below acceptance threshold

• value lor the acceptance threshold
• variable lor number ol pixels 

above upper threshold
• value lor the upper threshold

RETURN to calling program

store value ol
pointer in D register

set O' Hag
get next 

pixel
add 8 to shape regbutler empty pixei.connection there a pixelpixei.connection 

>F00? increment
connection counter

ol the D pixel

store value ol 
pointer in C register 
add 4 to shape reg 

increment 
connection counter 

ol the C pixel

store value ol 
pointer in B register 

set B'Hag 
add 2 to shape reg 

increment 
connection counter 

ol the B pixel

set inheritance

there a pixel

there a pixel

I h i s  - » 1 i p ; \  .11 ; . r e y ,  S 'lO m .' p i  I h e  S w - r t  s .m i i p r  
c p -  r  l i i -  c r  n r . e c i e r i  ' i h a p " ! .  i t  e  • - s  . e .  S ix  a r e  

C i . i . i i - d  i c ;  c io r i lv

value in shape 
ster =

there a pixel 
Dor B?

This IS a 
Iragment ol a 

too complex 
is in h e r ita n c e \ event

Hag set’

store value ol 
pointer in A register 
add 1 to shape reg 

increment 
connection counter 

ol the A pixel

L D iiig  s  o i . g  
seed

energy above write to 0 /P  FIFO

single event

increment number 
I ol pixels > UT 

counter

Get Next 
Pixel

energy above
increment number 

ol pixels > UT 
counter

increment number 
ol pixels < ATenergy above

O’ one on lue e

I V ".nriA 1% evpi.i
•Ô -i if hn?
/I! Qivy.Zx’ hw

( SuiSum the energies 
of all of the event 

components.

add FOO(hex) to the
plxel.connectlons of tnsefi 3-bit SEI

each component shape intolhe i
other than the seed coordinate

increment number^ 
of pixels < AT 

counter by number 
of components in 

the event

increment number
of pixels > UT

counter by numberenergy above
of components in

the event

Get Next
energy above 

AT?

write to 0 /P  FIFO

Figure 3.27: The Split event reconstruction algorithm
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‘reset’ removed by IC

I
once per 
exposure

once per frame
C&D r/o

or 0  r/o
or D r/o

loop
Jorever OR OR

SER
subroutine

OR OR
OR

loop
forever

Split Event Reconstruction

SES
subroutine

Single Event Selection

once per frame
C&D r/o

or C r/o
or D r/o

once per frame
C&D r/o

or C r/o
or D r/o

loop
vforever

Basic Spectroscopy

loop
forever

once per frame \ once per frame
C&D r/o C&D r/o

or C r/o 1 loop or C r/o
or D r/o /  forever or D r/o loop

forever

High Time Resolution

loop
forever

High Event Rate

HER
subroutine

Figure 3.28: Code layout fo r version 15  o f the D PP software. Once again this extends the code 

of the previous release, w ith the changes confined to the new subsection, allow ing it to be used exter

nally to M SSL w ith m inim um  risk to the collaborators programmes: in the event o f problems, other 

modes can still be accessed.
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go to tests lor
is THIS mode

yes

I  ~ get n e ^ x e l

wnte 'null'to <Vp,

wnte previous 
CCD’s 

stats to o/p

yes call processing 
subroutine

extract CCD ID and 
wntetoo/p

first CCD IromCCD

extract appropriate 
parameters trom

CCD-tDyesERROR: bad CCD 
ID. set CCD ID = 0

yes ERROR: bad UT 
value, make = FEE

anomaly loop anomaly looo

C&D Conly Donly

deduce X and Y

HIP selected HIP selected HIP selected

yes yes

pixet 'hot' pixel tiot' pixel hot'next pixel next pixel

pretix X. Y and 
energy values with

prelix X. Y and 
energy values with

pretix X. Y and 
energy values with 

their tags

pretix X. Y and 
energy values with

■pixel butter call processing — pixejbuftercall processing call processing

wnte pixet to butter.' 
increment number 

ot pixels > LT

write pixel to butter.' 
increment number 

ot pixels > LT 
counter tor C ,

wnte pixel to buffer.' 
increment number 

ot pixels > LT 
counter for C .

write pixel to butter, 
increment number 

ot pixels > LT

get next pixel get next pixel get next pixel get next pixel

Figure 3.29: Overall flowchart, generic case (works zuith SER and eSES).
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If the pixel under test yields a shape value of 'o', and the inheritance flag is 

not set, then it is a single event and both the upper- and acceptance thresholds 

can be applied. If the pixel has any inherited connection, then only the upper 

threshold is applied. The logic which calls for this threshold to be applied  

even though there is a risk of rem oving a pixel and leaving an am biguous 

remnant w as rooted in the expectation that there w ould always be sufficient 

high energy pixels to consum e a disproportionate amount of the telemetry 

allocation. A more complete solution to this trade-off is found in the eSES 

treatment where all 'too-complex' events are rejected.

If the pixel under test yields a legal, non-zero value (2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14) 

then a search for outer-shell connections can be carried out. A ll of these fol

low  a similar pattern, but only that for '2' is shown for the sake of clarity. This 

is in grey in figure 3.27. Following a similar search technique to that used for 

the inner shell, the DPP software then looks for the subset of pixels in the 

outer shell according to the core shape (see table 3.3). If a connection is found 

then a boolean is set indicating that the event is too complex, and the pixel is 

ultimately shifted out w ith only the upper threshold applied. If a non-legal, 

non-zero value is distilled for the shape, then the pixel is also flagged as too 

com plex and treated in the same way.

Finally, a legal non-zero event shape that has no inheritance can be 

reconstructed. This is m ade as sim ple as possible by adding the values of the 

seed pixel's energy, and each of the energies of A-D: there is no need to select 

a matching subset of the actual pixels as any unused values in A -D  are 

already set to zero. A ll four of the inner shell components have FOO(hex)
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added to their count of pixel connections (this is irrelevant to the components 

not used, so there is again no value in adding conditional statements to be evalu

ated). The resulting reconstructed event can now  have upper- and acceptance 

thresholds applied, but now  the statistical counters must be incremented by the 

total number of com ponents rejected, since this is now  more than i .

The overall program structure for the released version (15) of the soft

ware including SER w as retained, w ith the SER routine being a new  callable 

m odule, and w ith the mother routine modified only by the removal of any 

application of the upper thresholding prior to the call.

3.1.7.2 Spectroscopy w ith  Enhanced Single Event Selection

This m ode w as developed by the author as a complement to the SER pro

cessing described in 3.1.7.1, with the code being under unit level testing at 

MSSL before the flight of XMM, and before it w as actually wanted. The 

generic flowchart of figure 3.29 still applies, and the eSES processing subrou

tine is more closely allied to that of SER than of SES. In eSES the inner- and 

outer shell analysis of SER is executed, but now  all complex events and pixels 

w ith inheritance are deleted.
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‘reset’ removed by IC

I
once per 
exposure

once per frame
C&D r/o

or Cr/o
or D r/o

loop
\forever OR OR

SER
subroutine

loop
forever

Split Event Reconstruction

Enhanced Single Event 
Selection

OR OR OR

once per frame
C&D r/o

or C r/o
or D r/o

eSES
subroutine

loop
forever

once per frame
C&D r/o

or C r/o
or D r/o

High Event Rate

once per frame
C&D r/o

or C r/o
or D r/o

loop
vforever

Basic Spectroscopy

loop
forever

once per frame
C&D r/o

High Time Resolution

loop 
forever

HER 
subroutine

loop
forever

Figure 3.30: Code layout for version 19 of the D PP softivarc. There are no nezv modes avail

able, and SES mode is replaced w ith the eSES routine.

The flowchart for this new subroutine can be found in figure 3.31.
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RETURN to calling pcogram
ENTER irom calling program which passes: 

• po^rflerlorïi^pixel array (implies

yes
juffer empty re^^pixelnurnber of pixels

val^ irlRE'acc^^^'tlReshol

value for the upper threshold

pixel

yes yes

store value of
store value ol 

add 2 10 sh are  n

îritance'

yesthe C pixel

yesJaiue in shat 
register = c

yes yes

store value qf '

mne^ioffcounter 
ot the A pixel

yes

yes

counter

yes

e  I a l l .  l i 'n r q  . s r  i r : i ; e n % t  
n o n  y :  J i p j i  n  I g n r . r -  li . s  f . - r ^ W  A e  . t -

ix), to th(
yesitxjvecomponents.

the eventpixel

the event

yes

write to O/P FIFO

Figure 3.31: Floivchart fo r  the eSES subroutine.
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The flowchart for eSES follows the same style as the flowchart for SER 

(figure 3.27), w ith the preliminary search around the inner-shell conducted as 

before.

The first change is that in the case of an apparently single event, if the 

inheritance flag is set the pixel is deleted. A non-zero shape causes an appro

priate search around the outer-shell for connections, but once this search is 

com pleted, there is no need to continue w ith the pixel under test unless it is 

sim ple and has no inheritance.

Version 16 of the software was selected for the early post-launch opera

tions of the RGS. This version w as an iteration of the version 15 layout 

already described, containing only bug-fixes. The software had already been  

developed beyond this point, but version 16 was the release w ith the most 

pedigree insofar as it had been in use for the most time w ith the integrated 

instrument. More information about the history of the changes of plans for 

default m odes and so on will be discussed in chapter five, though author per

sisted w ith the developm ents, also creating versions 17, 18 and 19 and testing 

them at MSSL. These later versions contained either bug fixes and small 

modifications (17) or different permutations of the m odules already discussed  

(18 and 19). After early in-orbit results indicated a significantly higher back

ground than forecast, the science operations team rapidly requested version  

19 of the code as this w ould—as w ill be seen in Chapter 3— reduce the back

ground w hile permitting the lower and acceptance thresholds to be set to 

lower values. Version 19 was duly delivered to ESA, becom ing active on the 

spacecraft in March 2000, with eSES as the default m ode of operation.
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Hot Items 

processing

Basic

spec.

HTR HER SES SER eSES

10 — y — — — — —

11 — y y — — — —

12 y y y — — — —

13 y y y y — — —

14 y y y y y — —

15 y y y y y y —

16 y y y y y y —

17 y y y y y y —

18 y y y y y — y
19 y y y y — y y

T ab le  3.4: Final su m m a ry  o f  onboard softw are versions as created by  M arch 2 0 0 1 . Versions 

1 6  and  1 7  incorporate sm all m odifications, version 1 8  su bstitu tes eS E S fo r  H E R  m ode, and version  

1 9  su b stitu tes  eS E S fo r  SES.

The complete source code listing for version 19 runs to 5627 lines of Ada, 

w ith no assem bly language inserts required. The line count w as measured by  

concatenating all of the individual source files, then running the following awk 

script:

/ " $ / { b l  += 1}

/ - [  \ t ] * - - /  {c += 1}

/ " [  \ t ] * [ a - z  A - Z ] /  

which removes lines which are empty, and lines starting w ith which is 

the Ada comment indicator. The object code occupies zyKWords.
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Chapter 4: The Software Simulator

In the early developm ent phase of the onboard software it proved useful to 

develop a stand-alone software simulator for the DPP. This ultimately had sev

eral major benefits because it allowed:

• work on the onboard software to continue w ithout access to the actual 

hardware, which was of course still under construction: a com m on situa

tion in space engineering development;

• testing and optimisation of algorithms in another language, thus helping  

to trap errors of understanding or logic;

• application of the author's algorithms in the ground segm ent's pipeline 

processing system to determine the optimum settings for the onboard 

software.

Chapter four briefly describes the genesis of the software DPP— known as 

the SWDPP—from its creation as a local tool, to a more general utility that was 

incorporated into other software facilities.

4.0 The early software DPP for local use

4.0.1 The need for the simulator and the philosophy behind its creation

In a manner typical to the developm ent phase of any com plex project, com 

petition for resources amongst the RGS team was frequently high. At these times, 

the onboard software for the DPP w as last in the queue for access to the hard
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ware developm ent system s, behind the folk developing the hardware itself and 

the author of the onboard instrument controller software. This is quite reasonable 

of course, but meant that there w as potential for a lot of 'elapsed' time to be con

sum ed from the schedule for the developm ent of the preprocessing software. The 

author's strategy to combat this problem was to develop a stand-alone software 

DPP that could be run on a desktop computer. This w ould have to be a simulator 

for the w hole of the DPP, i.e. including the hardware, that w ould allow  testing 

algorithms and techniques against known data (Welch, 1995).

N o m odelling of the real-time behaviour of the real DPP was incorporated 

into the SWDPP, though the author considered methods for connecting the oper

ation of this simulator to actual time by adding, for example, som e code counters 

which w ould increment a specifiable unit of time such that forecasts could be 

made for the time taken to perform operations. These ideas m ay have provided  

som e useful indicators, but it was decided that the value of such information rel

ative to the cost implication on the time available for the work w as small.

The purpose of this software DPP was, therefore, to take user generated pixel 

data files, and according to the contents of parameter, hot pixel and hot column 

files, generate an output file which could be inspected to verify the correct opera

tion of the routines and algorithms employed. N o account of CCD ID w as taken, 

and each pixel data file w as considered to contain a single frame of node-inde

pendent data.
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4.0.2 Approach and Basic D esign

The first question to address w as the choice of language: this was between  

Ada and C. C was already w ell known to the author, and w as available, making 

it a good choice from the point of v iew  of saving developm ent time. For Ada 

evaluation, the author downloaded GNAT, an open source version available on 

many platforms, but after some experiments concluded that the benefits of the 

extra Ada experience were minimal since they were m ostly in irrelevant areas 

(e.g. file handling, screen output etc.). Furthermore, there w as potentially a bene

fit in rewriting algorithms in a different language to help prevent misconceptions 

being transported.

Simple ASCII w as chosen as the format for the files em ployed by the DPP 

since they are easily generated by many techniques, and are sim ple to read and 

modify, especially if organised as a single value per line, as this is directly analo

gous to a one dim ensional array in memory, allowing the usual f o p e n  m ethods, 

but also functions such as f s e e k  which is especially useful w hen it is not possi

ble to read an entire file into local memory. The contents of the hot pixel and col

um n tables follow  those of the Teal' DPP. Also needed is a 'parameters' file 

containing a list of the parameters as per the onboard code, and adding values 

for the lower thresholds for each CCD node. In the sense that not all of the func

tions of the hardware DPP are synthesised, the software DPP is an imperfect ana

logue. However, items such as the CCD number and the number of lost events 

were not relevant to the stated purpose for this software.
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Earliest versions of this software were produced from late 1995, w ith devel

opm ent continuing intermittently as the requirements for the flight design were 

evolving, and as constraints on access to the hardware developm ent system  

ebbed and flowed.

Files:I
Executable:I

File:
output file 
‘file.output’

Hot column 
table 

flle.hcol’

dpp
simulator

Hot pixel 
table 

‘file.hpx’
Parameters
‘file.parm’

Pixel Data 
‘file.data’

F igure 4 .1: C om ponents o f  the original softw are DPP. The executable takes all o f  its  in pu ts  

fro m  A S C II files , and its o u tp u t is a fu r th er  such file. The 'file' in the fig u re  is a base filenam e su p 

p lied  by  the user, and  the S W D P P  assum es that it w ill f in d  the resource files  (top  row ) nam ed b y  the 

declared convention . The S W D P P  w ill also use the base filenam e to fo rm  p a rt o f  the nam e fo r  the 

o u tp u t file .

Figure 4.1 show s a summary of the components required for a "run' of the 

SWDPP. At the beginning of a run, the software DPP prompts for a filename. This 

is the 'base' filename, for example "testl". The software then builds the rest of the 

filenames that it needs by appending specific suffixes (testl.data, testl.hpx, 

testl.hcol, testl.parm ), and looks to see if it can find them all, returning an error 

to standard output if it can't. Files other than the pixel data are read into memory. 

The pixel data file is opened, and then each energy is tested according to the
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specified lower threshold value, and either read into local m emory if above the 

threshold, or incrementing a counter if below  it. With the pixel data now  internal 

to the program, processing can continue, w ith the results written to an ASCII file 

(testl.output) in the form of three columns, x, y and energy, w ith the processing 

executed according to the science m ode selected.

N o tools were constructed to handle or analyse the output files automatically 

because the input and output data files were small and w ith known contents—  

i.e. they could be analysed by hand.

There were of course options to extend the functionality of this simulator to 

read genuine data files, but w ith limited time available for the primary work 

(writing the onboard code itself) this w ould have would have been too distract

ing. Furthermore, the author felt that this w as the best approach to ensure that 

algorithms were being debugged by the SWDPP, and not the SWDPP code itself. 

Though simple, the SWDPP was in fact of extreme value to the author, as it was a 

useful testing ground for ideas which were often modified as a result— in the hot 

pixel processing software developm ent, for example, it w as during the writing of 

the simulator that it became obvious that ordering the entries in the hot pixel 

table such that the y-coordinate came first w ould shorten the search routine.

N ot all of the code w as written in C first: this w as dependent on system  

access, but whether for checking code written elsewhere in Ada, or for coding in 

C as a precursor to coding in Ada, the author found great value in approaching 

the problems in tw o languages since the different structures of syntax forced the 

underlying purpose of each code section to be re-examined, and often seen in a 

different light.
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4.1 The later SWDPP for 'public' use

4.1.1 Design Specification and philosophy

Throughout the developm ent phase of the RGS it was hoped to generate a 

complete software version of the entire instrument and optics for calibration and 

verification purposes, and som e thought was put into this from the MSSL side, 

though this thread never took off for the common enough reason that for each 

institution involved this had to be prioritised behind the main work of getting 

the instrument built. In 1999, however, after some lengthy discussion at a m eet

ing with fellow  collaborators and ESA (Erd, 1999) it w as finally agreed that the 

ground segm ent software that was predigesting the data for the astronomers 

using the instrument (this is the RGS 'pipeline') ought to contain an event recon

struction phase based exactly on the onboard case. The opposition to this had 

come about since at the tim e there was still disagreement about the value of the 

author's proposed m ethod of performing the split-event reconstruction, and so 

w hy should the pipeline copy it? The author's view, which w as eventually  

accepted, was that since the onboard SER algorithm can reasonably claim not to 

introduce any am biguities in the data, then the pipeline should echo this tech

nique whether onboard reconstruction has taken place or not. This could be 

implemented in the form of a preprocess: it is necessary for data not recon

structed on board, and if events have been reconstructed on board then the pre- 

process w ill be redundant, but w ill make no difference. This 'first pass' pre

processing could then be optionally followed by som e more comprehensive 

mechanism, and it w as agreed that the pipeline team w ould  im plem ent the 

author's algorithm.
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Partly as an input to the documentation for the pipeline people, and partly 

w ith a v iew  to making the existing SWDPP more portable, the structure and 

implementation of the existing simulator was revisited. To save developm ent 

time, and to inherit som e pedigree from the work that had gone before, a new  

version of the SWDPP should use as much as possible of the existing code: but 

what form should the output take? Consideration of this last question w as coinci

dent with a request that the author be able to perform some independent analysis 

of early orbit Diagnostic data with a v iew  to feeding back som e suggestions for 

settings for the various thresholds. This task w ould require the author to be able 

to work with raw data taken from the queue memory, applying the various pro

cessing options, and deducing from them the optimum values for the instrument 

settings that affected the DPP. This suggested that most useful output w ould be a 

file of statistics, listing the numbers of pixels remaining after each of the various 

operations. A  sample output template for a single run of this is show n in figure 

4.2.
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MSSL SW-DPP Diagnostic Data Summary

Input Filename:

From FITS header:

Xlength: Ylength:
CCD-ID:
Readout Nodes :

From Parameter File :

Upper threshold C :
Acceptance Threshold C :
Lower Threshold C :

From SW-DPP:

Upper threshold D: 
Acceptance Threshold D 
Lower Threshold D :

Mode Basic HER SER SES eSES

Number below It: 
Number below at : 
Number above ut: 
No. of Events of 
type 0 
type 1 
type 2 
type 3 
type 4 
type 5 
type 6 
type 7 
No. telemetered:

F igure 4 .2: Tem plate fo r  the con ten ts o f  the o u tp u t file  from  one run o f  the softw are DPP. The 

user specifiable item s are taken fro m  a param eter file , which itse lf m ay be gen era ted  au tom atica lly , 

recu rsively  s tepp in g  through a range o f  values.
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4.1.2 Code Implementation

This simulation of the DPP system is, then, a relation of the first software 

DPP, but not the same thing. For reasons of practicality, the best use of the 

already written C was sought, and the first area of concern w as the input of the 

data. The data files from the ground segm ent were to be supplied in 'Flexible 

Image Transport System' (FITS) format (Wells et al 1981, Schlesinger, 1994), but 

after examination, there seem ed little point in the author directly m odifying the 

software DPP to be able to handle this type of file since there are many tools 

w hich can be used for this purpose, such as FITSIO (Pence, 1995), and its relative 

FTOOLS (Blackburn, 1994). The author duly installed FTOOLS, as this w as avail

able on all of the computers in use elsewhere in the ground segm ent. With 

FTOOLS able to open up FITS files and write them into ASCII, and w ith awk (a 

UNIX language utility for text manipulation) similarly available to reprocess the 

ASCII into the form expected by the software DPP, the Tront-end' of the existing 

DPP could be adopted w ith little modification. With FTOOLS and awk being  

readily available, som e detail is given here about the process as it m ay prove use

ful elsewhere.

4.1.2.1 Header Data

The first portion of the FITS files is a header, which for the software DPP was 

interesting because it contained details about CCD-ID, X length and so on. This 

can be readily extracted into an ASCII file with this command:

prompt% fdump prhead=yes filename.FITS temp.output - -
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An example output ASCII file is given in appendix 2. The next task is to 

extract the parameters of interest. There are five, and these can be found by using  

awk to match the patterns in the ASCII file just made. This is the awk script used  

for the software DPP:

/^CCDID =/ {print $3} # the CCD ID

/''WINDOWXO = / (print $2} # the X start

/'^WINDOWYO^/ (print $2} # the Y start

/^WINDOWDX=/ (print $2} # the X length

/^WINDOWDY=/ (print $2} # the Y length

/^CCDNODE =/ (print $2} # the read out

The text in the left most column represents the pattern to match, and the 

print statement causes awk to echo what it finds in the indicated colum n after it 

finds the given pattern. (One might have expected to find all of the numbers in 

the same column, they certainly look to the eye as if they are—but this is a fairly 

typical sort of thing that can go awry and must be checked for). These parameters 

are piped to a file, 'header.txP, the name of which is hard-coded into the software 

DPP. By this mechanism all of the parameters associated w ith a readout are 

extracted to a single, uniform, input mechanism.

4.1.2.2 Pixel Data

An extension of the technique discussed in 4.1.2.1 is used for the data, which  

in the RGS case is in a FITS extension. This adds an extra step from the FTOOLS 

set...
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prompt% fim21st filename+1 tmp.fits

... creating a new  FITS file containing only the pixel data. N ow , fdump can be 

used to make an ASCII text file as before...

prompt% fdump prhead=no tmp.FITS tmp.txt - -

... and w e have a data file that looks like this:

X Y VALUE

1 1 1  16 

2 1 2  18

3 1 3  19

4 1 4  18

5 1 5  18

6 1 6  19

7 1 7  19

8 1 8  13 ... and so on
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The text preceding the numbers, and the index count in the first colum n are 

not wanted, so once again an awk script can be used to strip out only what is 

wanted:

/ " \ / n / ;

/: alpha :/;

/[0-9]/ {print $2; print $3; print $4};

N ote that the result of these preprocessing steps is an ASCII file w ith the x- 

and y-coordinates already present, so w ith very few steps the supplied FITS file 

can be repackaged to give data in a very convenient form for m anipulating in C.

4.1.3 Software DPP Object code

Overall, the deliverable software DPP makes the assum ption that both 

FTOOLS and awk are available, and comprises a shell script to organise the pre

processing, and som e object code the source of which is written in C. The object 

code:

• reads in only those pixels above a lower threshold, counting the rest into 

a statistical word, sorting the pixels into buffers for side C or D origin, 

according to knowledge about the read-out nodes extracted from the 

header;

• performs basic spectroscopy, HER, eSES, SER recording the results in 

more statistical variables;

• produces a formatted ASCII output file with the results, as illustrated in 

figure 4.2.
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The particular benefit of using a shell script to run the software DPP is that 

there is no need to hard-code values for items such as the lower thresholds. These 

values are picked up from a parameter file and can them selves be m odified by  

the shell script such that the object code part of the software DPP can be called 

repeatedly w hile incrementing threshold settings so that the aggregate of the 

results can be used to determine an optim um  value. This technique w as used by 

the author for some analysis of early data. An example shell script for the soft

ware DPP is presented in appendix 3, and figure 4.3 show s the overall relation

ship between the com ponents of the software DPP.

1 5 4



Supplied by the user automatically generated

parameter
OR

FITS format 
data file

parameter
file

output file

header data 
file

intermediate pixel 
data file (ASCII)

shell
script

software
DPP

executable

F igure 4.3: The 'deliverable' softw are D P R  The com ponents to the left o f  the diagram  are su p 

p lied  by  the user and  those in the centre are au tom atica lly  generated files. The 'param eter f ile ' con

tains the se ttin g s fo r  the D P P  to use (i.e. thresholds, readout pa ttern  etc.) and  m ay be su pp lied  as a 

file , or m ay itse lf  be au tom atica lly  generated  by  a fu r th er  script. The la tter technique is useful when  

i t  is desired to process a particu lar da ta-set repeatedly w hile changing the D P P  se ttin g s  in order to 

f in d  an op tim u m  value fo r  som e or all o f  the param eters. O verall orchestration is handled by  the 

'shell scrip t'. The 'in term edia te  p ixel data file ' and the 'header data file ' are tem porary  files  and m ay  

be deleted au tom atically. W hen ru n n in g  a recursive analysis these tw o  files  need gen era tin g  o n ly  the 

f ir s t  tim e around the loop, thereafter the step  where they are made can be m issed  ou t to save cpu  

tim e. The 'softw are D P P  executable is object code generated  fro m  the C  source code fo r  the SW D P P . 

This source code has been su ccessfu lly  com piled on several flavou rs o f  U N IX .
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Chapter 5: Results

Chapter five presents the results from the original work described in chap

ters three and four, dividing these into three broad areas:

• unit and system  level testing of the onboard software on the bench and at 

other sites as the instrument was integrated;

• early results from the onboard software used on the spacecraft in orbit;

• experiences w ith the software DPP in analysing early diagnostic data

from the spacecraft in orbit

5.0 Ground Testing the Onboard Software

5.0.1 The test set-up

The equipm ent used for testing the software comprised flight representative 

DPP and IC boards in a 'breadboard' enclosure, plus some spacecraft simulation  

units and a host workstation. These 'engineering model' (EM) DPP and IC 

boards were m ade available to the DPP software developm ent system  once the 

'qualification m odel' (QM) boards started to become available. Though built 

from commercial quality parts, these boards were in every other w ay identical to 

their flight equivalents, and were modified as time went by to reflect im prove

ments in the design of the 'real' hardware. The host workstation w as a Sun Sparc- 

Station running Solaris 1.1.2, and communicating via a second (private) ethernet 

link to a rack system  containing simulators for:
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• the spacecraft interface, allowing software executing on the Sun to com

municate with the IC at representative data rates, as well as higher rates 

for testing;

• the 'analogue electronics', e.g. current monitors, clock sequence genera

tor etc.;

• the CCD data stream.

This last was a relatively simple device built around a field-programmable 

gate array, and known as the 'minimum DPP data source', or minDS for short 

(Rees, 1996), which is described in more detail later on.

Figure 5.1: Photograph of the developm ent system  used fo r  the D PP software. To the left is the 

Sun workstation host, and to the right is the VM E rack system  containing, from  left to right, the 

VM E m aster computer, the spacecraft interface simulator, the analogue electronics sim ulator and  

the m inD S. A bove this rack is the enclosure containing the EM  IC and DPP.
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Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show a photograph of the developm ent system , and a 

schematic representation of it respectively. All of the hardware show n w as devel

oped at MSSL, along with all of the low  level software. The user interface soft

ware running on the Sun was provided by The Space Research Organisation of 

the Netherlands (SRON). This user-interface comprises several discrete software 

m odules (Philippus and den Herder, 1994):

• The Conductor

This is the core unit, handling communication between the various mod

ules, o f which the spacecraft interface simulator appears as only one. This 

unit also provides a browser for the raw telemetry packets, and a tool for 

building and storing packets to command the instrument;

• The Configurator

This unit provides a method for configuration of various instrumental 

parameters (not used in this work), and a convenient widget to command 

the instrument into the various states (i.e. 'kernel mode, 'configure mode' 

etc.);

• The Inspector

This unit gives a 'quick-look' at the incoming CCD data, displaying a sur

face map o f the image, and a summary of the various settings and statis

tics. The Inspector also generates FITS files for each CCD's pixel data;

•  The Commander

This unit is used for executing scripts. A n  EGSE control language (ECL) 

was devised as part o f the user interface, and this was used extensively to 

both partly automate the DPP software testing, and to ensure that the 

configurations used were identical from one session to the next.
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Also supplied by SRON was a CCD image Analysis tool (CIA) w hich could  

be used to look in detail at the FITS files created by the Inspector (Philippus, 1993 

and 1995).

Sun
workstation

r

V J

DPP

VME rack

m

minDS, including b a s ic /  
clock sequence y
generator.

analogue e le c tro n ic s /^  
simulator

1/  

/
spacecraft interface^ 
simulator

/I
MATRIX CPU card

private ethernet

/ A

V
10

F igure 5 .2: Schem atic o f  the developm ent system . The fo u r  boards in the foregroun d are con

nected to each other via  the backplane in the V M E  rack, and the tw o  boards fro m  the onboard elec

tronics set (IC and D P P ) are connected to each other via  a backplane in their enclosure.

A  typical testing session would start by powering each item 'on', then using  

the Commander to load the software into the IC. When loaded, the IC could then 

be put into 'configure' m ode (the most basic situation w hen running the software
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just loaded, effectively an idle state where the IC monitors and relays housekeep

ing information and handles requests for programming the DPP). Next the Con

figurator w ould be used to load the DPP software, piping it through the IC 

software, as w ith the parameters for the IC and the DPP's parameter bank. All of 

the packets sent w ould  be logged in the Conductor, and therefore easily recalled 

and edited: for exam ple, the packet loading the part of the parameter bank with  

the setting for the science m ode (e.g. HER, SES etc.) could be pulled up, a single 

digit changed and the packet sent, making the switching betw een RGS m odes 

relatively convenient.

Note that not only is the DPP an 'embedded' processor, already making it rel

atively difficult to 'see' inside, but that it can only be communicated w ith via the 

IC. In full, then, processes on the Sun communicate w ith processes on the VME 

cpu, which communicates w ith the IC which communicates w ith the DPP. This 

level of remoteness w as to cause som e difficulties in debugging the DPP soft

ware, especially during the earliest phases while the behaviour of the system  was 

still being learned. The system  complexity was a further driver in the quest to 

find simple and repeatable testing and measurement techniques.

5.0.1.1 Using the minDS for testing

The minDS provides simultaneous outputs for each CCD node, in the form  

of a 12 bit value w hich can start at either 4093 and be decremented, or at o and be 

incremented. The counter is 10 bits, so it rolls over at 1023, m eaning that the 

minDS can provide a com plete row of pixels for a readout from a single node in 

1x1 OCB, and w hen used in dual node readout the count is spread over two  

rows, as can be seen in figure 5.3.
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512 513 514 515 516 ....... ........  1023

0 1 2 3 4 ....... ........  511

512 513 514 515 516 ....... ........  1023

0 1 2 3 4 ....... .........  511

512 513 514 515 516 ....... ........  1023

0 1 2 3 4 ....... .........  511

F ig u re  5 .3 : O u tp u t  f r o m  on e  no d e  o f  th e  m in D S . The tab le  is a re p re se n ta tio n  o f  th e  c o n te n ts  o f  

the  p ix e l b in s in  x  (a lo n g ) a n d  y  (u p). The n u m b ers  are  the en erg ies in  the p ix e l, a n d  s to p  a t  102^  

o w in g  to  th e ir  b e in g  o n ly  1 0  b its  in  the coun ter. W ere th e  c o u n te r  s e t  to  c o u n t d o w n  f r o m  4 0 9 s  > ^hen 

the  lo w e s t f ig u r e  reach ed  w o u ld  be 3 0 7 1 . The rea d o u t p a tte rn  is 3 1 2  x  3 8 4 , hence the c o u n t ra n g e  is 

w ra p p e d  o v er  tw o  ro w s , w i th  p ix e ls  o f  th e  sa m e e n e rg y  va lu e  o c cu rr in g  a t th e  sa m e  x -p o s itio n  b u t in  

a lte rn a te  ro w s.

With judicious use of the lower and upper thresholds, ranges of pixels can be 

made to form certain patterns, and having a known matrix the results can be 

forecast for the contents of each statistical counter. For example, w ith the upper 

threshold set to reject pixels with value 1023 and higher, and the lower threshold 

set to remove pixels of 1021 and lower, then a simple pattern of pixels in a col

um n w ill remain (figure 5.4, A). Since the input pattern is known, the output can 

be checked to see that: the remaining pixels have energies of 1022, and have coor

dinates follow ing the pattern (310, 1), (310, 3), (310, 3) etc; the number of pixels 

rejected as above the upper threshold is 192 (one every other row from 384 rows); 

and that the number of pixels rejected below  the lower threshold is (192 x 312-1-
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192 X 3io) = 196,224 (alternate rows are either completely rejected, or rejected all 

but two: one kept, one above the upper threshold). Increasing the gap between 

the upper and lower thresholds to two and three apart will yield pixel pairs and 

triplets, as shown in figure 5.4, B and C.

B

F igure  5 .4 : Section  fro m  a C C D  surface sh o w in g  the resu lts o f  ba lancing the se ttin g s  fo r  upper  

and low er thresholds (w hen used w ith  the m in D S ). In ‘A ', the thresholds are one apart, m ean in g  

that there is a p ixel in eve ry  o ther row  a t the sam e x -position  (readout is in 1x1 O C B ). In ‘B 'a n d  ‘C  

the se ttin g s  are tw o  and  three apart respective ly, y ie ld in g  the p a tte rn s  show n.

5.0.1.2 Generating more complex patterns with the minDS

Whilst allowing some testing of eSES, SER and HER modes, the patterns gen

erated by the minDS are clearly insufficient. It had been expected that a more 

complete data source would be built, possibly with the ability to replay data 

taken with the integrated instrument (at Ranter, for example), but owing to time 

constraints this never reached the top of the priority list and the author had to 

find another way to make do. Happily, a workaround could be found using the 

minDS. With a fixed pattern being generated, not only do we know what the data 

looks like, we also know where it resides in the internal data buffers. Using this 

knowledge, the software can be modified to include some lines adjusting the data
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already taken by the front-end. In practice, this was done by making a complete 

clone of the software directory and modifying this to ensure that none of these 

experimental edits were left behind when returning to the original state. Of 

course any modification to the software under test is undesirable, but with no 

other options then the best must be made with what is available. Risk is mini

mised by modifying only a clone of the software and by keeping the modifica

tions simple. In this case, at the last moment before the pixel array is handed over 

to a subsequent processing routine some lines are added to alter certain values, 

as illustrated in figure 5.3.

EVENT_BUFFER_C(3).Y-coord := 2; 
EVENT_BUFFER_C(4).Y-coord := 4;

5 6

3 4

1 2

5 6

4

3

1 2

0 1 2  3 0 1 2  3

F igure  5.5; Two sec tions fro m  a C C D  surface. In the fra m e to the left is the p a tte rn  re su ltin g  

fro m  the se ttin g s  on the m in D S  an d  the thresholds in the DPP. A b o ve  the fra m e s are som e lines fro m  

the te s t softw are, sh o w in g  th a t p ixels ' j '  an d  '4' have their y -coord in a tes a ltered  o n -th e-fly  to new  

va lu es, resu ltin g  in the p a tte rn  show n in the fra m e  on the right.

Though working out the values by hand is laborious, all of the possible split 

event shapes that might be encountered can be synthesised, without influencing 

the real-time performance of the hardware parts of the system. Note that care is 

needed with this technique to ensure that the pixel arrival order remains the
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same as this is critical to the routines used in this software. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 

show  the results from such a pattern adjustment in the form of screenshots from 

the CIA software m entioned in 5.0.1.
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COUNTRATE PROBLE - / j Ç ^ J ^ g / C C D I  .flTS

/JrJ_L a$t Ffâlne^  First Frame

Lower Level « 768 H jd- Upper Level = 768selection

130 ' ' #
FRAME NUMBER

COUNTRATE PROFILE VECSE_jUNK/CCDI ATS

/  Last Frame -  10% * | r |First Frame

election Lower Level ■ 680 N i f j  Upper Level -  680

* ^ 0  */C |60 t p H m
FRAME NUMBER

F ig u re  5.6: 'Before': C om plex  p ix e l p a tte rn s  syn th esised  fro m  the da ta  gen era ted  b y  the  
m in D S . The u p p er fra m e  sh ow s the p a tte rn  in the C  side  (based on a co lu m n o f  a lte rn a te  p ix e l  
p a irs), a n d  the low er fra m e  side  D  (based on a co lu m n o f  a lte rn a te  p ix e l tr ip le ts). The da ta  is taken  
in H E R  m ode, in order to preserve  the shapes f o r  checking. O v e r la y in g  the surface m ap im ages is a 
p lo t o f  the 'cou n tra te  profile' w hich  sh ow s the n u m ber o f  p ix e ls  taken in each fra m e  d u r in g  the  
course o f  the run. Each screenshot sh ow s the da ta  fro m  a s in g le  fra m e  (n u m ber 74 f o r  the sid e  C  
im age, an d  n u m ber 109 f o r  the side  D  im age). The rearm ost w in d o w  is a 'surface m ap' w here  the  
en erg y  o f  the p ix e l is represen ted  on a colour scale, bu t in these cases, w ith  the p ix e l energ ies be in g  
o n ly  one or tzuo levels a part the colour m a p p in g  fa ils  to d is tin g u ish  them .
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COUNTRATE PROFILE VECSE_jVNK/CCDl.HTS

First Frame » 75__ , last Fi^pe - 7%. i;':?: jS%-  ̂̂  ^
e Selection Lower Level = 385 i u  Upper Level

ISO
FRAME NUMBER

COUNTI&TE PROFILE VEGSE_jUNK/CCD1.FITS

Y- 768 First Frame -  110 f  M  Last Frame -  11(^  ̂ |Tj

ate Selection Lower Level -  537  , /  j #  Upper Level «  537  ■■-'#1- (.

F igure 5.7: 'After': These screenshots echo those on the preceding page, but now  the data is 
taken in SER mode. The shaped events have been replaced by single pixels w ith  higher energies, the 
positions o f which can be understood by noting that fo r  each cluster the f irs t arriving  pixel is to the 
upper left (side C) or upper right (side D ), and this is the location fo r  the sum m ed energy. Looking in 
the countrate profile w indow s in the foreground o f each panel, an abrupt drop can be seen in the 
num ber o f pixels in the fram e being viewed. The 'w iper' in each w in dow  is at the location o f the 
fram e in question, 75 fo r  side C ,1 1 0  fo r  side D.
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5.0.1.3 Throughput Performance Testing method

Until the cross-calibration campaign at Panter in March 1999, the DPP s /w  

had not been exposed to any 'realistic' data, and so questions remained about the 

likely throughput of the system — especially when performing its m ost complex 

m ode, SER w ith HIP enabled. Measurement of this throughput is complicated 

by:

• Limitations of the data fed to the input -  'real' data w ill vary in w ays 

which are practically unreproducable with the available equipment at 

SRON or MSSL, where the best that can be achieved w ill be data which is 

representative for a single frame, but which is repetitive. This, though, 

can be a relatively harsh test in extremis since the profile of real data 

w ould of course vary from frame to frame;

• Limitations of the rest of the data path, particularly the spacecraft sim u

lator, which could be overwhelm ed by the data produced by the instru

ment: this is exceptional of course, since the simulator can handle an 

even higher data rate than the actual spacecraft, nevertheless this made it 

harder to explore the maxim um throughput of the instrument, which is 

information of interest.

For the speed tests the author modified the DPP hardware by adding some 

extra integrated circuits to enable som e address decoding to a flip-flop. The out

put of this flip-flop w as connected to a logic analyser. Setting and clearing of the 

flip-flop could then be actioned by extra lines in the software. By this technique
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the time taken to execute sections of code could be measured, and a picture of the 

overall performance estimated.

These measurements are useful because they provide a mechanism by which  

forecasts can be made, but need to be treated with caution because:

• not every permutation has been measured;

• the forecasts are necessarily a little simplistic, e.g. the permutations of 

influence of the FIFO buffering are not explored in depth;

• the act of setting/resetting the flip-flop itself consum es cpu time, though  

this is negligible with respect to the DPP processing speed.

Note that timings for set-up at the beginning of a frame, and writing the sta

tistics at the end are not included as they are small, and in any case are further 

reduced by the latency between frames, which can be very large w hen there is a 

telemetry bottleneck.

5.0.2 Results from Basic M ode and HTR

With a known pattern of data being generated by the minDS (5.0.1), the out

put from these m odes could be checked quite easily by browsing the raw telem e

try. Figure 5.8 shows a screen shot from an EGSE user-interface display where the 

contents of a packet of data sent from the IC can be view ed. The telemetry pack

ets could also be stored and view ed in a text editor.
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Packet Data Field [Size: variable]  
Data Field Header:

Spare: 0

C hecksum  Flag: 3 _  
Packet Type: 15

Packet Sub-T ype: 1

Tim e (optional): a1 01 00  0 3  00  24  

Source Data:

(bits 0 - 5 )  

(bits 6 - 7 )  

(bits 8 - 1 1 )  

(bits 1 2 - 1 5 )  

(bits 1 6 —63)

000 a l 01 00 03 00 24 28 00 30 00
010 4 f f f 28 01 30 00 4 f f e 28 02
020 30 00 4 f fd 21 fe 30 01 43 fe
030 21 f f 30 01 43 f f 28 00 30 02
040 4 f f f 28 01 30 02 4 f f e 28 02

Packet Error Control: 
C hecksum  (optional): 64 86 (bits 0 - 1 5 )

Figure 5.8: Screenshot from  the telem etry browser in the iiser-interface's 'Conductor' unit. 

Each hexadecimal d ig it in the source data field  represents fou r bits, so there are fou r d igits per word.

X, y  and  en erg y  have m o st sign ifican t nibbles o f '2', 3', and '4' respective ly, an d  after the f i r s t  three  

w ords w hich rela te to so m e th in g  else, the p ixels can be seen fo llo w in g  the p a ttern : [ 2 8 0 0 ,3000,4fff], 

[2 8 0 1 , 3000, 4ffe] a n d  so on.

Also tested were the permutations of data overload, with the lower threshold 

being reduced such that pixels were lost as the telemetry output exceeded the 

available bandwidth, and also with the spacecraft simulator output data rate 

reduced, causing the instrument controller to have to pause the readout. The pur-
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pose of these experiments was to demonstrate the ability of the software to stand 

the abuse without crashing, or behaving in an unexpected way.

Using the logic analyser as described in 5.0.1.3, basic m ode was measured as 

needing ii8 p s  to process each pixel, im plying 8475 pixels could be processed per 

second w ith the hot items processing disabled:

OCB Mode R/O Time Pixels per 

per frame Frame

1x1 3.94s 33,389

3x3 0.57s 4,830

T able  5.1: S u m m ary  o f the throughput capability  o f the M S SL  D P P  in basic mode, w ith  hot 

item s processing disabled.

Enabling the hot items processing yields three possible outcom es for a partic

ular pixel, which can be:

(a) kept (slow est: all hot colum n segm ent and pixel testing, bu t no m atches, so all 

softw are s tep s are executed);

(b) rejected as p a rt o f  a hot segm ent (fastest because it  short circuits hot pixel 

testing);

(c) rejected as a hot p ixel (has been tested  and kept as part o f a hot segm ent).

Table 5.2 show s the time taken to process each of these types of pixel, w ith  

the number of pixels processed per second assuming that the population of pix

els is entirely com posed of the type in question.
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Outcome Time per pixel # per second Designator Proportion

a 194p.s 5,154 N p max

b 122ps 8,196 M q max

c 158|is 6,329 K r max

T able 5.2: Tim e taken by the D P P  to app ly  the different levels o f  processing to each pixel when  

H IP  is selected. Table key: 'a' is the w o rst case: hot colum n segm en t and  hot pixel te s tin g  is per

form ed, bu t the pixel is kept an yw ay; 'b' is when the pixel is discarded after hot colum n segm ent 

testing; 'c' is when the pixel is kept after the 'b' case, bu t is then rejected after the hot p ixel testing;

N , M , K  and p, cj, r are arb itrarily  chosen labels, w ith  p  + q + r =  1.

H ow  can this information be used to forecast the throughput? If 'V ' is the 

instantaneous throughput of the system in terms of pixels per second, then its 

value w ill vary according to the relative proportions of each class of pixel:

V = N (1 — r — cj) + M (1 — p — r) + K(1 — p —

N ote that sim ply enabling hot items processing has increased the per-pixel 

time consumption to 194PS per pixel from ii8 |xs, depressing the maxim um possi

ble throughput as show n in table 3.3.
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OCB Mode R/O Time Pixels per 

Frame

% change

1x1 3.94s 20,309 -39

3x3 0.57s 2,938 -3 9

T able 5.3: D epression in throughput w ith  H IP  selection. These figu res represent the w orst-  

case— all p ixels are g iven  all tests , and all are kept— in practice, selecting  the H IP  fu n c tio n  im plies 

the presence o f  know n hot item s to be rem oved, liftin g  the th roughput b y  som e am ount.

High Time Resolution m ode was tested using the same methods, and the 

throughput measured, with the time taken to process a pixel reducing as 

expected since only the x coordinate is extracted. In this case, hot items process

ing is limited to hot segment processing (see table 5.4).

Time per 

pixel

Number of 

pixels 

per second

No. of pixels 

per frame 

(1x1)

No. of pixels 

per frame 

(3x3)

HIP Disabled 8 4 |is 11,904 46,901 6,785

HIP Enabled 1 3 5 |is 7 ,407 29 ,183 4 ,222

T ab le  5.4: Su m m ary o f  throughput o f  the M S S L  D P P  in H T R  m ode

1 7 2



5.0.2.1 Results from HER, SER and eSES

Functional testing of these modes proceeded by constructing synthesised  

data sets and comparing the results with the forecast. This w as found to be an 

effective method, though it required careful record keeping to ensure that all of 

the results were consistent.

Speed testing these m odes required breaking the measurements of the soft

ware m odules up in order to consider the times as far as the pixel buffer (the 

same for HER, SER and eSES, results shown in table 3.5) and then the time taken 

to read the pixels out again according to the different processing options.

P r o c e s s in g  ty p e T im e  ta k e n

H IP  o ff 9 0 .4 |is

H IP  k e e p 1 7 4 p s

H IP  d is c a rd  in  h o t  s e g m e n t 1 2 6 p s

H IP  d is c a rd  a s  h o t  p ix e l 140|lis

T ab le  5.5: P er-p ixel processing tim es fo r  the in p u t section o f  the H E R , SE R  and eSES m od

ules. 'Time taken is the am ou n t o f  tim e taken to process a pixel fro m  the in p u t FIFO to the in ternal 

softw are buffer.

Output timings from HER m ode are easy to describe, there being only two  

possible outcom es—pixels are 'connected' and therefore kept, or they are uncon

nected, and are kept only if they are above the programmed acceptance thresh

old.
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P r o c e s s in g  ty p e T im e  ta k e n

P ix e l is  c o n n e c te d 9 2 |is

P ix e l th r e s h o ld e d  a n d  k e p t 9 7 p s

P ix e l th r e s h o ld e d  a n d  d is c a rd e d 7 0 |is

T a b le  5 .6 : P er -p ix e l p ro c e ss in g  tim es  f o r  the  o u tp u t  sec tio n  o f  the  H E R  m odu le . 'T im e ta k en ' is 

the a m o u n t o f  tim e  taken  to  p ro cess a p ix e l f ro m  th e  in te rn a l so ftw a re  buffer to  the  o u tp u t  FIFO .

Output timings from SER m ode are harder to quantify since there is such a 

variety of paths through the routines. Figure 3.9 illustrates this in the form of a 

time-flow diagram.
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F ig u re  5 .9 : T im e f lo w  f o r  the S E R  m odu le . A l l  o f  these  p ix e ls  p a ss  th e  'shape a n a ly s is '  sec tio n ,  

b u t th e ir  o n g o in g  cp u  tim e  c o n su m p tio n  is d e p en d en t on the o u tc o m e  o f  th a t s ta g e . T he d ifferen t  

p a th s  are in d ica ted , a n d  a p ic tu re  o f  th e  th ro u g h p u t can be b u ilt  up  b y  e s t im a t in g  th e  re la tiv e  p ro 

p o r tio n s  o f  each ty p e  o f  e v e n t (see  te x t  f o r  de ta ils).

The total time taken to process each pixel can be found by sum m ing the 

appropriate paths.
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For split events the components are:

1 X 174|is (HIP kept pixel from part 1)

1 X 47|xs (inner shell analysis)

1 X ? |is (outer shell analysis time, differs w ith shape)

1 X 62jis (reconstruction)

1 X  20ps (writing out)

and for single events:

1 X 174|is (HIP kept pixel from part 1)

1 X  47|is (inner shell analysis)

1 X 30|xs (thresholding)

1 X 20|is (writing out)

This apparently makes the forecasting of throughput very difficult, but this is 

helped by a balancing effect: the more complex events take more time to recon

struct, but they yield more pixels which can be deleted as 'remnants', so:

Average time per pixel = 1 x Total Time -i- (n x SE remnants!
n + 1

Where 'SE remnant' time is 30|xs (see figure 5.9). A  summary of these results 

is given in table 5.7.
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S in g le 4 7 p s — 1 2 7 1 p s 2 7 1 |is 3 ,690

T y p e  2 4 7 |is 7 8 |is 2 381 |i s 2 9 3 p s 3,413

T y p e  3 4 7 p s 130ps 3 4 3 3 |is 2 8 1 p s 3 ,558

T y p e  6 47|xs 143ps 3 4 4 6 |is 2 8 5 |is 3 ,509

T y p e  8 4 7 p s 3 9 p s 2 3 4 2 p s 2 7 3 p s 3,663

T y p e  10 47|i,s 117 |is 3 4 2 0 |is 2 7 6 |is 3 ,623

T y p e  12 4 7 |is 117ps 3 420|xs 2 7 6 p s 3 ,623

T y p e  14 4 7 |is 1 43ps 4 4 4 6 p s 3 5 3 |is 2 ,833

A v e ra g e  n u m b e r  o f  p ix e ls  p e r  s e c o n d  3 ,489

T a b le  5 .7: S u m m a ry  o f  the  e v e n t p ro c e ss in g  tim es in S E R  m ode. N o te  th a t th o u g h  s ig n if i

c a n tly  d ifferen t ro u tes can he taken  th rou gh  the a lg o rith m , the n e t re su lts  in th e  'n u m b er o f  p ix e ls  

p er  seco n d  c o lu m n ' v a r y  b y  o n ly  a sm a ll a m o u n t.

Considering the results summarised in table 5.7, it can be seen that the most 

extreme time difference is between the expected cases of a single pixel and a 

block of four, but even in this case the difference is only 30%. The two dominant 

event types (single and vertically split pair) differ by only 8%. N ote that the d is

cussion so far has been only on the single and sim ple events. SER and eSES 

m odes perform in the same w ay as far as these events are concerned, but the 

m odes differ in their treatment of the remaining population, though this has only  

a small effect on the outcome. In SER, where all complex pixels are retained, after 

the analysis of the outer shell components a complex pixel event component w ill
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not be reconstructed, but will be written to the output FIFO, saving 6 2 \x s  every 

line. In eSES, all of the inner- and outer-shell analyses are performed, but com

plex pixels are discarded, saving 5ops against the kept case. A summary of the 

forecast throughput by mode is shown in figure 5.10, relative to the typical maxi

mum input to the IC.

25000 r

20000

m 15000
if)
■O
CD

ÿ  10000
3
CD

5000

544

□ maximum

minimum
events

Basic HER eSES/SER

_ Max Input to 
the IC at 6 kb/s

F igu re  5 .10: O v era ll th rou ghpu t foreca st fo r  the M S S L  D P P  b y  mode. Several a ssu m p tio n s  

are m ade in pro d u cin g  th is graph: 1) R eadout is in 1x1 O C B , 2) The m axim u m  in p u t to the IC is 

inferred fro m  the te le m e try  rate, a ssu m in g  that the IC is in 'packed da ta ' m ode (the defau lt, w hereby  

there are 5 bytes per p ix e l) and  a llow in g  10%  overhead fo r  packetisa tion  (A l janabi, 1999); 3) A  

to ta l o f i i j o  hot item s are assum ed, as su g g ested  by  B ran duard i-R aym ont, 1996.
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It can be seen from figure 3.10 that there is a comfortable margin between the 

number of pixels that the software can successfully process, and the maximum  

number which the telemetry can accommodate, such that though more exact 

numbers could not be calculated without knowing the actual profile of the data, 

some confidence could be held that the processing speed of the DPP w ould not 

be an issue that w ould limit the performance of the RGS instrument.

5.0.3 Ground Testing External to MSSL

Other testing opportunities for the onboard software were at SRON, and at 

the Max Planck Tanter" Facility. Since the EGSE user interface at both SRON and 

Panter was the same as that in use at MSSL a very similar test facility w as avail

able, this time with 'real' electronics replacing at least some of the simulators.

When at SRON, the CCDs were only occasionally cooled to their operating 

temperature, but another method was also available to produce useful data. 

Incorporated into the analogue electronics is a 'test-pulse generator' (TPG) which  

can be used to insert data into the processing stream apparently as if they came 

from the actual CCDs. This too is a limited facility, but it gave an alternative 

method of generating patterns for testing the software. Apart from occasional 

integration visits, most of the testing was carried out in parallel (i.e. at MSSL and 

SRON simultaneously), and the author only has email and verbal results for 

these out of MSSL tests—m ostly relating to the (long) debugging phase. Happily  

most of the problems along the w ay related to questions of understanding how  

the DPP should be operated, particularly with respect to the loading and con

struction of the various tables. Being a complicated unit to operate, it w as useful
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to have the opportunity of spreading the understanding of it, and to enhance the 

comprehendability of the supporting documentation.

The independent testing of the software was also invaluable in finding 

errors, obviously a different test set-up may throw up different problems—but 

just having a new  mind on the job can help greatly to spot those insidious errors 

to which the author of a piece of work simply becom es blind. An example of the 

latter came w ith the discovery at SRON that the SER routine w as blind to events 

of shape 'lo ' (one of the rotations of a group of three pixels in an 'U  shape, see 

table 3.3). This w as not a bug in a part of code— there w as no code to process 

them at all! Early in the coding process the author had generated a table to work 

to for all of the searching routines, and this shape w as erroneously m issed off. 

Since all of the subsequent testing continued to use this table as a prototype, the 

error remained invisible to the author, even though once seen it becomes all too 

obvious. This m ight have been found by another programmer examining the 

code, but this sort of approach w ill always be limited by available m anpower and 

time, and hence cost. A valuable and pragmatic approach to this must be to sec

tion the task, and action peer reviews of at least key items. This is hard to quan

tify, but the software design stage w ill generate certain diagrams and matrices 

and tables, and the writer of these must develop a sense of those which are of 

particular importance, and have them reviewed by a new  mind.

Another error found at SRON could not be reproduced at MSSL, and ulti

mately needed a trip to the SRON site to untangle what w as occurring. The 

instrument w as being operated in a very non-representative way, w ith the 

Telemetry' link from the IC to the EGSE being throttled such that the IC w as fre

quently required to pause the reading out of the CCDs. This occasionally meant
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that pixels were lost at the DPP's front-end, and occasionally that the DPP would  

be idle, but both of these conditions had been extensively explored at MSSL, and 

were not a concern. At SRON, however, after some time— som etim es minutes, 

sometimes hours—the DPP software w ould appear to crash. This is the worst 

sort of problem to work w ith in such a system, and the problem was ultimately 

found by the author operating the system  at SRON with the DPP circuit board 

plugged in via an extender card (i.e. sticking out of the enclosure) and waiting for 

the 'crash' to occur. Once finally in the hung state, a logic analyser w as used to 

investigate the state of the hardware. It w as quickly established that the software 

was not 'wedged', but w as in fact executing something, but what? The address 

bus was then examined to look for an address which was being accessed, and 

after som e false starts, one was found which was not a common value. Knowing 

the value of an address read in this loop, whatever it was, gave som ething to 

work with. The contents of this address could be found from the machine code 

file, and tallying this with an intermediately produced assembly language ver

sion of the software, it w as possible for the author to deduce what the cpu was 

doing. It w as in fact working in the 'heartbeat' loop (see 3.0.1). Comparing the 

Ada source code with the knowledge of the system  state w hen the error 

occurred, a bug was found in the placement of when the routine interrogated the 

status register to see if the output FIFO was full: under certain conditions it 

w ould be possible for the software to continue to think that this FIFO w as full, 

even after it had been emptied. Whether the software could be considered to be 

'crashed' at this time is a m oot point, nevertheless it needed to be fixed, and was 

undoubtedly an error on the part of the author—all too obvious in the inevitable 

post facto w ay that is the nature of this type of endeavour.
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Testing of the DPP software was carried out at SRON for all of the functional 

modes and conditions, but the software testing at Panter was more patchy. It 

should be remembered that the main purposes of the tests at Panter were to m ea

sure the performance of the mirrors and gratings, and to get calibration data on 

them. The test set up was more rigorously organised, and though som e out-of

hours system access was granted for DPP software testing, the author had to 

work within the framework of existing scripts and procedures in order to guar

antee that Teal' measurements—running from about 0800-2400 each day—  

w ould never be interrupted, delayed or compromised. Nevertheless, this appara

tus provided a third arrangement of testing kit and use w as m ade of this: it was 

useful to see at least more confirmation of the software executing correctly, even  

if no in extremis tests could be conducted.

One notable change in the accommodation of the software adoption occurred 

at the testing campaign in April 1999 however, w hen it became clear that the DPP 

software might be useful in alleviating a hardware related problem. This problem  

had first started to appear in the QM testing phase of the analogue electronics 

where a faint herring-bone pattern of noise could be observed in the CCD 

images. It was ultimately concluded that this was crosstalk due to ripple on the 

CCD bias voltages, which, though meeting the original specification, led to a 

greater effect when sum m ed over many frames. By the time this was clear, how 

ever, and all of the other potential sources of noise (EMC etc) had been elim i

nated, the FM test programme w as under way. Close examination of the data 

revealed a tendency for the noise to appear in isolated pixels, m eaning that the 

HER m ode with its greater finesse at applying noise thresholds could potentially 

make a lot of difference to this, w ithout having to break the hardware schedule.
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Accordingly, overnight on the 8th of April 1999 the author w as able to dem on

strate that the HER m ode could run without crashing for all the time its w as used  

and explored by the author, and that the version of the code including this m ode 

appeared to harm lessly switch back to basic m ode on demand (of course it was 

designed this way, but it still needed to be formally demonstrated). During offi

cial runs on the 9th of April, using acceptance thresholds suggested by the 

author, the noise pattern was significantly reduced with no apparent degradation  

in the scientific data compared with previous runs. Figure 5.11 show s before- 

and-after flat-field surface maps illustrating the marked difference found.
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F igure  5 .11: Before and after v iew s o f 'flat-field' data taken in basic sp ec troscopy  (u pper panel) 

and H E R  m ode (low er panel). The im ages are 'surface m aps' o f  C C D S , w ith  x  an d  y  axes a lon g  and  

up the page, and  energies m apped to colours. N o te  the pron oun ced  herrin g  bone p a ttern  v is ib le  in 

the upper panel, especia lly  in the right hand side. A ll  o f  the p ixels are a t v ery  lo w  energies, a n d  the 

en ergy  colour m ap has been telescoped and  in ver ted  to sh ow  them  m ore clearly. The la ter run in 

H E R  w as w ith o u t the hot colum n tables loaded (not under the au thor's con trol), and  u n rem oved  hot 

item s can c learly  be seen to the left o f  the cen tre o f  the low er panel image.
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The decision was then made by the manager of the testing programme that 

the Panter tests w ould proceed using HER as the default mode. It w as also later 

decided that HER w ould also become the default operational m ode for flight, 

and that no further investigation of the hardware source of the crosstalk w ould  

be pursued. Work is still progressing on characterising the impact of this source 

of noise on the scientific data (e.g. Tamura, 2000).

Panter testing of the other m odes was limited to out-of-hours work, where 

only a go or no-go result was possible— the X-rays available then were coming 

from the in-flight calibration source, and were hence not representative of cosmic 

source data. It was, however, useful to have all of the m odes exercised by data of 

this sort, especially for long durations (hours), as they could have show n some 

real-time issue that w ould need to be explained.

5.1 Early Results from Flight

5.1.1 Spectroscopy

XMM-Newton was successfully launched on December 10th 1999. The early 

orbit com m issioning phase em ployed a much earlier version of the DPP software 

than the version 19 which was by then available. This w as for the logical reason 

that since this earlier release (vi6) had been in use for som e time by ESA, they 

could have the maximum confidence that any problems found w ith the instru

ment would not be due to relatively untried software. The next oldest version  

available was a small upgrade on version 16 and it had been negotiated w ith ESA 

that at the start of the calibration and performance verification stage this w ould  

be uploaded in substitution. The assumption at this time remained that the 

default operational m ode w ould be 3x3 OCB with HER m ode selected in the
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DPP. However, it soon became clear that the general particle background w as sig

nificantly higher than the forecast (Peterson, 2000), and that the telemetry alloca

tion was being saturated by this unwanted data. The consequences of this are 

shown in figure 5.12. The two panels show  the surfaces of the nine CCDs in the 

bench: the upper panel displays x, y and number of counts per pixel m apped to 

colour; and the lower panel x and PHA. In this figure it is clear that the spectrum  

of the faint X-ray source (EXO-0748-67, a low-m ass binary) is com pletely  

swam ped by the high background level.
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F igu re  5 .12: Surface m ap o f the C C D  bench taken in the ^8th  orb it o f  X M M -N e w to n . The 

u pper panel sh ow s the 9 C C D  surfaces side-by-side , w ith  x  across the page, and  y  up. The n u m b er o f  

co u n ts  per p ixel is m apped  to colour. The low er panel sh ow s the sam e data , b u t n o w  the ve r tica l axis 

is the P H A , an d  the colour m ap reflects the n u m ber o f  p ixels occu rrin g  w ith  a g ive n  en ergy. The 

data  w as taken zuith the D P P  s /w  in H E R  m ode, a n d  has been fu r th e r  processed  on the g ro u n d  by  

the R G S  pipeline, zvhich corrects fo r  som e in stru m en ta l effects, an d  perform s sp li t  e ve n t reco n stru c

tion . In the loiuer panel the differen t se ttin g s  o f  the ga in s per h a lf C C D  sh ow  q u ite  c learly, g iv in g  

the appearance tha t the im age is fo rm ed  fro m  18 ver tica l str ip s . The ab ru p t tru n ca tio n s a t the tops  

a n d  bo tto m s o f the s tr ip s  occur because o f  the selected  upper a n d  low er thresholds a p p lied  on -board, 

the fa in te r  blue sp o ts  being sp lit  even ts  reconstru cted  on the g ro u n d . In order to  m eet the te le m e try  

alloca tion , the low er thresholds have been raised, w ith  the resu lt th a t it  is n o t p o ss ib le  to d iscern  the  

source fro m  the background. The top  panel sh o idd  shozu a line ru n n in g  fro m  left to r igh t, be in g  the  

d ispersion  d irection  o f  the g ra tin g s  zvith the low est energies a t the left. The lo w er panel sh ou ld  sh o w  

p lo ts  o f  th is sp ec tru m  w ith  the differen t spectra l orders separated  in the y  axis. In fa c t  no d e ta il can  

be seen, bu t fo r  som e h in ts  o f  the n on -d ispersed  in -fligh t calibration  source (the fo u r  sh ort h o rizo n ta l  

lines).
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Though not yet delivered, the author had several further iterations of the on

board s /w  to offer; and when asked for his opinion, the author was able to advo

cate the use of the eSES mode in version 19 of the software in order to substan

tially reduce the background. This version was uploaded on the 27th of March in 

substitution for the proposed upgrade for version 16.

F igu re  5 .13: Surface m ap o f  the C C D  bench taken in the s s th  orb it o f  X M M -N e w to n . The 

pan els represen t the sam e data  as before, bu t n o w  there are th in gs to see. The key  is th a t sin ce  eSE S  

m ode is so su ccessfu l a t reducing  the background (b y  a a fa c to r  o f  10 com pared  w ith  H E R  m o de as 

used in f ig u re  $ .1 2 )  the lo w er thresholds could be also low ered, en a b lin g  a m uch  im p ro ved  ra tio  o f  

iva n ted  to u n w a n te d  data . W ith  m ore d e ta il ava ilab le  a spec tru m  can be p lo tted , a n d  thou gh  a fa in t  

source, f i r s t  a n d  second orders fro m  E X O  0748-67 can n o w  be seen in the low er panel. The im ages 

in s-1 2  an d  5.13 h ave been selected  to be as close as possib le  to being a 'before a n d  after p a ir ', being  

the sam e ta rg e t, the sam e R G S  (o f the tw o ) an d  sim ila r exposures. N o  m easu rem en t is p resen ted  o f  

the difference be tw een  the tw o , th ey  are inclu ded  o n ly  to p rov ide  a p ic to ria l represen ta tion  o f  the d if

feren ce  in the backgroun d presen t in the data  received in the g ro u n d  segm en t.
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Early tests on this data at SRON suggested that the reduction in background 

by using eSES ranges from a factor of ten to a factor of fifteen. Accordingly, ver

sion 19 of the software was retained onboard with eSES the default type of spec

troscopy, from orbit number 49. A first clue to the likely improvement to the 

signal to noise quality of the data from the DPP between the two observations 

comes with a glance at the changes in the threshold settings used for both RGSs 

which w as m ade possible by eSES, as shown in table 5.8.

EXO 0768-67, HER EXO 0768-67, eSES

LT AT UT LT AT UT

iC 250 275 2600 175 200 2600

iD 275 300 2600 200 225 2600

2C 250 275 2600 175 220 2600

2D 275 300 2600 200 245 2600

3C 250 275 2600 175 240 3100

3D 325 350 2600 200 265 3100

4C 300 325 2600 175 270 3100

4D 325 350 2600 200 305 3100

5C 400 425 3100 175 300 3100

5D 425 450 3100 200 325 3100

6C 450 500 3100 175 350 3100

6D 475 525 3100 200 375 3100

7C 500 600 3100 175 375 3600

7D 525 625 3100 210 325 3600

SC 500 700 3100 175 300 3600

8D 825 1025 3100 200 500 3600

9C 800 1200 3100 175 600 3600

9D 825 1225 3100 200 625 3600

T a b le  5 .8 : R G S  1 low er , a ccep ta n ce  a n d  u p p e r  th resh o ld  s e t tin g s  u sed  f o r  each C C D  f o r  o b ser

v a tio n s  o f  E X O  0748-67  w i th  H E R  m o d e  o r  eS E S  m o d e  selected . N o te  the la rg e  re d u c tio n s  f o r  the  

LT  in  p a rticu la r , m a d e  p o ss ib le  b y  eS E S 's a b ili ty  to  rem o ve  u n w a n te d  d a ta  b y  m ore  p rec ise  m eth o d s .
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The figures shown in table 3.8 came directly from the 'observation data files' 

(ODF) supplied to the experimenters. These ODFs include FFTS files for the spec

troscopic data from each of the CCDs used in the observation (usually nine of 

course); an auxilliary file listing the observational meta-data (including instru

mental settings such as the thresholds used); and as many diagnostic data FITS 

files as were taken during the observation.

To further quantify the effect of the DPP software on the quality of the sci

ence data from the CCDs, some further software w as written to break apart these 

ODF data-sets allowing som e numerical analysis of the data supplied. An im m e

diately useful discovery was that the ground segment software was misinterpret

ing the meaning of some of the statistical data supplied by the DPP, and that this 

w ould need to be corrected: not a direct effect on the science itself, but important 

to the people monitoring and plotting the various diagnostic trends.

The individual FITS files from the ODFs were unpacked and analysed using  

further software written by the author, w ith the results plotted using IDL. Firstly, 

the auxilliary file from which all of the DPP reported statistics could be extracted: 

these being

• numbers of pixels exceeding the lower threshold side C /D

• numbers of pixels below  the acceptance threshold side C /D

• numbers of pixels exceeding the upper threshold side C /D

These data could then be compared with the pixel data extracted from the 

spectroscopic files for each CCD, and some accounting carried out to relate the 

outcom es of the two processing modes, including the distributions of the event 

shapes, the results for the first hundred frames of which are show n in table 5.9.
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CCD Number of events by Shape (eSES only)

El
B

E H
& a

1 :773 0 24 23 1 0 0 0

2 576 1 40 22 0 0 3 0

3 379 0 28 17 1 0 0 0

4 245 0 38 25 1 0 0 0

5 283 0 27 19 0 1 1 1

6 405 1 61 26 1 1 0 3

7 377 1 64 27 0 2 0 0

8 190 0 32 17 0 0 0 1

9 98 1 27 18 2 2 1 0

T a b le  5 .9 : N u m b ers o f  even ts  by  shape fo r  the sam e 100 fra m e s  considered in fig u res 5.14 to  

5.22 . N o tice  th a t— con sisten t w ith  the ex pec ta tion — single  even ts  d om in a te  the account, w ith  pairs  

o f p ixels the nex t m ost com m on. V ertically  sp lit  pa irs are rendered m ore likely  o w in g  to the w id er  

channel sto p s betzveen adjacent p ixels in the sam e ro w

CCD Total Total Events/s Events/s % Change

(HER) (eSES) (HER) (eSES)

1 3437 1821 6.36 337 -47

2 3083 642 5-7 1.18 -79

3 3508 425 6.49 0.79 -88

4 2686 309 4.97 0.57 -88

5 2349 332 4.35 0.61 -86

6 3398 498 6.29 0.92 -85

7 3732 471 6.9 0.87 -87

8 3506 240 6.49 0.44 -93

9 2753 149 5-: 0.29 -95

T a b le  5 .10: C om parison  o f  nu m bers o f p ixels telem etered by  the D P P  so ftw are  betw een H E R  

and eSE S m odes w hen  p o in tin g  a t the sam e object. The num bers refer to the sam e 100 fra m es as 

before, each fra m e  h a v in g  an in tegra tion  tim e o f  5.4 seconds.
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Options for directly comparing the actions of eSES on the raw data are lim

ited by the small number of queue memory data frames that are available—four 

each for CCDs 1-3, three each for the others from the EXO 0748-67 observation in 

orbit 67. Plotting the queue data after removing those pixels below the lower 

thresholds used in the companion eSES frames reveals no particular shapes from 

the hllegal' set which are more common than any other. Figure 5.14 shows a 

screen shot of a section of a CCD surface showing the raw pixels minus only 

those below the (eSES) threshold.

0067 0123500101 R1S90304DII.FIT 1

Figure 5.14: Section of C C D  surface showing queue data after application o f a lower threshold.

The picture is of a region approxim ately 80 by 30 pixels from  the middle of the C CD .This is from  a 

single fram e from  w ithin the same set fo r  C C D  4 considered in table 5.9 and elsewhere. The 'colour 

map' has been telescoped to black and w hite and the region 'zoomed' only to enhance clarity. E m pty  

squares are black. The razv data has been reduced by rem oving only those pixels below the lower 

thresholds as used in the on-board eSES processing which was being conducted at the same time 

(175/200for C /D ). There are queue memory fram es fo r  all nine o f the CCD s, each presenting a sim 

ilar picture.

Looking at figure 3.14 it can be seen that there are indeed many clusters of 

pixels which extend beyond the 2x2 region, though there are no particular predis-
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positions for particular shapes. When looking at figure 5.14 it is helpful to recall 

that diagonal connections are not counted.

An interesting effect is gained by plotting the raw image to the screen and 

then sliding the colour map up and dow n such that the lower threshold is varied 

in real-time. The result observed is that the CCD surface abruptly switches from 

spartanly populated to swam ped. The threshold level at w hich this visual effect 

occurs is quite high relative to the levels set for eSES m ode, which is the expected  

result: i.e. the eSES processing is able to reduce the data by selecting out legal 

events from a field that looks to the eye as if it were already overloaded.

One hundred frames proves about the ideal number for producing legible 

plots at the scale that they are printed in this thesis, but there is no special reason 

for choosing the first hundred from either observation: in both cases the profile of 

the data is similar throughout, w ith no outstanding features which w ould  make 

choosing a subset misleading. Table 5.10 highlights the change in the data rate to 

the ground segment. Considering the difference between figures 5.12 and 5.13 

where a 'spectrum' becomes visible where it wasn't before, then the result is 

strongly suggestive of better use of the telemetry bandwidth: i.e. the signal to 

noise performance is improved, so the majority of on-board rejected pixels must 

be from the unwanted background.
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Figures 5.15 to 5.23 present the results of this investigation graphically. Each 

figure has six plots, in two columns of three. All of the data are from EXO 0748- 

67, not an ideal choice being a som ewhat variable source, but the options were 

constrained by availability of "before and after" data, eSES having been adopted  

quite early in the mission. Two orbits are considered, 38 (DPP software in HER 

mode) and 67 (DPP software in eSES mode), with all data from RGS 1, RGS 2 by  

now  having deactivated CCD 4.

The top two plots show  numbers of pixels:

• above the lower threshold;

• below  the acceptance threshold;

• above the upper threshold.

Immediately obvious in each case is that the number of pixels above the 

lower threshold (i.e. those actually entering the software processing stage) is sig

nificantly higher in eSES m ode, consistent with the new  thresholds as listed in 

table 3.8. Similarly, the numbers of pixels below the acceptance threshold in the 

HER plots is generally zero or very small, as is to be expected w ith the high set

ting for the lower threshold (always exceeding the acceptance thresholds that 

could be em ployed in eSES, see table 5.8). The shape of the plot of "number of 

pixels above the lower threshold" is, in the HER case, dom inated by the number 

of pixels exceeding the upper threshold. The number of pixels above the upper 

threshold in the eSES plot often appears much reduced, but this is because the 

statistic measure here includes only single and 2x2 reconstructable events: there 

are other pixels above the upper threshold, but they becom e classified am ongst 

the pixels excluded on shape grounds. This is an important result since it dem on

strates that single pixel upper thresholding as applied in HER m ode is rem oving
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pixels which are also part of an 'illegal' shape, and m ust therefore be leaving 

behind data which is ambiguous.

The m iddle two plots compare the 'number of pixels telemetered' (found by  

counting up the pixels listed in the appropriate FITS files) and the total found by  

tallying the threshold statistics. In the case of the HER plots a gap betw een the 

tw o plots is exactly accounted for by pixels removed by hot pixel or colum n pro

cessing. A graph where the two plots are superimposed indicates that there were 

no hot pixels, as was the case for CCD 4 at the time of orbit 38 (figure 5.18). In the 

eSES case, the gap is m ostly due to the mis-shaped events which are rejected.

The last two plots are histograms of the pixel energies telemetered for each 

CCD. These were made by extracting the pulse height (PH) data for the first one 

thousand frames since one hundred proved too few to show  much detail. The 

energies are then deduced according to the instructions in the appropriate cali

bration file for the orbits in which they were recorded, and the results plotted 

using IDL. Some of the features visible in the eSES plots have been labelled, and 

they have been identified by comparing an image of the surface map of the CCD 

for selected ranges in pulse-height space. So, for example, where there is an in

flight calibration source it can be seen easily in an image as it illuminates a partic

ular comer of the CCD, whereas pixels associated w ith the source w ill tend to 

appear in a strip where the spectrum is imaged. The in-flight calibration sources 

are identified on the plots as 'F' and 'Al' and appear at approximately channels 

800 and 2300 respectively (already indicating the need for further PH scaling, 

appropriate to each CCD, as the Al peak should occur at about 1300). First order 

and second order pixels (if evident) are marked (I) and (II) respectively.
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With a variable object such as EXO 0748-67 it is unw ise to make too many 

comparisons of course, but there are a couple of assertions that can be reasonably 

made.

Firstly, despite the fact that more pixels are telemetered to the ground seg

ment in the case of the HER m ode data, it was not possible to extract a spectrum: 

this suggests that the number of pixels in the data set is of secondary importance 

to their quality, and the view  of the resulting energy histograms supports this, as 

in the case of the eSES data it is possible to see features in the 'spectrum' after 

even only one thousand frames. Secondly, the number of pixels entering the DPP 

software is larger in the case of eSES, demonstrating that allowing the software to 

select events from the pixel stream is a more effective tool than sim ply raising the 

thresholds since the smaller number of pixels telemetered in the case of eSES con

tains a higher proportion of useful data.

The reduced lower and acceptance thresholds permitted by the use of eSES 

are of particular relevance to the 'spectral redistribution' which is necessary in 

the ground segment. The photoelectric effect which is primarily responsible for 

the absorption of the X-ray produces a photoelectron of about the same energy as 

the incident photon. It is this photoelectron which then interacts w ith the lattice 

atoms, in some cases boosting a valence band electron to the conduction band, 

creating an electron-hole pair per ^.6^eV of the X-ray energy: and it is electrons 

from these pairs that can be trapped in the CCD charge wells. The conversion of 

the X-ray energy to electrons is a statistical process w ith an uncertainty deter

mined by the Fano factor (F), and the variance (AE/E)^ is not i / n  as it w ould  be 

for the Poisson case, but F /n , w ith F = 0.12 for silicon. A 200 eV X-ray, then, pro

duces on average 200/3.65 ~ 55 electrons, w ith a standard deviation of
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V(35 X 0.12) = 2.6 electrons. This corresponds to a full w idth at half maximum  

(FWHM = 2.3340) of the pulse height distribution in the CCD of 2.334 x 2.6 = 6 

electrons, not including noise. A long w ith the uncertainty introduced in the 

energy measurement, there is the possibility that the X-ray might be split such 

that som e portion of its energy finishes under the lower threshold. If this hap

pens then som e of its energy is Tost' and its PH w ill appear lower than the true 

value. So, all incoming X-ray energies are redistributed to slightly different val

ues w ith a certain probability distribution (in essence, a single monochromatic 

line is spread into roughly a Gaussian). The ground segm ent processing uses a 

'response matrix' for the instrument, containing such spectral redistribution 

(generally in tabular form), together with (or m ultiplied by) the instrument effec

tive area. It is clear then, that it is advantageous in terms of CCD energy resolu

tion to retain as much data as possible from the lower PH range, and reducing 

the data rate by sim ply increasing the settings for the lower and acceptance 

thresholds is not effective in science terms.

H ow  can this improvement in signal-to-noise be quantified? This is made 

difficult by the paucity of data available from the com m issioning phase which  

has a sufficiently complementary observation from the later eSES observations. 

Of the two EXO 0748-67 observations compared, orbits 38 and 67, more scientific 

analysis has been performed on the latter (Cottam et al, 2001) than the former, 

though some work was done by the author: enough to confirm at least that the 

spacecraft attitude and roll-angle are the same, m eaning that the optical back

ground is unchanged between the two pointings.
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Figure 5.15: Set o f plots comparing HER (left column) and eSES (right column) processed 

data from  the same object, E X O  0748-67, fo r  R G S l, CCD  1. The upper pair shozu the numbers o f 

pixels above upper threshold (light grey); acceptance threshold (m id grey, barely visible in the HER  

plots) and above lozuer threshold (black), as recorded in the sta tistics produced by the DPP. The m id

dle pair shozu the number telemetered to the ground (lozuer line) and the number rem aining after 

applying the thresholds. The gap betzveen shozus the number of pixels rejected on other grounds (can 

only be H ot Items in the case o f HER). The bottom rozu shozus histogram s of the pixel energies. In 

both cases the cut off at the lozuer threshold is artificially raised as a by-product o f an offset added in 

the processing on the ground. C C D  1 sees the alum inium  IFC, and this is indicated on the eSES
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energy histogram along w ith  firs t order pixels from  the source. The peak below f irs t order is caused 

by some unremoved warm  pixels.
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Figure 5.16: Set o f plots comparing HER (left column) and eSES (right column) processed 

data from  the same object, E X O  0748-67, fo r  R G S l, C C D  2. A  description of the form at o f the plots 

can be found in the caption fo r  figure 5.15. This C C D  sees both alum inium  and fluorine IFCs and  

these are indicated on the eSES energy histogram along with the position of f ir s t order pixels from  

the source.
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Figure 5A 7: Set o f p lo ts comparing HER (left column) and eSES (right column) processed data from  

the same object, E X O  0748-67, fo r  R G S l, C C D  3. A  description o f the form at of the plots can be fou n d  in 

the caption fo r figure 5.15. A t  the time of these observations there was a particu larly large number of pixels 

rejected as 'hot' in C C D  3, and this shoivs especially well in the HER plot. C C D  3 sees the fluorine IFC, 

and this can be seen on the eSES energy histogram, along w ith f irs t order pixels from  the source.
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Figure 5.18: Set o f plots comparing HER (left column) and eSES (right colum n) processed data from  

the same object, E X O  0748-67, fo r  R G S l, C C D  4. A  description o f the form at o f the plots can be fou n d  in 

the caption fo r  figure 5.15. There were no hot item s at all in C C D  4 at the time o f these observations, and  

this can be seen clearly in the superposition of the lines in the middle p lot fo r  the HER mode data. First 

order pixels from  the source can bee seen in the eSES energy histogratn a t about channel 1200.
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Figure 5.19: Set o f plots comparing HER (left column) and eSES (right colum n) processed data from  

the same object, E X O  0748-67, fo r  R G S l, C C D  5. A  description o f the form at o f the plots can be fou n d  in 

the caption fo r  figure 5.15. N ote the presence of flickering pixels as the p lo t lines in the 'number o f pixels 

telemetered' graph fo r  HER mode occasionally converge.
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Figure 5.20: Set o f plots comparing HER (left column) and eSES (right colum n) processed data from  

the same object, E X O  0748-67, fo r  R G S l, CCD  6 . A  description o f the form at o f the plots can be fou n d  in 

the caption fo r  figure 5.15. This C C D  sees the alum inium  IFC as marked on the eSES energy histogram, 

but also quite clear in this case are f ir s t and second order pixels from  the source.
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Figure 5.21: Set o f plots comparing HER (left column) and eSES (right column) processed data from  

the same object, E X O  0748-67, fo r  R G S l, C C D  7. A  description of the form at of the plots can be fou n d  in 

the caption fo r  figu re 5.15. This C C D  sees both alum inium  and fluorine IFCs, and these are marked on the 

eSES energy histogram , along w ith  f ir s t order pixels from  the source.
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Figure 5.22: Set o f plots comparing HER (left column) and eSES (right column) processed data from  

the same object, E X O  0748-67, fo r  R G S l, C C D  8. A  description o f the form at of the p lo ts can be fou n d  in 

the caption fo r  figure 5.15. This C C D  sees the fluorine IFC and this is marked on the eSES energy histo

gram along w ith  f ir s t order pixels from  the source.
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Figure 5.23: Set o f plots comparing HER (left column) and eSES (right column) processed data from  

the same object, E X O  0748-67, fo r  R G S l, C C D  9. A  description o f the form at of the plots can be fou n d  in 

the caption fo r  figure 5.15. The impression given in the eSES plot o f numbers of pixels telemetered to the 

ground segm ent is correct: there are periods o f tim e fo r  this (and other) C C D s where there are no pixels tele

metered. This C C D  has the highest energy pixels from  the source, and these can be seen em erging on the 

eSES energy histogram.
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Separating the total flux from the nine CCDs by using the spatial filtering 

appropriate to the implied wavelengths, figures can be deduced for the numbers 

of pixels from source and background, and these are summarised in table 5.11.

Revolution Number 38 67

M ode HER eSES

Total counts per frame 7 .8 5 0 .6 1

source counts per frame 0 .0 8 0 .3 0

total counts 1 0 2 7 3 1 7 1 2 2 1

total source counts 974 2 3 3 2 8

signal-to-noise

(source counts / Vtotal counts)
3 8 7

T a b le  5 .11: Q u a n tify in g  the im p ro v e m e n t in  s ig n a l-to -n o ise  b e tw e en  H E R  a n d  eS E S  m o d es o f  

the D P P  so ftw a re . N u m b e rs  u sed  f o r  so u rce  a n d  to ta l co u n ts  c o u r te sy  D r. C . P. d e  V ries a t S R O N .

The result show n in table 3.11 can be used as an indication of the im prove

ment in signal quality, and quantifies the overall impression of the value of the 

eSES mode:

• signal-to-noise performance is dramatically increased;

• quality of spectral redistribution is enhanced through the application of 

reduced lower and acceptance thresholds;

• no am biguous remnants of too-high energy events are left behind.

5.1.2 High Time Resolution

A first run w ith an RGS in HTR m ode was conducted during orbit number 

207 w ith an observation of Her-Xl, a binary system  containing an X-ray pulsar. 

The mechanism for processing HTR data in the pipeline being not complete, 

some ersatz routines were brewed, and early analysis conducted at SRON. While
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some optimisations are noted for the handling of the data by the ground segm ent 

and by the IC, the overall conclusion is that the instrument as a w hole is working 

correctly in this m ode (den Herder, 2001).

Though minimal in its extent, this first 'quick look' at HTR yields a gratify- 

ingly positive result insofar as the DPP software continues to prove effective.

5.2 Results from the software DPP

In the early phases of the mission, along with the change in onboard software 

functionality, a rethink was to be applied to all the different thresholds used as a 

part of this, in January 2000 the author used the software DPP to analyse some 

diagnostic data files from the twenty-fourth orbit of the spacecraft, and made 

some independent proposals for the levels of these thresholds. Accordingly, a 

script w as set up to run the software DPP repeatedly over each CCD's raw data 

set, applying lower threshold values starting at 200, and incrementing in steps of 

10. The acceptance thresholds were provisionally set at lower threshold 4- 20, and 

such hot items information as was available was used to remove hot pixels and 

hot column segments. Aside from CCD 4, each CCD yielded a clear result, with  

an elbow in the plot of the data rate, making it straightforward to estimate the 

optimum threshold values for each of the cases. Figure 3.24 show s a graph of the 

results of a run on CCD 1. The x- and y-axes are 'value set for the lower thresh

old' and 'number of pixels telemetered' respectively. There are three lines plotted, 

the uppermost is the result from basic spectroscopy, the m iddle the result for 

HER and the low est line the result for eSES.
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F igure 5.24: S um m ary p lo t fro m  the o u tp u t o f  the S W D P P fo r  C C D  i .  The in pu t w as a queue 

m em ory data file  from  the 2 4 th orbit o f the spacecraft (target w as H R  lo p p ) . The S W D P P  has been 

used to calculate the num ber o f  pixels telem etered in each o f basic, H E R  and eSES spectroscopic  

modes, according to low er- and acceptance-thresholds increm ented b y  the softw are across a pre

determ ined range. The graph show s the value o f the low er threshold increasing along the x-axis, 

w ith  the 'num ber o f  pixels telem etered' up the y-axis. The highest o f  the three curves is the resu lt 

from  basic mode, and the low est is that from  eSES. O p tim u m  threshold values could be fo u n d  by  

looking in detail around the 'elbow s' clearly seen in the plots.
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CCD 2 CCD  3

CCD  4 CCD  5

CCD  6 CCD  7

CCD  8 C CD  9

F igure 5.25: Plots fo r C C D s 2-g , equivalent to the plot fo r C C D  i  shown in figure ^ .1 4 . N ote  

that the plots fo r  all o f the CCD s, except fo r  C C D  4 ,follozv the sam e general pattern. The larger off

set exhibited by C CD s 3 and 6  is accounted fo r by the presence o f unrem oved hot items. The unchar

acteristic result seen fo r  C C D  4  is shown all the more clearly in figu re  3 .2 6 .
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Figure 5.25 shows the same graphs for CCDs 2-9. It can be seen that the gen

eral shape is echoed by each, and the offsets in altitudes of the plots are 

accounted for by variations in the gain settings in the analogue electronics chains 

associated with each CCD, and with unremoved hot items. It can be seen at a 

glance that there is something odd about the output for CCD 4, and this is shown 

at its clearest in figure 5.26, which is a summary graph, overlaying all of the indi

vidual CCD plots. With no clear turning region in the data, no suggestions could 

be offered for the thresholds.
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300

200

100

1000200 400 600 800

Figure 5.26: In this sum m ary graph the results from  all of the C CD s are overlaid, clearly 

showing the deviation in the results for C C D  4 . The other C CD s having some elbow in their plots, it 

was possible to propose thresholds fo r  them. The unexpected results from  C C D  4  suggest some rela

tion to the hardware fau lt in that C CD  signal chain which developed shortly afterwards.
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The analysis results were sent by email on the Sunday, and on the M onday 

the new s broke that there was a hardware problem w ith CCD 4, and that the 

instrument was being held in 'standby' m ode (i.e. w ith the digital electronics 

active, but the analogue electronics powered off). After som e detective work by 

the designers of the analogue electronics, a specific part was identified, which  

had it failed w ould have produced the results seen in the housekeeping monitors 

of the currents and voltages associated with CCD 4. The part in question was 

w ell known, used frequently in space applications and tolerant to radiation doses 

much higher than that to which it had been exposed by that time; the cause of the 

failure remains unknown to this day.

Of course the extra activity provoked by this occurrence rather reduced the 

interest in the work done w ith the software DPP, though the figures produced by 

the author were in accordance with those generated elsewhere. The fact that the 

possible effect of a hardware problem could be identified in the instrument sim u

lation software, suggests som e third party verification of its quality— and indeed  

of the potential value of such standalone simulators.
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Chapter 6: Looking Ahead & Conclusion

Though the existing onboard data preprocessing software can be considered  

successful, insofar as it meets the objectives currently set, there is of course 

always room for improvement, and som e suggestions are made in this chapter. 

Some of the possible changes are ow ing to knowledge gained in the design pro

cess, and som e as a result of the early flight experience. Whether any changes 

w ill be required— or even countenanced— is difficult to predict: certainly there 

will need to be com pelling reasons to m odify a system  that is working, but as the 

performance of the instrument is likely to degrade w ith time and accumulating 

radiation dam age, it is w ise to consider developm ents of the software to provide 

further options.

6.0 W here to find the resources

Two classes of resources are called for: cpu time and available memory. Con

sidering the headroom available according to the results presented in chapter 3, 

then there is further cpu time available— memory, however, is more problematic. 

More memory needs to be made available before new  code can be added, but 

happily this is possible on consideration of the current usage of the m odes pro

vided. There m ay be argument for going further than this, but for the time being  

it is clear that at least the code for "basic' m ode spectroscopy is redundant (recall 

that HER is now  the declared 'minimum impact' m ode ow ing to the crosstalk 

noise). Removal of this code is simplified by the architecture of the code as a
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whole: being the contents of a 'case' statement, the lines of Ada providing this 

m ode can sim ply be deleted w ith a low  probability of harming the im plied reli

ability of the overall structure. Since there is software intervention (i.e. the Ada 

compiler) between source code and object code one cannot say for certain what 

overall effects a change in the source code may make, but with the looping and 

flow structure of the overall program unchanged, this is the m ost benign form of 

large-scale change that could be envisioned. A iding the proposal to delete basic 

m ode is the fact that it can be easily synthesised by HER: recalling that HER 

applies an acceptance threshold to isolated pixels and deletes those below  it, 

were this threshold set to zero, then the behaviour of HER m ode w ill exactly echo 

that of basic m ode. N o other changes are required by operators or analysers: sim 

ply requesting basic m ode is enough since the onboard software can detect its 

selection, and replace the science type w ith that of HER, and reset the acceptance 

thresholds to zero on the fly, without needing to make any changes to the con

tents of the parameter bank.

6.1 Improvements to Hot Items Processing

6.1.1 Complete Pointer Housekeeping for Hot Pixels

The full treatment for the hot pixel table pointer housekeeping has already 

been described (3.1.4.2), but whether there w ill be any value in im plem enting this 

is difficult to forecast, being rather dependent on the w ay in which the hot pixels 

in the flight CCDs mutate. The basic assum ption is that the number of hot pixels 

w ill increase, but this is not a problem for the existing software, which w ill only  

fall short if the number of undeleted pixels becomes greater than the number of
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'spare' pixels typically available in any given frame. For com pleteness som e m ea

surements of the performance of the full solution are presented.

In the current onboard code, the arriving hot pixel is used to increment the 

hot pixel table pointer. If the pixel doesn't arrive for som e reason, the pointer w ill 

not get advanced, and the following hot pixels on the same row w ill not be 

rejected. This compromise was chosen because there is an overhead of processing 

even w hen a pixel does turn up. In the fullest treatment of this situation there 

w ill be an additional unit of time consum ed for every pixel, plus som e other time 

consum ed in actually resynchronising the pointer.

Extension of the existing hot pixel treatment continues to look unneces

sary at the time of writing this thesis: indeed there is a proposal to not use the 

hot pixel rejection at all but only the segm ented hot colum n processing since 

the hot pixels are currently very few  in number (Gabriel, 2001). One of the 

possibilities for improving the hot column processing, described in 6.1.2, w ill 

benefit from this, however, and w ill also free up som e cpu horsepower for the 

extension. Table 6.1 summarises the impact of applying the 'full' pointer house

keeping strategy to the pixel processing times.

T e s t O v e r h e a d  E a c h  R e s y n c . C o m m e n t

f o r  E v e ry  P ix e l (m a x im u m )

C h e c k  ro w  o n ly  2 5 |is  5 5 |is  M a x  is  1 ro w  u p

C h e c k r o w  1 0 2 |is  1 0 4 0 /8 4 0 f is  M a x  is  1 r o w  u p ,  1022

&  c o lu m n  o r  51 0  p ix e ls  a lo n g

T ab le  6.1: P er-pixel processing tim es fo r  the fu l l  hot p ixel table po in ter housekeeping stra tegy .

The 'overhead' colum n com pares the im pact on each pixel, w hether the preceding hot p ixel on the 

sam e row  has tu rn ed  up or not, w ith  the fu l l so lu tion  increasing th is load b y  a fa c to r  o f  fou r; fu r th e r  

tim e is consum ed when a designated  hot p ixel doesn't arrive.
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Comparing w ith times already measured for reading the input and process

ing pixels into the internal buffer, the throughput is again depressed, as show n in 

table 6.2.

Solution Time per Number of Delta
Pixel Pixels per

second

E x is t in g  1 7 4 |is  5747

F u ll  2 5 1 p s  3984  - 3 1 %

T able  6.2: D epression in p ixel th roughput by  addition  o f  extra  po in ter housekeeping. This 

depression is a m inim um : n on -arrivin g  hot pixels w ill add fu r th er  tim e to the processing according  

to the num ber o f tests  necessary.

6.1.2 More Intelligent Hot Column Treatment

The onboard code depends on the operators at the ground segm ent observ

ing the need to add or remove hot columns to or from the onboard tables. If there 

is som e delay in the removal of a hot column from the table, then the risk is that 

for som e portion of an observation fewer wanted pixels w ill be telemetered to the 

ground segment: undesirable, but not harmful. If the converse can occur, i.e. a 

hot column appears during an observation, then there is potential for data to be 

lost since unremoved hot items can saturate the telemetry allocation. This m ay be 

more of an issue later in the m ission as the CCDs becom e progressively more 

dam aged by the radiation dose received.

It is interesting to note that the experience so far (approximately one year 

from launch) is that hot columns can appear and disappear quite rapidly, indeed  

after as few  as thirty orbits the entire hot column map can be com pletely differ
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ent. The mechanism for this rapid variability in the hot colum n placements is not 

yet fully understood: the expectation was that the disruptions in the sem iconduc

tor crystal lattice that yield unwanted charge emitters w ould  be slow  to anneal 

ow ing to the low  temperature of the CCDs, but this seem s not to be the case.

Two schem es are discussed whereby the onboard software can be 

improved in this respect.

6.1.2.1 Enhanced Hot Colum n Table M anagem ent

The m ost obvious area where the existing technique could be improved 

lies in the "ownership' of the hot column tables. If the onboard software were 

given the ability to add hot column entries on its ow n account, then a defence 

is provided against the loss of useful scientific data ow ing to the presence of 

an excess of bad pixels of this type.

Such a new  routine w ould require two further entries in the parameter bank 

for each CCD:

• maxim um  number of pixels in a column side C

• m axim um number of pixels in a column side D 

and a new  data tag from the DPP to the IC:

• new  hot column tagged

The concept works by causing the onboard software to now  keep, in effect, a 

histogram of the number of pixels it finds in each column. A single mem ory array 

is needed for this, large enough to hold a word per column of one CCD. The user 

specified value 'maximum number of pixels in a colum n side C /D ' is used as an 

indicator for the onboard software to decide whether a colum n has becom e hot. If 

this value is exceeded, then the code w ill set all of the bits in the appropriate col
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um n in the actual hot column table such that the column is rejected next time, 

and the CCD ID and the x-position of the new  hot colum n is relayed to the 

ground segment. The operator of the instrument can then decide whether this 

new  hot colum n should be kept, or perhaps refined to be just a part of a column, 

and the "master' copy of the hot column table can be amended (or not) accord

ingly. Sorting the columns into segm ents onboard is too cpu intensive and risks 

affecting the throughput again: the philosophy here is for speed and sim plicity in 

order to give a safety-net to the existing observation, which might otherwise get 

lost or abandoned. Figure 6.1 illustrates the placement of the main extra func

tions by m odifying the flowchart from figure 3.6.

What about apprising the ground segm ent of the new ly selected colum n or 

columns? This is not shown, and is an implementation detail that w ill need to be 

agreed w ith the authors of both the ground segm ent software and instrument 

controller software. The obvious locations are either in an extension of the flow 

chart show n in figure 6.1— i.e. report each column as it is discovered— or in the 

statistics handling routine where the other 'meta' data is included. Alternatively, 

the onboard hot-column table could be dow nloaded periodically to compare 

against the version originally uploaded, though this w ould not by itself indicate 

when the changes to the table were implemented and this m ight be important for 

calculations concerning the exposure time or efficiency.
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ENTER
(x, y, CCD-ID, Hot Column shift size)

concatenated, so the CCD number Is used to identity the 
correct block. CCDs are numbered from 1-9, with 
af0'torC C D1,'1024'lorCC D 2  
and so on.

Shift Y to the right by I Reduce the range of the

'Hot Column' anay is Irom 0-9215

word using

ihere too many 
pixels in this

îjecl ihis pixel: 
it is part of a

F igure 6.1: H o t C olum n segm en t tes t flow ch art, modified fro m  fig u re  3 .6 . Before re tu rn in g  to  

the calling program  the x-coordinate h istogram  is updated, and the va lue tested  to see i f  the user  

specified ceiling  has been m et. I f  so, then that colum n is m arked a t 'hot'. The location o f  these extra  

steps is im portant: w e  know  th a t this rou tine w ill be called freq u en tly  i f  there is a n ew  hot colum n, 

and p lacing it  a t this po in t in the f lo w  m eans that these extra fu n c tio n s  w ill not be called again  fo r  

a n y  com ponent o f the n ew  colum n.
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6.1.2.2 D eleting the Onboard Hot Colum n Processing

This "dramatic' option is made possible by dependence on the eSES m ode's 

ability to reject connected events which extend beyond tw o pixels. The existing 

treatment of individual hot pixels w ould need to be retained as single pixels are 

nothing exceptional to eSES, but removing the hot colum n handling w ould  free 

up significant amounts of memory, and cpu horsepower. Though it sounds like a 

simplification of the code, this idea actually represents bigger changes to the 

onboard software than those proposed in 6.1.1.i  since the existing task switching  

m odel allocates the cpu time according to its need— sim ply switching off the hot 

column rejection w ill not allow more time for eSES since the program pointer 

doesn't switch to that context until the readout of the CCD is complete, or the rel

evant internal buffer is full. With few hot columns present, the existing disposi

tion of the processing w ill be adequate, but to make the best of this option the 

scheduling of the task switching w ill need to be rethought.

The attraction of allowing eSES to remove the hot colum ns is that this m ech

anism is naturally dynamic: if a hot colum n segm ent anneals then it is retained 

automatically, and as soon as a segm ent is made hot then it is rejected. For data 

quality som e work w ill need to be carried out to assess the possibility of hot col

um n segm ents extending over only two pixels as these w ill be m isleading, espe

cially if their sum w hen reconstructed fails to exclude them on the grounds of 

energy selection. The author w ill be looking into this, possibly arranging for 

som e data to be taken by the instrument w ith hot items processing turned 

entirely off. This w ill give a useful comparison, and is feasible w hile the number 

of hot columns is low  (currently not more than one per CCD half).
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6.2 Im provem ents to HER processing

The current HER code applies only a simple upper thresholding strategy on 

a single pixel basis. With the high incidence of cosmic rays in the RGS data this is 

show n to be a som ewhat imperfect technique since it is prone to leave their high  

energy 'splashes' either untouched, or, even worse, left am biguous by having  

only some com ponents deleted. In this situation eSES and SER m odes give a 

better treatment since they make som e effort to collect the com ponents of an 

event together— albeit over a small region. To improve the quality of the 

treatment given in HER, and to return some flexibility to the instrument 

w hen dealing w ith fainter sources, or for occasions w hen a higher telemetry 

allocation may be available, the author suggests the introduction of 'specula

tive reconstruction'.

The purpose of this is to apply the same search criteria and rules for analysis 

of shapes and connections as for eSES and SER, but w ith the difference that the 

reconstruction is only used to improve the identification of events w hose total is 

above the upper threshold: no permanent reconstruction takes place. Figure 6.2 

show s a flowchart of such a mechanism, closely based on the flowchart for SER 

m ode seen in figure 3.26. The m ode can be constructed this w ay since the under

lying logic is unchanged: in SER m ode any pixel which is a part of an event 

extending beyond the permitted shapes (figure 3.22) is left untouched and this 

remains true in HER. The difference is that now  a legal event is sum m ed into a 

temporary variable, and if the total is above the upper threshold or below  the 

acceptance threshold then all components are deleted, otherwise they are all 

telemetered as-is. The acceptance threshold test is included since its exclusion
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suggests an unnecessary limitation on how  the thresholds might be set, though if 

the intended 3a / 5a  settings are em ployed for lower and acceptance thresholds 

then it w ill be impossible for the reconstructed pixel to be below  the accep

tance threshold.

Limited tests w ith this technique w hen applied to the same flight data set 

used w ith the software DPP in chapter 3 suggest a data reduction betw een the 

existing HER and the 'improved' version (let's call it eHER) of around 4%. This is 

a small difference in terms of consum ption of telemetry bandwidth, but repre

sents a potentially important improvement in the data quality by reducing the 

chance of a very high energy event leaving fragments behind which could be 

confused w ith real X-ray components; as has been demonstrated to happen in 

chapter 3. The difference, then, between eHER and SER m odes is that w ith no 

onboard reconstruction taking place the distribution of the energy around the 

components in the split event is not lost. eHER w ill improve the performance of 

HER m ode at rejecting pixels above the upper threshold, but w ill still not match 

the performance of eSES, and since it w ill accordingly probably still require the 

lower thresholds to be set higher than for eSES, this m ode may only be practical 

for use w ith bright sources such as Capella.
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ENTER from calling program which passes:
• the pixel array
• pointer for the pixel array (implies 

number of pixels in the 
array, returned 
set to ‘0’)

• v a r ia b le  fo r  
number of pixels 
below acceptance threshold

• value for the acceptance threshok
• variable for number of pixels 

above upper threshold
• value for the upper threshold

This section, in grey, shows one of the seven similar 
roops lor the connected shapes. The other six are 
omitted for clanty

RETURN to calling program

store value of , 
pointer in D register 

set D' flag 
add 6 to shape reg I 

increment 
connection counter | 

of the D pixel

get next
buffer empty pjxel.connection pixel.connecbon there a pixel

store value of 
pointer in C register 
add 4 to shape reg 

increment 
connection counter 

of the C pixel

set inheritance store value of
there a pixel 

C?
pointer in B register

set 8 flag
add 2 to shape reg

increment
connection counter

of the 6 pixel

for other value in shape value in shape
Mister = 0

kxDping along
seed y+2

store value of 
pointer In A register 
add 1 to shape reg 

Increment 
connection counter 

of the A pixel

lookslikeit
s inhentancemight be in position

This IS a fragment of a too complex 
event, so we Ignore it and move on

single event

set too complex

increment 
connection counter 

of the '4' pixel

energy above Get Next 
Pixelincrement number 

of pixels >UT 
counter

increment number 
of pixels < AT 

counter
energy above

not simple after all: there Is an inherited connection 
from an eariler search. Ignore this one now we’ve 
searched around ri

inheritance flag

by here we know that the event 
|s a legal shape, it has no 
inhentance from previous 
searches, and is cleared for 
reconstruction

these tests now performed on 
the temporary variable

add FOO(hex) to the 
pixei.connections of 

each component 
including the seed

Sum the energies increment numberof all of the event
components to counter by numbertemporary vanable of components in

the event

one way or another all of these 
pixels are finished with now

increment number
of pixels < AT

counter by number Get Nextenergy above
of components in

the event

write all 
components to the 

0/P FIFO

Figure 6.2: Flowchart for 'eHER'
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6.3 Cosmic Ray Investigation

The default operational m ode of the RGS is operation in eSES, w ith queue 

memory data trickled to the ground segm ent as bandwidth permits. These full 

frame unthresholded read outs may prove useful as a tool for investigating cos

mic rays: over time the library of queue data frames is accumulating and as each 

is accompanied w ith detailed information about spacecraft attitude and time 

(hence position in the orbit) these may provide a serendipitous source for at least 

som e statistical information about flux and direction. The queue data frames 

w ould need to be analysed to look for certain signatures, but this is relatively 

straightforward work, and could use the same sort of approach as the software 

DPP.

6.4 Summary

XM M -Newton was successfully launched from Kourou in French Guiana in 

December 1999, on the Ariane flight 504. This observatory is the largest, most 

expensive scientific spacecraft ever launched by a European consortium, it is a 

cornerstone m ission in ESA's space science programme, and in its first year of 

operations has already produced data of unique quality (Astronomy & Astro

physics, volum e 363, number 1 January 1, 2001; Astronomy & Geophysics Febru

ary 2001, Volume 42, Issue 1, py). Data from the RGS, w ith its unprecedented  

energy resolution, is being met with great enthusiasm by astronomers using this 

instrument.
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The onboard software developed by the author for preprocessing the CCD 

data is a key element in the success of the RGS: it has executed faultlessly 

throughout the m ission so far, and has met or exceeded all of its requirements, 

proving itself to be:

• reliable— the software has never crashed;

• effective—no data has been lost through lack of throughput capacity, no 

telemetry bandwidth has been wasted by excessive data removal;

• adaptable— the software was easily tailored to cope w ith the higher than 

forecast background.

The original work described in this thesis took place largely over the five 

year period prior to launch and the year following this. Some analysis of the 

early flight data was conducted, with the results described in Chapter 5, and in 

Chapter 6 som e further proposals are made for possible enhancements to the 

product delivered.

The kernel of the work of this thesis is the creation of novel algorithms which  

w ill permit optimal data reduction with no loss of scientific information where 

constraints of com puting resources might be significant, such as in a satellite m is

sion (Chapter 1). As CCDs become more common, and are developed with  

increasing resolutions and areas, the im plied quantity of data rises also, w ith the 

result that even a ground based system  m ay benefit from enhanced execution  

speeds ow ing to the volum e of data which needs to be processed.

The algorithms presented in Chapter 3 were developed during a period  

where building the spacecraft hardware was the high priority for most of the col

laborating scientists; having demonstrated quite early in the programme that the 

author was capable of providing effective solutions to the challenging data pro
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cessing problems, they were pleased to be able to give him a large degree of 

autonom y during this period. The split event reconstruction technique is only  

relevant in cases w hen the incoming photon energy is high and the total amount 

of energy in an event needs to be recorded, making it inappropriate for CCDs 

used at optical wavelengths; however, the underlying algorithm is easily trans

ported to use in other cases where split events can occur. The novel technique of 

using segm ented columns to achieve the removal of regions from the CCD read

out w indow  is appropriate to any case where such data reduction is necessary, 

and is easily transportable using, as it does, an elegant and fast method.

Also presented, in Chapter 4, is the description of an instrument simulator in 

software, the SWDPP. The value of this w as proven to the author at least in its 

utility for writing and testing algorithms when the m ain developm ent system  

w as unavailable. The usefulness of the SWDPP was taken beyond this point by 

the conversion of the software DPP into a generic tool that can be used elsewhere 

in the RGS consortium. Writing the software DPP into a form similar to other 

popular astronomical utilities was logical and aided its adoption and use by at 

least one other institute in RGS consortium.

The value of such simulators was demonstrated by the ability of this unit to 

detect problems in the source data caused by a failure m ode in the hardware 

itself, as show n in Chapter 3. Such tools may be of use again, and may provide an 

alternative method for tracking the performance of an instrument over time by  

independently analysing the raw data as the m ission progresses.
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6 .5  C o n c l u s i o n

In the case of the CCDs used in the environment of the RGS, much of the 

background in the interesting X-ray band arises from charged particles and 

reducing the data by sim ply applying high and low  energy level thresholds 

results in CCD data w ith a poor signal-to-noise ratio, of the order of 1:50. Reduc

ing the CCD data to fit the available telemetry bandwidth by selecting a nar

rower energy w indow  is unhelpful since:

• the nature of the X-ray energy absorption mechanism and the possibility  

of X-ray events becom ing split, make the setting of the low  level thresh

old critical to both the separation of lower energy events from the back

ground, and the spectral resolution of the CCD;

• the possibility of charged particles contaminating more than one pixel 

with energy deposit fractions which are w ithin the energy range of the 

source's X-rays means that (a) the upper level threshold cannot be set 

low  enough to exclude them completely and (b) incomplete removal of a 

high energy charged particle's energy deposits w ill lead to further ambi

guities.

It is observed, however, that genuine X-rays tend to give rise to charge 

deposits confined to a single pixel, only occasionally extending to adjacent pixels 

within a 2x2 region—and then m ostly to pairs of pixels. Since most background 

pixels, because they are associated with charged particles, occur as parts of larger 

pixel groups or clusters, removing these cluster-associated pixels— using the 

techniques described in this thesis—can therefore significantly reduce the num 

ber of background pixels, w ithout significantly affecting the X-ray signal: in the
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case of the RGS instrument on XM M-Newton improving the signal-to-noise ratio 

by at least an order of magnitude, and reducing the number of pixels to be trans

mitted to the ground segm ent by approximately the same ratio.
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Appendix 1:

Factors Affecting Communications Bandwidth

The normal operating m ode of the RGS instrument on XM M-Newton utilises 

a telemetry allocation of 6K bits/second. This compares to the 20ooK bits/second  

that can be transferred from a floppy disk—already considered rather a slow  

m edium  on a desktop computer of today, but not atypical of a spacecraft sub

system 's allocation. The main factors which decide the communications band

w idth are the physical factors of distance of the spacecraft from the 

groundstation (and the influence that this has on the transmitter power 

required), and the operational factors affecting the profile of the rate of acquisi

tion of data and the amount of time spent in contact with a groundstation.

Physical Influences

A striking feature of the design of the link between a spacecraft and its 

groundstation is the effect of the distance involved. Were it radiated isotropically, 

then P watts of power from a transmitting system dim inishes to a flux, F, accord

ing to:

where R is the radius of the sphere. This means that even at distances m odest in 

spacecraft terms the flux of power at the receiving antenna can be vanishingly

small: typically less than io “^°W /m^ from a geosynchronous spacecraft at a
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height of 36,000 km (Pratt et al, 1986). Of course the power is not radiated isotro

pically, but w ill be focussed by an antenna system. The design and com plexity of 

the antenna will, however, also be limited by mass constraints, and its footprint 

limited by the pointing accuracy attainable by the spacecraft. Options for increas

ing the power radiated from the antenna by increasing the transmitter amplifier 

gain w ill be limited by the available electrical power from the spacecraft, and by 

thermal design constraints. A complete exposition of the difficulties of spacecraft 

design is not appropriate here, but it ought, at least, to be seen as inevitable that 

in an environment where volum e, mass and power are in short supply, and heat 

is difficult to dissipate, and all these aspects feed back to each other, the m axi

m um  radiated power from the spacecraft w ill be limited, even before folding the 

concomitant implication on cost (Fortescue et al, 1992). It is also true that at cer

tain frequencies the flux at the footprint of a spacecraft antenna may be con

strained by pre-existing terrestrial use of the same frequencies.

There are fewer technical constraints on the design of the receiving antenna 

of course, but limitations of cost and practicality w ill still obtrude and there w ill 

be an ultimate limit to the sensitivity of the groundstation to the signals from the 

spacecraft.

The overall product of this physical design of the spacecraft-to-groundsta- 

tion system  w ill be a lin k  budget', the scale of which feeds directly back to the 

error rate that link w ill be able to accommodate. This 'bit error rate' (BER) is 

determined by the quality (the 'carrier-to-noise ratio') of the link w ith the space

craft, and according to the data handling techniques used there w ill finally be a 

m axim um bit-bandwidth which can be supported. Improvements to the bit 

errors in the transmissions can, and are, made by the use of encoding techniques.
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but these inevitably require extra data to be included— in short, for an error to be 

detected then the set of "legal' values that can be received must be smaller than 

the potential total set that can be transmitted (Cruise et al, 1998).

Operational Influences

Are limitations to the communications bandwidth available to spacecraft 

necessarily problematic? An instinctive response is to assum e 'yes', since a higher 

resolution measurement from som e instrument w ill inevitably require more 

information to describe it, nevertheless, there are other parameters to consider to 

give an idea of the differences wrought by data profile and choice of orbit.

The choice of orbit, along w ith influencing the link budget, w ill have an 

implication on the groundstation contact: low  Earth orbiting spacecraft w ill have 

the advantage of shorter signal path length for transmission, but w ill have 

shorter visibility by each groundstation. A spacecraft in a highly elliptical orbit 

w ill on the other hand have the opportunity for very long periods of contact w ith  

a particular groundstation, though w ith high altitude apogees the path loss 

becomes a significant issue.

The 'data profile' reflects the nature of the change in data rate from an instru

ment over a unit period— say one orbit. Obviously if the data is not generated at 

a constant rate, then the only concern is that the net rate during the transmission  

to the groundstation contact period cannot be exceeded. This m ay mean queue

ing the data on board in som e form of storage.
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Appendix 2:

Sam ple FITS Header

This is a sample header from a FITS file of diagnostic data taken soon after 

launch of XMM-Newton. This text w as extracted using Tdump' from the 

FTOOLS suite to produce an ASCII text file.

SIMPLE = T / file does conform to FITS standard
BITPIX = 8 / number of bits per data pixel
NAXIS = 0 / number of data axes
EXTEND = T / FITS dataset may contain extensions
COMMENT FITS (Flexible Image Transport System) format defined in
Astronomy and
COMMENT Astrophysics Supplement Series v44/p363, v44/p371, v73/p359,
v73/p365.
COMMENT Contact the NASA Science Office of Standards and Technology
for the
COMMENT FITS Definition document #100 and other FITS information.
ORIGIN = 'XMM-SOC ' / Processing site
DATE = '2000-01-25T15: 04 : 06' / File creation date
FILENAME= 'RRRR_9999990022_R2U00908DII.FIT' / Filename
CREATOR = 'XSCS-PMS' / FITS generated code
CATEGORY= 'XMMODF ' / The file is part of an XMM ODF
END
XTENSION= 'IMAGE ' / IMAGE extension
BITPIX = 16 / number of bits per data pixel

(continued)
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NAXIS 
NAXISl = 
NAXIS2 =
PCOUNT = 
GCOUNT = 
EXTNAME = 
EXTVER = 
TELESCOP= 
INSTRUME= 
DATATYPE= 
OBS_ID = 
EXP_ID = 
TMEXP_ID= 
CCDID 
CCDOCB = 
WINDOWXO= 
WINDOWYO= 
WINDOWDX= 
WINDOWDY= 
FTCOARSE= 
FTFINE = 
BLOCKNO = 
PIXELNO = 
CSGID 
CCDFLUSH= 
CCDNODE = 
DATE-OBS= 
DATE-END= 
END

'R2DII1

■XMM

■RGS2
■DIAG.IM '
'9999990022 '
'9999990022009

2 / number of data axes
342 / length of data axis 1
128 / length of data axis 2

0 / required keyword; must = 0
1 / required keyword; must = 1

/ Extension name
1 / Extension version 

/ XMM mission 
/ RGS Instrument 
/ Type of Data 
/ Observation Identifier 
/ Exposure Identifier 

108 / Exposure Identifier in exposure packet 
8 / CCD ID
3 / OCB(Frame-Diag)/SID-science 
0 / CCD-n X-start 
0 / CCD-n Y-start

342 / CCD-n X Length 
128 / CCD-n Y Length 

3996560 / Coarse time 
42808 / Fine time

/ Block number 
43775 /No. of pixels to be acquired 

6 / CSG-ID
0 / No. of CCD flushes 
3 / CCD Readouts 

' 2000-01-25T15: 04 : 01' / Exposure Start Time 
' 2000-01-25T15: 05 : 33' / Exposure End Time

■X
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Appendix 3:

Example Shell Script

This is an example shell script used to generate files for, and manage the exe

cution of the software DPP described in chapter four. The script itself is an exe

cutable, and is called by typing:

prompt% swdpp filename.FITS 

where Tilename.FITS' is the file to be analysed.

#!/bin/csh -f
# shell script to operate the MSSL software DPP.
# Requires FITSfile for pixel data and parameter
# file for DPP

set logfile = $1
#logfile is the filename passed by the user

echo "" 
echo ""
echo "---------MSSL XMM RGS: SWDPP Version 1 ---------- "
echo ""

echo "Examining header from " $logfile

fdump prhead=yes $logfile header.tmp.out - -

awk -f header.awk < header.tmp.out > header.txt 
#strip out the unwanted bits

echo "Pre-Processing " $logfile

fim21st $logfile+l tmp.fits
#pull out the pixel data from the extension

fdump prhead=no tmp.fits tmp.out - - 
#turn the pixel data into ASCII

(continued)
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awk -f pre.awk < tmp.out > tmp2.txt 
#strip out the unwanted bits

echo " ... done"
echo ""

echo "Analysing ... " $logfile 
echo ""

swdpp. o
#call the s/w DPP once using the parameters in parm.txt

echo " ... done"

rm tmp.fit tmp.out tmp2.txt header.tmp.out header.txt 
#clean up

echo ""
echo "---  Execution complete: output in analysis.txt  "
echo "" 
echo ""
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Appendix 4:

Project Structure

Four institutions were directly involved w ith the production of the RGS:

• SRON (The Space Research Organisation of the Netherlands, FI A. C. 

Brinkman), is the PI institute and is responsible for the overall manage

ment of the project, and for the production of the RFC and RAF 

(http:/ /  satum .sron.nl/di v ision s/hea /xm m )

• UCB (The University of Columbia, N ew  York, Co-I S. Kahn) w as respon

sible for the developm ent of the reflection grating arrays (RCA)

(http:/ /  xmm.astro.columbia.edu)

• MSSL (The Mullard Space Science Laboratory, University College Lon

don, Co-I L. Culhane) was responsible for the developm ent of the digital 

electronics, the power supply and the onboard software

(http:/ /  w w w .m ssl.ucl.ac.uk/w w w _astro/rgs/rgs.h tm l)

• PSI (The Paul Scherrer Institut in Switzerland, Co-I A. Zehnder) was 

responsible for the thermal; and mechanical design of the detector 

assembly, and the design and production of the radiator

(http: /  /  w w wl.psi.ch/www_lap_hn/ASTR_XM M .H TM L)
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Glossary of Abbreviations, Acronyms & Terms

Actel

Active area 

AD

AESIM

AIT

AIV

APID

Baffle

BB

BOL

Byte

CCD

CCS

CDMS

CIA

CoG

Configure M ode

A brand of one-shot, field programmable gate array 

The area of the CCD that is generating data that reaches 

the DPP

Applicable Document 

Analogue Electronics Simulator 

Assembly, Integration and Testing 

Assembly, Integration and Verification 

Application Identification

A photon-proof partition used to limit stray light 

Bread Board 

Beginning of Life 

Eight bits

Charge Coupled Device

Central Checkout System (aka Overall CheckOut 

Equipment)

Control Data Management System  

CCD Image Analysis 

Centre of Gravity

1C is running s /w  uploaded from the ground segm ent and 

is monitoring instrumental parameters. DPP is held in 

'reset' and available for loading of parameters and software
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Configuration

CSG

CTMS

cru
CVCM

DBI

DBU

DPP

DH

DMA

EGSE

EGSE-UI

EGSE-II

eHER

EID

EM

EMC

For each instrument, an d /or  the Observatory, a fixed set of 

commandable conditions which are set up in order to collect 

science data. Because filters or w indow  sizes may  

be changed within one m ode by varying user definable 

parameters, any m ode may have a number of possible 

configurations.

Clock Sequence Generator

Central Time Management System

Central Terminal Unit

Collected Volatile Condensable Material

Digital Bus Interface

Data Bus Unit

Data Pre-Processor

Data Handling

Direct Memory Access— a technique whereby circuits

external to the cpu can read and write mem ory w ithout

needing cpu intervention

Electrical Ground Support Equipment

EGSE User Interface

EGSE Instrument Interface

enhanced High Event Rate (spectroscopy)

Experiment Interface Document

Engineering M odel

Electro Magnetic Compatibility
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EOBB

EOL

EPIC

EQM

ESA

ESD

eSES

ESOC

ESTEC

EIEO

FITS

Elux Map

EM

FMECA

FOP

EOV

EPGA

EPP

FPPR

EPT

Frame

Electro-Optical Breadboard 

End of Life

European (X-ray) Photon Imaging Camera

Engineering Qualification Model

European Space A gency

Electrostatic Discharge

enhanced Single Event Selection

European Space Operations Centre

European Space research and Technology Centre

First In First Out

Flexible Image Transport System

Pictorial representation of the contents of a CCD frame or 

frames with the number of occurrences of each pixel 

m apped to colour 

Flight Model

Failure M odes, Effects and Criticality Analysis 

Flight Operations Plan 

Field of View

Field Programmable Gate Array 

Focal Plane Platform 

Focal Plan Platform Reference cube 

Full Performance Test

'A data set generated by a detector during a quantised 

period', in the case of the RGS instrument this is a 

single CCD read out
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FS

GSE

HER

HK

HTR

IC

ICB

ICD

IFC

inner shell

i /p

IPR

IS

ISR

KAL

Kbit

Kernel M ode

LET

LPT

LTMS

MA

MCC

MGSE

Flight Spare m odel 

Ground Support Equipment 

High Event Rate 

Housekeeping  

H igh Time Resolution 

Instrument Controller 

Instrument Controller Bus 

Interface Control Drawing 

In-Flight Calibration (Source)

the pixels imm ediately abutting a seed pixel: i.e. the pixels in 

a 2x2 region 

input

Instrument Positional Reference 

Instrument Station 

Interrupt Service Routine 

Keep A live Line

The capital "K' signifies 1024 rather than 1000

IC is running s /w  from its onboard ROM and m onitoring

basic HK parameters. DPP is in 'reset'.

Linear Energy Transfer

Limited Performance Test

Local Time Management System

Mirror Assem bly

M ission Control Centre

Mechanical Ground Support Equipment
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minDS

MIP

M ode

M ol

MOS

MLI

MM

MSSL

NB

Nibble

OBDH

Observation

OCB

ODE

OGSE

OM

Minimum DPP data source, a sim ple data generator 

Million(s) of instructions per second. A com m on measure 

of the capability of a microprocessor.

The instrument set-up which can be called by telecommand  

and w ith which is associated som e user specified 

parameters. A  unique data format m ay be associated 

w ith each mode. A specific set-up w ithin the ground 

segm ent is required to process/d isp lay instrument 

data from each mode.

Moment of Inertia 

Metal Oxide Semi-conductor 

Multi-Layer Insulation 

Mirror M odule

Mullard Space Science Laboratory 

Narrow Band 

Four bits

On-Board Data Handling

The set of exposures requested by an observer to fulfill the 

science investigations into a source, described in the 

proposal. This may comprise more than one 

instrum ent/observatory configuration.

On Chip Binning 

OM Digital Electronic Unit 

Optical Ground Support Equipment 

Optical Monitor
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o /p

outer shell

PA

PCB

PCU

PDU

PI

Pixel

PLM

Pointing

PSPC

QM

RAE

RBI

RDE

RE

RFC

RCA

RGS

Rowland circle

output

the pixels around the edge of a 2x2 square. Must be em pty

for the 2x2 event to be reconstructable by v l6 a

Product Assurance

Printed Circuit Board

Power Conditioning Unit

Power Distribution Unit

Principal Investigator

A picture element. In the context of RGS a pixel is 

specifically one cell of a CCD substrate 

Payload M odule

A period of time during which the reference axis is held to a 

specific commanded location in the celestial sphere.

Position Sensitive Proportional Counter

Qualification Model

RGS Analogue Electronic

Remote Bus Interface

RGS Digital Electronics

Radio Frequency

RGS Focal Camera

RGS Grating Array

Reflection Grating Spectrometer

The circle, tangent to which spectral lines are in focus w hen  

its radius of curvature is equal to the effective radius of 

curvature of the gratings used
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s/c
Scenario

SCSI

SCSIM

SER

SES

SEU

SI

SMCC

SOC

Split Event

SRON

STM

Surface Map

TAC

TEC

TBD

TC

TCT

TM

TML

Spacecraft

The complete suite of set up considerations for an

experiment, e.g. CCD read-out mode, DPP thresholds etc.

Small Computer System Interface

Spacecraft Simulator

Split Event Reconstruction

Single Event Selection

Single Event Upset

Système International

Service M odule Central Cylinder

Science Operation Centre

an incoming photon the deposition of w hose

resulting charge im pinges on the CCD across a pixel

boundary

Space Research Organization, Netherlands 

Structural Thermal Model

Pictorial representation of the contents of a CCD frame

or frames w ith the energy of the pixels m apped to colour

Technical Advisory Group

To Be Confirmed

To Be Defined

TeleCommand

Telescope Central Tube

Telemetry

Total Mass Loss
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UCS Unit Coordinate System

UTC Universal Time Coordinate

VME An industry standard backplane specification used for cpu

cards and peripheral m odules (Versa M odule Eurocard) 

WFC Wide Field Camera (as used on ROSAT)

wiper general user-interface term for a (usually) vertical cursor

which can be m oved (^wiped') over a region of data 

displayed in one window, with the effect of this m ovem ent 

displayed in another w indow  

XMM X-ray Multi-mirror M ission
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Colophon

Some details are given about the production of the software source code and 

the mechanical production of this thesis.

A ll of the source code w as edited using the native text editor available in the 

Open W indows desktop running under Solaris i. During the course of the project, 

I discovered 'emacs', which I downloaded and installed along w ith its Ada lan

guage extensions, and this certainly seem ed to have promise as a replacement for 

line editors such as 'vi', but learning this product seem ed too likely to be a dis

traction, though it did yield two very helpful aids. Firstly, it provided a mecha

nism for matching opening and closing statements—very useful for tracing 

errors in loop structures (i.e. one could highlight, say, an 'if' and have emacs find 

the corresponding 'end if'). Secondly, w hen working w ith the very long text files 

engendered by extensive use of in-line coding, it w as very easy to lose track of 

indentation conventions— especially w ith extensive use of cut-and-paste (most 

occasions where there were identical sections of code for side_C or side_D origin 

pixels I worked on side_C only, and w hen com piling and executing ok, w ould  

copy this to a temporary file and let the machine search and replace all of the '_C' 

suffixes w ith '_D' suffixes. This w as an effective means of ensuring that both ver

sions of the code behaved in the same way, but tended to randomise the indenta

tion structure). To avoid spending too much time on this largely aesthetic issue, 

periodically the source files could be loaded into emacs and the 'indent lines in
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region' command called, having selected the entire body of the text. This w ould  

then sort out the formatting according to the standard Ada conventions.

A further product which appeared and was experimented w ith was 

'GRASP', and this show ed promise as a useful graphical text editor w ith extra 

w idgets for the programmer, but this w as also rejected for practical reasons 

ow ing to time constraints.

Portions of this thesis have been underway for several years, and a number 

of different applications em ployed. The line diagrams were m ostly produced in 

ClarisDraw, and the flowcharts in Clarislmpact, both very useful programs now  

sadly moribund. The bulk of the text was originally written using WordPerfect, 

but during the collation of the material it became clear that this also abandoned  

product w ould not be able to cope w ith the size and complexity that w as being  

accrued. This didn't becom e clear until the last few  months before subm ission  

was due— rather late to be learning a new  product; but the bullet was bitten and 

other options were investigated. M eanwhile individual chapters were com posed  

in WordPerfect and released one-at-a-time to the panel for reading. After some 

research, Adobe FrameMaker emerged as the clear product of choice, and a copy  

was duly procured to start learning w hile the individual chapters were out for 

proof reading.

Every graphic entity w as individually saved into its ow n file as encapsulated  

PostScript, including the screenshots which had to be taken with the Solaris 

'snapshot' tool, then opened in Xview to be saved as a '.jpg' format, and finally 

opened and edited in Adobe Illustrator for saving into PostScript. IDE w as used  

to generate the graphs, and each frame is again its ow n '.eps' file. !p.multi was 

not used to com pose the various collections of graphs, it being more flexible to
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leave this com position to FrameMaker or Illustrator as these were the tw o w ork

horses available on m y computer at home. The body text is set throughout in 

Palatino (I might have chosen a more unusual face, but I w as very keen to use all 

the correct typographic components, and the basic Palatino font set being so 

w idely included in operating systems and printers meant that I only needed to 

purchase the extras for the old-style figures). Diagram labels are in Helvetica- 

Narrow, which survives printing at very small sizes.
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